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Logo Frightens Me 
I first encountered Logo about ten years ago, and 

even then I was quite impressed. Since then I have 
frequently supported Logo in my writing, teaching 
and public speaking engagements. ICCE has sup-
ported Logo through a column in The Computing 
Teacher, and this is the second Logo issue of TCT. 
ICCE is publishing a book on Logo (See "Logo in the 
Classroom -Session 1," p. 67 ). 

I have learned quite a bit about Logo and its uses, 
and I encourage all of my computers in education 
students to do the same. Recently, I co-directed a 
doctorate thesis that centered on teaching teachers 
to teach students to use Logo. 

On the surface I am a strong supporter of Logo. 
But deep down in me there is some fear associated 
with Logo's role in education. 

My fear has two parts. First, I fear that Logo is 
being oversold. Some people are developing unrea· 
sonable and unrealizable expectations about what 
Logo can do for education. 

Second, I fear that Logo will not reach its poten· 
tial. Understanding the Logo phenomenon is diffi. 
cult. It is accompanied by an almost-religious enthu-
siasm. In talking with many Logo-oriented educa-
tors, I am led to believe that Logo not only will make 
their students computer literate and substantially 
improve their problem-solving skills, but will make 
a major contribution to rectifying many of the cur-
rent ills of education. These claims may prove to be 
true, but it is important to acknowledge that, to 
date, such deeply-held beliefs in Logo go largely un· 
substantiated. A number of my graduate students 
have done careful surveys of the Logo literature, 
searching for solid research to back up the widely-
voiced claims. The literature is sparse. It consists 
mainly of descriptions of teachers using Logo with 
students, most concluding that students enjoyed 
using Logo to draw pictures. One could say the 
same thing about students provided with a set of 
paints and a brush. 

That is not to say there is no research on Logo. 
The Brookline project, for example, gave us a strong 
hint of Logo's potential. But one must view with 
suspicion an experiment in which the elementary 
school teacher has a doctorate in engineering. In-
deed, few of the so-called experiments have been done 
making use of "ordinary" teachers-those with a 

very modest level of training, experience and inter-
est in the computer field. 

The very heart of much Logo-based instruction is 
what is often called discovery-based learning. Dis-
covery-based learning has been extensively re-
searched and has substantial merit. But its effective 
implementation requires well-trained, skilled, com· 
mitted teachers. Logo by itself cannot create the 
teacher-related parts of a sound educational envi-
ronment. 

Teachers of ten equate a minimal level of success 
in using Logo with students becoming computer lit-
erate and becoming much better problem solwrs. 
This reflects very little depth of insight into the 
various components of computer literacy. It reflects 
almost no insight into problem solving or into po· 
tential roles of computers (or Logo) as an aid to 
problem solving. 

It feels to me like Logo has been oversold. Market-
ing experts have done their job, but that isn't what 
has oversold Logo. Educators have done it to them· 
selves. In looking for "the answer" in computing, 
these educators have latched onto Logo. It obvious-
ly is part of an answer, but transforming a partial 
solution into a panacea is damaging, both to educa· 
tion and to the potential of Logo. 

Logo can be a powerful aid to learning. Perhaps 
your definition of computer literacy includes learning 
to write and debug programs to solve problems. 
Perhaps you want your students to develop insight 
into top-down analysis, stepwise refinement and 
problem or program segmentation. Perhaps you 
would like your students to study aspects of a spe-
cific content area through a discovery approach. 

Logo is an excellent vehicle to achieve these goals. 
But not without the help of a knowledgeable teacher 
and suitable curriculum materials. Logo by itself 
will do little for most students. Certainly there will 
be rare exceptions-students who learn Logo and 
explore concepts on their own to create interesting 
and challenging projects. But most students require 
knowledgeable and experienced teachers, as well as 
good curriculum materials. 

Now we are at the very heart of my fear. Logo is a 
wonderful language, but a Logo-equipped computer 
system is not a teacher-proof educational tool. Most 
teachers require a substantial amount of computer 
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education and experience to even begin to help their 
students to realize the potentials of a Logo comput-
er system. And that is only a beginning. What hap-
pens to such students in the months and years that 
follow, as they have continued access to computers? 
Where will they receive guidance and help in their 
endeavors to learn more of the potentials of Logo 
and computers? 

For me, a pattern of answers is beginning to ap-
pear. Computers will have a profound impact upon 
education. Eventunlly more of the needed research 
will be done, so we will have increased knowledge of 
ways to use computers effectively. 

If we are willing to settle overall for a mediocre 
education, decreased reliance upon teachers and in-

creased reliance upon computers can help us achieve 
the goal. But if we have higher aspirations, such as 
students achieving their full potential, then highly 
qualified teachers will be more important than ever. 
Attracting and holding good teachers, providing 
them with high quality preservice and inservice 
education. supporting them with appropriate re· 
sources-these are keys to improving our education· 
al system. I believe in the potential of Logo, but I 
believe much more strongly in the part educators 
will play in its effective use. This Logo-oriented issue 
of The Computing Teacher gives good evidence of the 
progress being made. 

END8 

ICC E Special Interest 
Groups 

At its October 9, 1983, meeting, the ICCE Board 
of Directors voted unanimously to authorize the cre-
ation of Special Interest Groups. It also voted unan· 
imously to authorize t.he immediate establishment 
of a SIG Bulletin. These two actions have profound 
implications for the future of ICCE. These decisions 
commit ICCE to a new level of professional activity . 
Regional, provincial and state computer education 
organizations can continue to cooperate geographi-
cally within the current ICCE structure. ICCE SI Gs 
will facilitate cooperation among computer educat-
ors with a specialized interest or set of needs. 

Within the computers-in-education field nt least 
three groups have been identified as having new and 
challenging responsibilities. To date, there has been 
no forum for these educators to clarify their new 
roles, receive and exchange pertinent information, 
and establish and build their professional identity. 
To address these needs, ICCE has taken the initial 
steps in organizing three groups: 

1. A SIG for Computer Coordinators. This SIG 
is for people who have building-level or district-
level responsibility for computers in education. 
(See "Computer Coordinator Group: A Pro-
posed ICCE Special Interest Group." The 
Computing Teacher, Vol. 11, No. 3.) 

2. A SIG for Teachers of Educators. This SIG is 
for people who develop and teach courses and 
workshops for inservice or preservice edu-
cators. (At this point most computer coor-
dinators are also responsible for teacher train-
ing.) 

3. A SIG for Administrators. This SIG is for 
school administrators who need consider-
able computer knowledge to make effec-
tive decisions about school management and 

t..he integration of computers into the curricu-
lum. 

General guidelines for the establishment of SIGs 
are being formulated by a committee designated by 
the ICCE Board of Dire.ctors. A SIG is much like a 
self-contained, special-purpose professional society. 
with officers, a board of directors, a publication 
(which might eventually be distributed electronical 
ly). and meetings (such as professional development 
seminarsl. The volunteer editorial staff of each SIG 
will be responsible for the content and preparation 
of Lheir publication. The ICCE headquarters staff 
will support SIGs by collecting SIG membership 
dues. maintaining membership records, and aiding 
in the production and distribution of all SIG publi-
cations. 

Initially, one SIG Bulletin is being created to 
serve all the newly emerging SI Gs. Eventually, indi· 
vidual SIG publications will replace this combined 
SIG Bulletin. 

The SIG Bulletin. a quarterly publication, will car-
ry information about the SIGs that are now form-
ing. It will contain topics of interest to each SIG 
with a focus on: · 

• Articles of immediate importance and 
usefulness 

• Surveys of the research 
• Editorial comment to spark debate 
• A forum for question/answer and the sharing 

of ideas 

I nforrnation will be included on how to get involved 
with a SIG and how to help create a new SIG. 

The first quarterly issue of the SIG Bulletin will 
be available in March 1984. with subsequent issues 
following approximately every three months. Each 
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quarterly issue will be 50 pages or more in length. 
A special introductory issue of the SIG Bulletin is 

scheduled for distribution in mid·January 1984. 
This preview issue will be 24 pages in length and 
will be available free upon request. It will invite you 
to become a paid member of a SIG and receive the 
SIG Bulletin. For ICCE members, a subscription to 
the SIG Bulletin will cost $10 per year. 

ICCE has received a donation of $2100 to help es· 
tablish the SIG Bulletin and to defray some of the 
initial expenses in starting t.he SIGs. It is expected 
that memberships will eventually allow the SI Gs to 

be self-sustaining . 
If you would like a copy of the free introductory 

issue of the SIG Bulletin, fill out and return the 
postcard included in this issue (or simply send us 
your name. address and position). The postcard also 
asks for your ideas: What would be most useful to 
you? What areas would you like more training in? 
What artkles or ideas can you share with others? 
Your support, ideas and time are not only encour-
aged-they are needed. Write for a free copy of the 
SIG Bulleti11. 

END• 

LETrERS TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Sir: 
My husband, who is a professor of medicine, had a 

cerebrovascular accident nine months ago and has 
expressive aphasia and a right paralysis. He can 
read and recognizes some words, but cannot initiate 
spoken or written language. He has no problem un-
derstanding spoken language, and his reading com-
prehension seems to be progressive. 

I am looking for a program which will provide him 
with a vocabulary broken down by categories, sub-
categories, etc., which will enable him to select key 
words. I am also looking for learning programs to 
help him regain vocabulary and sentence structure. 

We plan to use the IBM PC with the quadrum Ap· 
ple II interface so that we can use programs written 
for either. I am familiar with the Words+ program, 
but because this requires alphabetical recognition. 
I do not think it is useful at this time. 

If you have or know of any program which we 
might be able to use, I would appreciate your con-
tacting me. 
Sincerely, 
Victoria R. Liddle 
770 Norwood Drive 
Nashville, TN 37204 

Dear Ms. Franklin: 
Thank you for sending me The Computing Teach-

er, Sept. 1983, Vol. 11 #2, which included a review of 
my book Alas Para la Mente (Wings for the Mind). 

In response to your question about distributors, 
the book may be obtained through: Ms. Teresa 
Malwer, Lectorum Publications lnc., 137 West 14th 
St., New York, NY 10011, 212/929-2833. 

The book is being translated into French (title: 
Des Ailes Pour L 'Esprit) by Nathan-Cedic, Paris: 
and into Italian (title: Ali Per la Mente) by Mon• 
dadori, Milano . 

With regards to TI Logo software in Spanish, con· 
tact Mr. John D'Angelo, Manager, Educa t ion Stra t.· 
egy Support, Texas Instruments Inc ., P.O. Box 
225012, MS 84, Dallas, TX 75265, 214/995·4184. 
Yours truly. 
Horacio C. Reggini 
Av. L.N. Alem 1074 - Piso l" 
1001 Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Dear Editor: 
We will be one of the public schools attempting 

the new AP Computer Science course this year. We 
are fortunate to have a high percentage of very ab le 
students that can take advantage of this new offer · 
ing. We look forward to the challenge of presenting 
meaningful advanced topics to these bright young 
adults. But at this time I am not satisfied that the 
AP Computer Science course as presented in the 
course description booklet is what our students need 
for their future. 

The future computer scientist should be exposed 
to a wider range of topics at this first level. Our 
students are not served well with a course that 
treats high level programming methods and skills to 
the exclusion of topics like 1) Introductory logic, 
logic circuits and Boolean logic; 2) Machine level 
programming and use of an assembler; 3) CPU archi· 
tecture, control, timing and functions; 4) Operating 
systems and ROM fu,nctions; 5) Memory mapping, 
flags and pointers, etc.; and 6) Word processing and 
use of printers. 

Educators throughout the country do not agree 
upon the one course that will meet student needs at 
this introductory level. I feel that this introductory 
course in computer science should reflect the future, 
if not the present, revolution created by micro-
computer technology. In some respects this new AP 
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Course represents an obsolete, and unnecessarily re-
stricted, introductory course. I believe that other 
educators see this as one of its weaknesses. Con· 
sider: 

1. Educators should encourage student creativity, 
flexibility, analysis and synthesis more than in 
the recent past. Creativity and imagination are 
discouraged with the use of a programming Ian· 
guage that requires unnecessary structure. 

2. The advantages of a low-level programming 
language should be demonstrated and inte-
grated with high-level programming. 

3. One constant in modem computer technology is 
that change is rapid. We must encourage stu· 
dents to be willing and able to take advantage 
of changing technology. This suggests more 
than acquiring programming skills in one lan-
guage. 

4. If we use Pascal, hardware costs require un-
realistic budgets for many schools. This is un-
fortunate in light of the fact that educational 
objectives can be met today with less expensive 
systems. 

5. How many real-world computer systems use 
Pascal outside of educational applications? You 
will find a low percentage of Pascal users for 
good reasons. Can we be sure that Pascal will be 
the "best" language to teach within three 
years? 

6. Good programming practices and structured 
programming can and should be taught 
through any language. They are not unique to 
Pascal. 

7. Programming today and tomorrow will be 
much more than math oriented as ETS sug-
gests it is now. 

I would appreciate hearing from other teachers in-
volved in teaching the AP Computer Science course. 
What are you doing? How do you see the problem? 
Maybe we can share our concerns and materials. 
Richard King 
Staples High School 
Westport, CT 06880 

Dear Ms. Franklin, 
Regarding the program contained in my article, 

"Putting Logo to Work" (TCT Vol. 11 #2, Septem-
ber 1983), the following should be noted. 

In the PRINT.LE'ITER procedure, put these 
three lines in the beginning: 

PRINT { 00 YOU HAVE A PRINTER 
CONNECTED? (Y/N ) 

MAKE "ANSWER READCHARACTER 
IF :ANSWER = "N LETTER CLEARTEXT 

SETUP1 

Also in this procedure. check the O{JTDEV 3 line 
carefully. If your printer interface card is not in slot 
3 your program will crash. Be sure t.o put in the cor· 
rect slot number after this first OUTDEV. Most 
people keep their printer interface card in slot 1, so 
this line should read OUTDEV I. 

In the HLS procedure. be sure to ha,.·e a space be-
tween the two single quotes. 

In the BODY2 procedure, add these two lines after 
the last line (PRINT :TEACHER'S.NAMEl 

OUTOEV 0 
PRESS.RETURN.TO.CONTINUE 
ENO 
I welcome any comments about this program 

from TCT readers. Since the publication of the 
article, many improvements have been made, and I 
would be happy to share them with anyone inter-
ested. 
Yours sincerely, 
Hillel Weintraub 
Doshisha International High School 
Tatara, Tanabe-cho, Tsuzuki-gun 
Kyoto-fu, Japan 610-03 

Dear Sirs: 
I am a teacher and co-director of the intramural 

program at Hadley Junior High School in Glen 
Ellyn, IL. I am searching for a computer program to 
assist in the planning and organization of our intra-
mural tournaments which include single elimina-
tion, double elimination and round robin tourna-
ments. We have Apple II computers and one eighty· 
column printer. Any assistance you can give will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Michael Dorich 
William M. Hadley Junior High School 
240 Hawthorne St. 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Dear Dr. Moursund: 
I am the principal of a large elementary school. 

part of a twenty-one school division. I am interested 
in knowing the names of any districts in the United 
States or Canada that are successfully using the 
microcomputer as an administrative tool bGth at the 
individual school level and at the d.i.st:ritt-wide level 
where schools may communicate di:recdy with the 
central office or with each other. We have been using 
the microcomputer for CAL and now wish to use it 
for administration purposes. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. T. Blair, Principal 
George Fitton School 
1129 Third Street 
Brandon, Manitoba, Canada R7A 3E7' 
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WHAT'S NEW? 

Logo for Atari 
Atari Logo features collision detec-

tion, animation and four dynamic graph-
ics "turtles." The unique features of 
Atari Logo include 128 colors available 
simultaneously on one screen and 
multi-voice sound capabilities. Joysticks 
and paddle controllers can be used with 
Atari Logo. 

Logo users can create programs that 
converse in recognizable words. Such 
programs allow beginners to manipulate 
shapes on the screen the first time they 
use Logo. 

The Atari Logo program cartridge 
works on all Atari Home Computers and 
requires as little as 16K RAM. The com-
plete package, including a reference 
guide and two 200-page manuals, In-
troduction to Programming Through 
Turtle Graphics and ATARI Logo 
Reference Manual, has a suggested retail 
price of S99. 95. Institutional customers 
may purchase manuals and program 
cartridges separately. 

Young Peoples' Logo 
Association 

The YPLA has gone international 
through new affiliations with organiza-
tions in Australia, the Netherlands, Eng-
land and Japan. YPLA's monthly maga-
zine, Turtle News, will now be pub-
lished in different languages. And, of 
course. news of Logo from around the 
world will be reported through the YPLA 
newsletters. 

The first two books from the YPLA are 
now in circulation. New editions of 
1,2,3, My Computer and Me will soon 
be appearing for Atari Logo and Com-
modore Logo. Following these will be a 
series of books, The Adventures of Logy 
and Mo(, the turtle and rabbit mascots of 
YPLA. The first of these will be curricu-
lum-oriented activities for kindergarten; 
the second will feature on- and off-com-
puter activities for elementary grades. 

To further the effective use of com-
puters by the handicapped, the YPLA 
has joined forces with a new or-
ganization, the Center for Computer 
Assistance to the Disabled. While 

C-CA0 is a new organization, it already 
has been able to place ten computer 
systems to train physically or mentally-
disabled clients. II has also developed a 
substantial list of resources for those 
seeking information on computers in 
special education and training. The 
board includes a number of special 
education teachers and faculty 
members from local universities. 

YPLA, 1208 Hillsdale Dr., Richardson, 
TX 75081. 

The National Logo 
Exchange 

The Nacionaf Logo Exchange is a 
monthly newsletter which provides 
practical ideas and tips for teachers who 
use the powerful Logo computer lan-
guage in their classrooms. Published 
September through May and mailed first 
class, The National logo Exchange acts 
as a forum for sharing Logo ideas, teach-
ing techniques and philosophies. Now 
in its second full year of publication, the 
NLX features articles by classroom 
teachers. columns by well-known pro-
fessional educators, reviews and reports 
of the latest Logo versions and re-
sources. and helpful Logo tips. S25 per 
year for USA, Canada and Mexico; $30 
per year elsewhere. 

For information, contact The National 
Logo Exchange, P.O. Box 5341, Char-
lottesville, VA 22905. 

Do you feel as if you are alone in the 
Logo world? Would you like to be able 
to talk with Logo folks from other 
schools once in a whilel Do you want to 
know someone nearby to call for Logo 
help? Then think about forming a Local 
Logo Exchange. 

Local Logo Exchanges (LLX) are made 
up of Logo teachers and other workers 
who want to meet periodically to ex-
change ideas and share Logo activities in 
an informal setting. The NU< supports 
the spontaneous formation of such 
groups by furnishing suggested guide-
lines for organizing, giving publicity in 
the NLX newsletter, and helping to iden· 
tify other Logo workers nearby as pros-
pective members. 
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If you are interested in organizing 
such a group, then write to NU< Local 
Logo Exchange Program, P.O. Box 
5347, Charlottesville, VA 22905. Tell us 
something about your situation and 
what you hope to do. We will send you 
a copy oi the LLX Guidelines and sug-
gestions for getting started. 

The National Logo Exchange is com-
piling a directory of all persons conduct-
ing Logo-related research. If you would 
like to be listed, send your name, ad-
dress, telephone number, position and a 
brief summary of your research interests 
and activities. Copies of the directory 
will be made available in mid-1984. 
Mail your information to Research Di-
rectory, Attn: NLX, P.O. Box 5341, 
Charlottesville, VA 22905. 

If you are teaching a Logo course at 
the college or university level during the 
summer of 1984, please send infor-
mation to the NU< as soon as possible. 
Our readers would be interested in the 
location, dates, number of hours, pre-
requisites, cost and general course con-
tent. We will include your course an-
nouncement in our spring 1984 issues. 
Send information to: 1984 Logo 
Courses, Attn: NLX, P.O. Box 5341, 
Charlottesville. VA 22905. 

Coordinated Research on 
Computers and 
Young Children 

No media revolution of the past has 
fulfilled the promises of its proponents 
concerning its educational potential. Re-
search on each new innovation has 
often been less than helpful, as it often 
fails to build on previous studies. The 
potential of computers to enrich young 
children's environments necessitates 
that those working in this area coor-
dinate their efforts through com-
munication, symposiums, and coopera-
tive research efforts to maximize both 
the quality of this work and their own ef-
fectiveness as child advocates. Any pro-
fessionals who are conducting or plan-
ning to conducl research concerning 
young children and computers and who 
would like to cooperate in such infor-
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mation sharing are invited to contact 
Douglas H. Clements, Early Childhood 
Department, 300 White Hall, Kent State 
University, Kent OH44242. 

Commodore and MECC 
Agreement Reached 

Commodore Business Machines, Inc . 
has reached an agreement wilh the 
Minnesota Educational Computing Con-
~ortium (MECCl to convert and market 
,'v\ECC software for the Commodore 64. 

For more information write MECC, 
2520 Broadway Dr., St. Paul. MN 
55113. 

55,765 Schools Now 
Teach with Computers 
A just-completed survey oi U.S. 

school districts has determined that 
55,765 public schools now use com· 
puters in instruction. That is more than 
double the number using computers 
one year ago. Both surveys were con. 
ducted by Market Data Retrieval, West-
port, CT, which phoned all 15,275 U .S. 
school districts between July 1 and 
September 15. 

Key findings of the survey were: 
1. 68% of all schools have computers; 

62% of elemenlary schools; 81% of 
junior highs; 86% of senior highs. 

2. There are 325,000 microcomputers 
in U.S. public schools; 110,000 in 
elementary schools; 55,000 in 
junior high schools; 135,000 in 
senior high schools; and the bal-
ance in K-12 and special ed 
schools. 

3. The number of computers in a 
school varies with the grade level; 
the average high school has 11 
computers; the average junior high 
has 7; the average elementary 
school 3.5. 

4. Apple, Radio Shack and Com-
modore are the leading brands of 
computers used in U.S. schools. 
Schools are using 160,000 Apples, 
68,000 Radio Shacks and 49,000 
Commodores. Next in order of 
units used are Atari, IBM and Texas 
Instruments. 

A major concern of educators has 
been the disparity between small, low-
spending schools and larger, higher 
spending schools in the use of micro-
computers," stated Sharon Sanford. 
MDR's Director of Research. "Last year 
our survey showed that 80% of the 
2,000 largest, richest high schools used 
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computers for instruction, while only 
40% of the smaller , poorer high schools 
did. The surge in buying during the last 
year has helped the poorer schools to 
start catching up," Sanford noted. "By 
the end of this year we expect every 
school in the country to have at least 
one microcomputer for school instruc-
tion. It remains to be seen whether 
these schools with one or two micro-
computers will ever catch up with the 
hundreds oi high schools that already 
have 25 or more micros ." 

PC Owners Can Now 
Access PLATO Network 
Control Data Corporation announces 

PLATO MICROLINK, a new software 
product enabling consumers direct ac-
cess to selected portions of the PLATO 
on-line library. 

PLATO MICROLINK is currently avail-
able for use with the IBM Personal Com-
puter. 

Personal computer owners will have 
to purchase an access disk ($50) con· 
taining PLATO interface software and 
will pay both a $10 registration fee and 
55 an hour for using the PLATO system. 
At present. users will be able to access 
more than 150 PLATO courses, games 
and services from 6 p.m. to 3 a.m . 
weekdays, and 8 a.m. to 3 a.rn. 
weekends and holidays. 

An agreement between Source Tele-
computing Corporation and Control 
Data Corpor;ition will allow subscribers 
to THE SOURCE to purchase PLATO 
MICROLINK services at a reduced cost. 

For more information. contact Susan 
J. Busch, Public Relations Dept., Control 
Data Corporation, Box 0, Minneapolis. 
MN 55440. 612/853-6605. 

School & Home 
CourseWare, Inc. 

Down Under 
Liberty (Imports) Australia is now an 
exclusive distributor for educalional mi-
crocomputer products manufactured by 
School & Home CourseWare, Inc. for 
TRS-80, PET and Apple diskette or cas-
sette systems. 

The Oigesl of Sofrwa,e Reviews: 
Education; HARTS Ill Administrative 
System; School Cour5eWare /oc.,rnal; and 
S&HC's Software Ubrary Subscription 
Series will now be available for the first 
time in Australia and New Zealand. 

For information in Australia and New 
Zealand, write to Robin F. Hancox, 
Liberty (Imports) Ltd., Gold Coast Mail 

Centre, Queensland 04217, Australia, 
(075) 532 411. Or, contact. Bill Botzong, 
School & Home CourseWare, Inc., 1341 
Bulldog Lane, Fresno, CA 93710. USA. 
209/227-4341. 

Adventure User 
Group Formed 

Maurice Dow has formed an inter-
national Adventure User Group for mi-
crocomputer users. Member s will main-
tain contact through a monthly news-
letter. Special emphasis will be placed 
on the use of adventures for teaching 
specific topics . 

For more information contact Maurice 
Dow, 84 Camberley Cres., Brampton , 
Ontario. Canada L6V 3L4, phone 416/ 
451-9452. 

Commodore Donates 
Computer Systems 

Commodore Business Machines, Inc. 
recently donated 120 computer systems 
lo the State Departments of Education in 
California, New York. Pennsylvania and 
Texas. The systems include computers, 
data storage units , printers, modems 
and educational software. 

The computer systems will be dis-
tributed to educational support centers 
where they will be used for hands-on in-
service teacher training and for evalua. 
tion of instructional software. 

Commodore dealers in the area of 
each training center have agreed to pro-
vide support ior the donated units and 
training ior program coordinators, who 
will instruct teachers. 

New Journal 
Scheduled 

Education & Computing, an inter-
national journal, is scheduled as a quar· 
terly publication of 90 pages per issue 
for $61.50 (US). The first issue will ap-
pear in 1983. The journal will explore 
theory, applications and research, with 
emphasis on the linkages among them. 

For a free copy, write to Elsevier 
Science Pub. Co., Journal Information 
Center, P.O. Box 1663, Grand Centra l 
Station, New York, NV 10163 (USA and 
Canada); or Elsevier Science Publishers. 
Subscription Order Dept., P.O. Box 
211, 1000 AE Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands. END a 



NEW FOR YOUR 
CLASSROOM 

Newest additions to the best-selling I Speak BASIC series 

I Speak BASIC to My Commodore 64'"' 
I Speak BASIC to My Tl-99/4A™ 

(Jones) Field-tested computer literacy courses that 
introduce students (and teachers) to BASIC language 
programming. No previous computer experience Is re, 
quired. Texts are machine specific for the Commodore 64 
and Tl-99/4A and provide a complete understanding of 
the machines. The Student Teicts begin each lesson with 
learning objectives, followed by definitions of key terms, 
programming examples, in-class exercises, assignments, 
a summary, programming practices, and a quiz. 

All of these best-selling I Speak BASIC titles are available: 
Teacher's Manual: Commodore 64 #6162, Tl-99!4A #6163, 
Atari~ #6168, VIC 1"' #6169, Apple™ #6165, PET* 116166. 
TRS-80™ #6164. S18.75 each. 
Student Text: Commodore 64 
#6172, Tl-99l4A #6173, 
Atari9 #6178, VIC™ #6179, 
App/e 111 #6115, PEre 116116, 
TRS·BOTM #6174, S9.75 each. 

Order by Phone 
1-800-631-0856 

operator CTD3 
In NJ call (201) 393-6315 

Book Sales.Dept . 

Alan ano PET are ,eg,stered trace. 
marl<s ot Ala11. Inc., and Commooore 
Business 1.1,ch1nes. Inc .• respe<:t,vely 
Tl,991.tA , i\pple. and TR$-80 are trade -
marks of Texas lnslruments. Apple 
Computer, Inc., anc, Radio Shack. 
a di•ls1on of Tandy Corp., respec· 
hvely. YIC and Commodore e4 are 
trademarks ol Commodore 
Bus iness Machlries. None ls 
alliliated with Hayden Book 
Company, Inc . 

Educators are •ntitled 
to a 20% discount 
and a FREE 30·day 
examination. 

Mall to: 
Hayden Book Company, Jnc. 
Dept. CT03 
10 Mulholland Drive 
Hasbrouck Helghls, NJ 07604 

Please send me the book(s) Ind icate d by 
code number. 11 Jam not completely satis -
fied, I may return the book(s) undamaged 
within 10 days for Iii complete refund. I am 
enclosing S2.00 to cover postage and 
handling. = Enclosed Is my check/money order 
Bill my C Visa O MaslerCard 

Name 

Position/ Dept. 

School 

Explorer's Guide to Logo 
(I/on Mertens and Webb) This fascinating guide leads 
children on an exciting "treasure hunt." The treasure is 
computer literacy tor children-learning Logo and 
microcomputer operations . Introduced are pre-computer 
actlvltles, Logo commands, hands-on examples, and 
Imaginative games. Comes complete with teacher's 
manual and activities on spirit masters. App/eW version : 
# 6226 teacher's manual $3.95; # 6221 studetJt text $12.50. 
MIT version: #6231 teacher 's manual $3.95; # 6232 student 
text S12.50. 
The Commodore 54u, Picture Book 
The VIC™ Picture Book 
The T1·99/4AT11 Picture Book 
(Nadler) A unique "picture book" introduction for first -
time computer owners. These books explain how to 
unpaok and set up the machine and offer easy program-
ming exercises . Each program is "pictured" in the book 
with Illustrated photos of the screen against which users 
can check their results. Commodore 64 version, #6453, 
$10.95. VIC version, #6303, $10.95. Tl version, #6408, $10.95. 

Purchase Order # 

Address 

Microcomputers Can 
Be Kldstuft 
(Burke) Makes "child's 
play" out of learning com-
puters-from lhe excite-
ment of game playing to 
the challenges ot problem 
solving. The author pre-
sents clear explanations 
of hardware and software 
and prepares readers to 
"speak" BASIC and PIiot 
languages: she then covers 
the basic techniques of 
writing programs, saving 
them on diskettes or 
cassettes, and using 
commercial software . 
Includes an easy-to-use 
glossary and a check -
list for using !he 
computer. #5202, S11.95. 

City/State/ Zip 

MasterCard I Visa Exp. Date 

Slgnalure 
Res,ocnts 01 HJ and CA m,.s t add sales ta<. Prices 
subject to change . .. ----~-----------____ ,___ _______ - ~-------~-.1. 



FREE: the educator's carrying case with your subscription to: 

of the Teaching Technologies 

Treat yourself to the very best. .. a full year of MEDIA & 
METHODS for just Sl8 ... plus the Educator's Carrying Case free 
of charge ... Ifs time you had your own copy of MEDIA & 
METHODS to use and use all year long. 

Order MEDIA & METHODS now and save ... Enter a new one-year 
subscription ... or send your renewal. . . or extend your current order 
and pay only $)8 . . . You save $9 off the regular cover price ... and 
you get the extra large, attractive Educator's Carrying Case 
designed to meet your special needs free of charge. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 
MEDIA & METHODS 
the most widely read source for 

educational media in the 80s 

• practical, instructional strategies-the 
complete and informative guide to com-
puter-based teaching technologies. 

• innovative, teacher-tested projects plus 
computer-related study guides that 
enhance curriculum experiences. 

• reviews and reports on books, computer · 
hardware and software. films, AV equipment. 
filmstrips. media management ... and more ... 

MEDIA & METHODS 
·· .. . the most exciting magazine in 
education today ... 

THE NEW YORK TIMES 

Mail to: 
MEDIA & METHODS 
1511 Walnut St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102 

Please send me the free 
Educator's Carrying Case and 

0 Enter my one--year subscription to 
MEDIA & METHODS for only S18 . . . 
(thafs Sg off the cover price) 

0 Extend my current subscription 
for 9 more issues at St 8. 

Name: 
Title/position _____________ _ 
School/Library 
Address _______________ _ 

City, State. Zip 
0 Payment enclosed [1 Bill me 
O Bill school/library Purchase Order 8 

____ _ 

Charge my credit card: 
0 Mastercard CJ Visa 
Card a ______ exp. date _____ _ 
Signature ______________ _ 
Please allow 4 -6 wecko for delivery of first issue Md $5,00 postage lor 
subtcnptions oul5ide tl1e U.S 
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Classroom Management for Logo 
by 

Shirley Torgerson 
The coming of Logo brings a mixture of excitement 

and hesitancy to many teachers in self-contained 
classrooms. It is exciting to contemplate all the 
ways Logo enhances the curriculum and helps de-
velop concepts ond skills. The hesitancy begins 
when the day actually arrives. 

We at Paxson were faced with one computer for 
20-30 students. 1 Our experience may be helpful to 
other teachers using Logo in the classroom for the 
first time. 

A discussion of classroom organization and 
management techniques using Logo in an ele-
mentary classroom is incomplete without a ra· 
tionale for choosing Logo as the principal use 
of a computer. 

Elementary teachers are well aware of the 
importance of a student's early years in es· 
tablishing thinking patterns and approaches to 
solving problems. D. Benjamin Bloom, Uni-
versity of Chicago. stated in a summary of 
1000 research studies: 

Put in terms of intelligence measured at age 
17, from conception to age 4 the individual 
develops 50% of his/her mature intelligence: 
from age 4 to 8 s/he develops another 30%; 
and from ages 8 to 1 7. the remaining 20% .2 
Basic habits and skills established in the ele-

mentary grades have great impact on stu-
dents' success in school later on. They develop 
individual styles of thinking through their 
actions on the environment and from the 
feedback they receive. A Logo environment en· 
courages the development of these skills. 
Young children learn spatial relationships first 
through their own bodily involvement in spa-
tial movements. The turtle provides an object 
for extending these concepts into complex 
movements that go beyond children's own phy-
sical abilities, at the same time allowing 
children control over t.he action . Such control 
allows the child to repeat actions for the feed· 
back necessary to assimilate new concepts into 
his/her own mental structures. 

Logo provides an activity -based setting for 
developing important and sometimes difficult-
to-teach concepts such as sequencing, pat-
terning, estimating, probability. measuring, 
graphing. coordinate systems, simplifying, 
language arts activities, communication skills 
an d geometric concepts. It is a powerful, moti· 
vating medium that fosters development of 
thinking skills and problem-solving strategies. 

Logo became an integral part of our classroom 
after we had answered seven questions. The im-
mediate question was: 

WHERE WILL I PUT THE COMPUTER? 
The computer should be placed to serve the needs 

of the class and of each student user. 

Privacy 
Think back upon your first contact with a com· 

puter. You might recall your hesitancy because 
others were watching. Children as well as adults are 
sometimes unwilling to risk trying something new 
in the presence of others for fear of making a foolish 
error. Others may simply be so conscious of class· 
mates observing them that they cannot concentrate 
on their own task. Watching the Logo action on the 
screen is also tempting for those working on other 
assignments. Placing the computer in a comer of the 
room allows for a degree of privacy while pennitting 
the user to hear important announcements. 

Access for Demonstrations 
The computer will sometimes be used for dernon-

stralions such as teaching a new primitive or ex-
plaining a subject matter concept. The computer 
should be located where it can easily he turned. 
without dismantling, for good whole-class viewing. 

Glare 
When considering placement of the computer, con· 

sider glare from windows. A screen that faces a win· 
dow reflects the light, making it difficult to see the 
screen image. Likewise, if the viewer faces a win-
dow, it is difficult to look at the darker image. 

Once the computer is set up in a good location, 
Logo is ready to become an integral part of the 
classroom. 

HOW DOES LOGO FIT INTO 
THE DAILY SCHEDULE? 

One of the first questions entering a teacher's 
mind is usually, '' How do I find time to add one 
more thing to my crowded schedule?" In recent 
years, schools have assumed so much responsibility 
for students' total education, development and so-
cialization that instructional time is precious. How-
ever, a half-hour Logo lesson now has the potential 
for saving a child hours later on in school. Geometry 
concepts, language arts skills and problem-solving 
strategies can be introduced and developed while 
giving students the opportunity to become ''com· 
puter literate." Rearranging the daily schedule once 
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a week may yield the needed half-hour. Considering 
the correJation with mathematics and language arts, 
perhaps Logo could use fifteen minutes from each 
once a week. or students may agree to extra home-
work one night a week to compensate for the 1'lost" 
time. A half-hour, whole-class lesson presented once 
a week will introduce students to the Logo primi-
tives and some beginning programming constructs. 
As they become proficient in using the language, 
Logo can become a tool for learning subject matter, 
developing skills and reinforcing concepts. 

HOW DO I CYCLE CHILDREN ON TO 
THE COMPUTER WITHOUT LOSING 
VALUABLE INSTRUCTIONAL TIME? 

Most teachers have some kind of system using 
sign-up charts or schedules for individualized activi-
ties. At Paxson, we use a TIME-ON chart, so the 
computer can be used most of the day. The 22"x28" 
poster board chart is divided into five columns, one 
column for each school day, with horizontal lines 
representing half-hour time slots. The chart is lami· 
nated so student names can be entered with water-
based markers and easily changed from week to 
week. 

The half-hour slots are marked on the left side of 
the chart. Time slots not available for computer use 
Qibrary time, gym classes, music class, field trips, 
introduction of new concepts, etc.) are marked off. 
On Monday, each student selects one time slot. Af-
ter all students have selected one time, a second 
turn is allowed-a procedure which gives all children 
a chance at selecting the preferred computer times. 
Since students occasionally miss their designated 
time due to illness or unexpected interruptions. a 
few slots arc left open on Fridays. 

Depending on class size and length of the school 
day, this system should permit each student to have 
two half-hour slots per week with any extra time 
given to pairs of students. (In larger classes, two 
children might share the second block of time.) 

A small clock by the computer lets the students 
know when their time is up. That user is then re-
sponsible for reminding the next student scheduled 
to use the computer. This helps minimize "clock· 
watching" by the next student and increases con-
centration on the current task. Students move quiet-
ly to and from the computer without disturbing the 
rest of the class or the teacher. 

WILL KEEPING TRACK OF 
MISSED ASSIGNMENTS MEAN 

MORE RECORD-KEEPING? 
A partner system frees the teacher from keeping 

track of who missed what during computer time. 
While one student works at the computer, his/her 
partner keeps track of assignments, turns in fin-
ished work and collects passed-out materials. If a 
laminated chart listing partners is used, they can be 
changed periodically. Students at Paxson also made 

construction paper folders in which to keep al\ 
papers and notes for their partners. It should be 
noted that partners are responsible for explaining 
minor tasks but not important concepts. The intro· 
duction of new ideas normally requires full class par-
ticipation. Partners cannot share computer time, 
and a student at the computer cannot go to his/her 
partner for help. The partner system has an added 
benefit-it works equally well when students are ab-
sent from school. 

WHERE CAN THE STUDENT AT THE 
COMPUTER GO FOR HELP WITHOUT 

DISTURBING THE TEACHER? 
Resource charts, including a quick reference chart 

listing primitives with any abbreviations, are 
posted in the computer corner. This minimizes the 
need for help and encourages students to work inde-
pendently at the computer. Charts serve as 
references for colors. keyboard characters, editing 
functions and hardware. An in-depth listing of al· 
ready-introduced primitives is kept in a notebook on 
the computer table. This listing shows the correct 
way to type each command and explains in easy·to· 
understand language what the primitives can do. 

Finally, some Logo screen images that students 
have created are put on 9xl2 tagboard and dis-
played. This is one way for students to share ideas. 

Selected peer helpers are an invaluable source of 
help. Peer "helpers of the day" should have mas-
tered key concepts ond be able to communicate we11. 

A Logo procedure TO HELP can be entered in the 
computer and changed to fit the current Logo as· 
signment. When the student types HELP, the text-
screen will print directions or explanations without 
losing the current screen image. (A sample help pro-
cedure is listed at the end of this article.) 

HOW CAN I KEEP TRACK OF WHAT MY 
STUDENTS ARE DOING WITH LOGO? 

Students need not keep written journals. Hand-
writing for young children is laborious and is a skill 
practiced in other learning areas. Students can be 
taught at the beginning to use diskettes to save and 
access their work. Their work is then readily availa-
ble for the teacher to review whenever convenient. 
The teacher can also send special messages to the 
student. Paxson students know that they have a 
message from the teacher when they see a procedure 
entitled TEACHER in their file. By typing the pro-
cedure name TEACHER, the message appears on 
the screen. (See sample at the end of article.) 

ARE RULES NEEDED FOR 
THE COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT? 

A Logo environment provides an excellent arena 
for students to practice the self.direction that is 
needed as they become older and assume increased 
control over their daily lives. Students can exercise 
responsibility and develop a strong. positive self-
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image when their teacher encourages cooperation 
and sharing, has realistic expectations of each stu-
dent, and allows students to set their own goals. 

Since grading and testing are not integral parts of 
learning Logo, students are free to share and to use 
each other as resources. As an opening part of our 
Logo sessions at Paxson. students are given the op-
portunity to share their discoveries and problem9. 
Such student interaction solves many problems and 
promotes skill in communication and self-guidance. 
Teacher participation in these conversations is 
usually needed only to clarify unknown primitives 
or provide detailed explanations of concepts that are 
unclear. Because there is no grading, the Logo expe-
rience is not a harsh, competitive activity, and stu-
dents are eager to share and assist each other in 
problem solving. 

Sharing diskettes introduces the idea of personal 
ownership of computer work and respect for the 
rights and property of others. Establishing an ethi-
cal code on the accessing of computer records should 
be~ early in a student's computer experience. 

TO t-<EL?' 
CLE"1FffEXT TE><TSCP£E:N 
PR I MT C DO YOU i'F-ED HELF I.I ! TH I ] 
P~!NT I l 
PR!NT (THIS ~!EE~·s ACTrVITY..,l 
PRJNT I •• • • ,PRESS •i- J 
PR JNT C l 
PP.INT C THE l'EW PRIMITIVE~ l 
PRINT C. ... ,FRES:' "2"] 
PR INT [ I 
PRINT tOR PRESS •a• TO DUIT, J 
Mt'tl'.E "Cl RC 
IF' JO • • 1 PG! STO:> 
IF :o • '2 PG2 STOP 
IF 10 • "U CLEARTEXT 3TDP 

CURSOR Iii I~ 
PR INT C PL.E .. SE USE I • OP Cl J 
PR JN'i I • •••••• PRESS ,:;'£"JVRN ,'INQ TRY i'lGil IN, l 
r-A•E "ll RC 
HELP 

El-Cl 

TQ TEA>:HER 
:>Pl~~ IYOUR PICTURE IS SPECIAL.I I THINK ITl 
PR INT C J PR INT C WOULO 1'l'll'(E A GOOD SCREEN STORY, IF I 
PPINT CJ PRINT [YOU PIRE INTERESTED IN U,IT!t-«. 501>£1 
<'RIIIT t l PPJNT [PARAGRAPHS TO GO WITH JT, I 'LL SMOlJJ 
PR INT ' J PR l r./T C YOU HOW ,a MA~.£ t,. INTO A COM"VTEP l 
FPINT I l PPINT C "BOOK". SEE ME AT LUNCH IF TOU WANTl 
PR INT t l PII INT C TO TALK ABOUT lT, J 

ENO 
ENOa 

{Shirley Torgerson, Paxson Elementary School, 
South Higgins and Evan Aue., Missoula, MT 
59801./ 

'Phillips, Wayne R. "How to Manage Effectively with Twenty· 
five Students and One Computer." The Compu.tlng Teochrr. 
March 1983, p. 32. 

'Bloom, Benjamin S. Stability and Chri11ge in Human Char-
acteristics. NY: John Wiley & Sons. 1964, p. 237. 

ICCE Has New Address 
ICCE has moved into the Center for Ad-

vanced Technology in Education at the Univer· 
sity of Oregon. The new Center (CA TE) aJso 
houses the Career Information System, ERIC 
Clearinghouse on Education Management, the 
computer graphics section of the School of Ar-
chitecture. and computer labs and classes for 
the College of Education. 

ICCE 's new mailing address is: 
ICCE 

University of Oregon 
1787 Agate St. 

Eugene. OR 97 403 
The phone number is the same: 503/686-

4414. 

Introducing 
MECC LOGO PRODUCTS 

ForC.ra/09 
Wrlr• or Call: 

(612} 481-3500 

EZLOGO 
Preschool - Grad8 3 

Price: $48.00 
With EZ Logo's simple commands, children who are just beginning to read and compute can 
successfully use turtle graphics. EZ Logo is used In conjunction with Apple Logo software . 

Grade-s5-7 
APPLE LOGO IN THE CLASSROOM Price: $28.00 
The manual, divided into ten modules, tracks the student from learning the language to 
using Logo as a problem-solving tool. The manual is designed to accompany the Logo Ian· 
guage software published by Apple Computer, Inc. 

Training manual and diskette 
INTRODUCTION TD LOGO FOR TEACHERS Price: $45.0D 
This guide provides step-by-step session plans and participant materials for a twelve-hour 
training workshop for teachers in the use of Logo in the classroom. 
Minnnota Educ:111lonal Computing Consonium 
3490 Lexington Avenue Nonh 
St. Peul. Mlrinasota 55112 

8,EC' 
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KEPLER 
by 

Jim McCauley 

Copyright © 1983 by Jim McCauley. All rights reserved. 

Five bright pairs of eyes watch me from the other 
side of the coffee table. These students. who have 
been coming to my apartment on afternoons and 
weekends to stretch their thinking skills with Logo, 
have created many different things: turtle graphics 
pictures, games, sentence and poetry generators and 
all manner of strange and partially-functioning sys-
tems. They've also learned some of the central con· 
cepts in modular design, functional programming 
and creative thinking. Now. in the last few weeks 
before I leave for the summer. they want something 
more, something special. 

Carlos, the most serious-minded, asks, "Have you 
thought about it?" 

"It" is an idea for a truly difficult programming 
project. They had asked me to come up with a real 
brain-buster for them to solve in the five weeks that 
we have left together. 

"I have, and I still feel the same way. It's your 
project, so it's got to be your own idea." The looks I 
get in return make it plain that this is not the an· 
swer they were looking for. 

"Look." I conciliate, "let's see if we can come up 
with an idea together. We've brainstormed before 
and some good projects have come out of it." 

Annie gazes out the window on the bright spring 
afternoon as if to say, "It's too nice a day to be crea-
tive." 

Gloria is impatient. "Oh, come on, you guys! 
Somebody here must have had some ideas th.is 
week.'' 

All are silent. Then Peter, the smallest of this 
group of seventh and eighth graders, says quietly, 
"I don't know if this is an idea for a project, but I 
found out something interesting this week from a 
book I've been reading, a book about comets.'' 

All eyes drift over in his direction. Peter is precise 
and patient, but given to pedantry. After a thank-
fully brief and reasonably accurnte summary of 
Kepler's discoveries ahout planetary motion, he 
comes to the heart of the matter: 

"The interesting thing to me is that I always 
thought that the planets went around the sun in 
circles, but they don·t. They follow orbits that are 
ellipses. ' ' 

"Right," says Arthur, a portly boy given by turns 
to sarcasm and delight. "What's an ellipse?" 

My mind is racing ahead. Good grief, they may de· 
cide to write a set of procedures to illustrate satellite 

orbits. While I enjoy reading the popular literature 
in science, I haven't seen the inside of a physics text 
since high school, and I was traumatized by trigono-
metry and calculus. I won't be able to help at all, 
and my ignorance will be revealed. I decide to save 
face by intervening, since Peter is having a hard 
time explaining ellipses. 

We go over to the cork board on my kitchen wall, 
and I take the group through the time-honored way 
of introducing ellipses. First I place a loop of string 
around two thumbtacks punched into a piece of 
paper on the board. Then I run a pencil around the 
inside of the loop and draw a nice ellipse. The group 
shows some interest as I move the thumbtacks fur· 
ther apart or closer together and the shape of the 
ellipse changes. I am about to launch into the usual 
mind-numbing treatise on foci and eccentricity 
when Peter pipes up: 

"I don't see what this has to do with what the 
planets and comets do as they go around the sun. I 
mean, the shape of the orbits is the same as you 
have there, but that doesn't explain why the orbits 
look like that or why the planets behave the way 
they do." 

My bluff has been called. The other children turn 
to Peter in some admiration, then back to me. 
"Well?" their eyes say . 

"Peter is right, of course, There are laws that 
govern planetary motion, but I don't understand 
them well enough to explain them to you." 

"Maybe you don't have to." Arthur grins. "Are 
they written down somewhere?" 

"Any encyclopedia should have at least a sum-
mary under planets, gravity, physics or Newton. 
Newton deduced the laws from Kepler's obser· 
vations." At least I can help them find resources. 

"Then it's easy. Arthur and I will go down to the 
library, copy all the pages on orbits and stuff and 
bring them back here. Somewhere in there will be 
some formulas that we can translate into Logo, and 
then we'll have it." Peter is an optimist. 

Carlos says, "It sounds too easy to be interest· 
ing." 

"I'm not sure it will be that easy at all, .. I say. 
''Maybe Peter and Arthur should go on to the 
library while we try to figure out the laws for our· 
selves." 

In a few moments the Laurel and Hardy pair are 
out the door. and the four of us who remain sit 
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and stare at one another for a few minutes. 
My enthusiasm is beginning to rise. All of our 

really good projects have begun with Peter and Ar-
thur (the two in the group who have been identified 
as gifted and talented) feeling overconfident and the 
rest feeling completely lost. This, however, is the 
first time that I have felt as much at sea as Carlos, 
Annie and Gloria. Musty memories of half-recalled 
physics lessons are swimming in my head when 
practical Gloria comes to our rescue. 

"Let's think about what it's going to look like on 
the screen," she muses. "We've got to have at least 
two things on the screen, right? A planet and a 
satellite. Maybe the planet should be in the middle, 
and the turtle will draw it first. Then the turtle can 
be the satellite. It can go around the planet, drawing 
a line to show what the orbit looks like." 

Gloria's presumption is brilliant. Of course the 
turtle should be the satellite! Once the planet is 
drawn, the turtle will have an object to relate to, a 
reference point so it can demonstrate the rules we 
will generate for its behavior. 

Carlos says, "You know, this is like that hunting 
turtle program we wrote, where the turtle chased 
the fly we made up out of a dot that jumped around 
at random, except that in this program, the fly is a 
planet that stays in the same place all the time, and 
the turtle never catches it." 

Idea-bombs are going off in my head. This is 
always the most difficult time for me: How much 
guidance should I give them, and how much should 
I leave for them to discover on their own? Which 
ideas contribute to a solution, and which will lead us 
astray? Carlos' comment about the unmoving 
planet reminds me that even though the sun seems 
fixed as the center of the solar system, it has its own 
motion relative to the rest of the galaxy. Is this fact 
worth mentioning, or is it extraneous? I elect to let 
it pass. 

Gloria begins wondering out loud about what 
rules make planets behave the way they do, but Car-
los argues that we should wait until Peter and Ar· 
thur get back from the library. 

Annie, who has been quietly doodling on a pad for 
a long time, disagrees. "I think we should begin 
making our own guesses about what the rules are. 
Mr. McCauley, you must know something about 
them." 

"Yes, I guess I do." I have been thinking fur-
iously about the few models of planetary motion 
that have stuck in my head. They are images, most-
ly-planetarium projectors, those wonderful clock-
work models of planetary motion known as orreries, 
and curved-space models that use curious tables 
with funnel-shaped tops into which one pitches large 
ball bearings which then follow elliptical paths. I 
decide to go back to first principles. 

"If we do as Gloria suggests, the turtle must be 
given some rules to follow, and those rules must be 
in the form of a list of instructions. The problem I'm 

having is that we're going to have to ask the turtle 
to do two things at once." 

"What do you mean?" Annie asks. 
"Well, an object that is far away from anything 

else in space and isn't moving will tend to stay right 
where it is. If it's already moving, it will tend to 
keep going in the direction toward and the speed at 
which it's moving. That's called inertia. If the object 
is close to something massive like a star or a planet, 
it will tend to fall toward the massive thing at an 
ever-increasing rate. That's the law of gravity." I 
pause to let these concepts sink in. "The problem we 
have is to figure out what to do when the turtle-
satellite is close to a planet but is also moving on its 
own course. The two forces of gravity and inertia 
have to be combined, and it might take some ad-
vanced math to figure out. I may have to do some 
homework of my own to write some procedures that 
you can use as tools for solving this problem." 

Because this group prefers to solve all its own 
problems, this is depressing news. The feeling is 
compounded a few minutes later when the two re-
searchers, Peter and Arthur, come back from the 
library with dozens of pages copied from En-
cyclopedia Britanruca which they admit neither of 
them can comprehend. 

Still, the group decides to stick with the problem. 
It's intractable enough to be interesting, and they 
begin to see bow the turtle might behave. 

• • • 
During the next week I try to think the problem 

through on my own, but by Wednesday I realize 
that this is a mistake. First, I have my regular 
teaching duties to attend to. Next, I must prepare 
for my university summer courses. Finally, I realize 
that the students and I have become a team of 
thinkers. This is not just my challenge-it belongs 
to· all of us. 

I do make some progress, though. I plan a series 
of activities to help them understand the inverse-
square law. 

This in itself has involved some interesting deci-
sion-making on my part as a teacher. I have figured 
out enough of the problem to realize that at some 
point we will need a procedure that returns a 
number to represent the distance that the turtle-
satellite will fall under the influence of gravity at 
various distances from the planet. Having deter-
mined this, I must decide whether I should write 
this procedure for the students or teach them 
enough about the inverse-square law for them to 
write it for themselves. I decide to take the latter 
course. 

When Peter, Arthur, Annie, Carlos and Gloria at· 
rive on Sunday, we all pile into my car and go into 
the country. I have brought along.some graph paper 
and the sound-level meter that I use for tape-record-
ing. When we find a suitably deserted spot, Arthur 
stays in the ear and leans on the horn while the rest 
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of us use the sound-level meter to track the rate at 
which the horn's volume falls off as we move away 
from the car. We then record it on the graph paper. 
We manage t.o produce a nice steeply-declining 
curve (see Figure 1), but why the curve looks that 
way is as clear as mud . 

l 1--_···_··.""'",, i-c'··::..· ...,..---+----+-----+----+---t .... . ..... 
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Distance 
Figure I. 

Horn Experiment 

We re tum to my apartment to try out some other 
experiments that I hope will clarify the concept. 
After darkening a room as much as possible with 
heavy blankets over the windows, we put an un-
shaded lamp in one comer. Each student looks at 
the lamp first from the far comer of the room and 
then from a5 close as s/he can get before the light 
becomes too bright to look at. Each of the students 
fills in a chart like that in Figure 2. The resulting 
curves correspond well with each other , but why the 
data follows that curve is still something of a mys· 
tery. 

too bright 
to look atx\ 
very 
bright 
bright x, 
dim ' 
very 
dim 
too dim 
to see 1 2 

~-x 

3 4 

II of Feet 

Figure 2. 

5 6 

Light Experiment 

X ::X 

7 8 

Finally, I show the students a balloon which I 
have inflated to a diameter of four inches, a unit of 
distance that I have decided to call a "blob. " (I have 
prepa:red cardboa:rd calipers to help with the mea-
surement.) I have drawn a one-inch square on the 
balloon {tricky, but not impossible), and inside the 
square a grid of sixty-four dots. As the group watch-

es, I blow the balloon up further to e diameter of 
eight inches (two blobs). Now, I piece a . cardboard 
template with a one-inch square cut out of its center 
in the middle of the now-larger square on the balloon 
and count the number of dots inside the cut-out 
square (see Figure 3). There are exactly sixteen dots 
inside the cutout. 

Figure 3. 
Template 

1'Now let's perform a thought experiment. What 
will happen if we repeat this process, blowing the 
balloon out to three blobs (with a diameter of twelve 
inches)? How large will the square on the balloon 
be?" 

Peter. who is a crackerjack at this sort of thing, 
answers. 

"Easy. The first square was one inch on each side 
when the balloon was four inches in diameter. When 
you blew it up to eight inches, the square expanded 
to two inches on each side, but the area of the square 
went from one square inch to four square inches. If 
you blow it up to twelve inches, the sides of the large 
square will expand t.o three inches and the area will 
increase to ... nine square inches. " 

"Very good! Now, suppose we put the one-inch 
square cutout over the center of the square on the 
balloon. How many dots will be inside it?" 

Seeing blank looks all around, I go ahead and do 
it. There are anywhere from six to eight dots inside 
the cutout, depending on how the cutout is posi-
tioned . 
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"That's interesting," l comment. "Tell me. what's 
sixty ·four divided by nine?" 

"7.11 , with the one repeating forever,'' says An· 
nie, who can do this in her head. 

"So, we hove an average of seven dots inside the 
cutout, since we get six, seven or eight dots. depend -
ing on how we position the cutout. ls 7 .11 pretty 
close to seven?' ' 

All agree that it is. We draw up a chart (see Figure 
4), and the Great Light dawns, first for Peter and 
Annie, and then for the others. 

64 ¼ 
56 

- 48 cJ 
C 40 
(I) ;a 32 
:::l 

Jr 24 
:... 16 ::, 

~x ·,¼ 
C. 
Cll 8 
0 
Q 4 

2 ~x -
0 -~..,~ 

' \ 
/\ I\ I\ I\ I\ 
1 2 3 4 5 

Kapow! 
(Balloon pops) 

Figure 4. 
Balloon Experiment 

"Hey!" exclaims Carlos. "The curve looks just 
like the ones we got for the horn and light experi· 
men ts." 

"Right! Suppose we blow up the balloon to four 
blobs (sixteen inches) and look at another one-inch 
square sample of the dotted square. How many 
dots, on average, will be inside the cutout?"' 

Gloria shouts, ''Four! Because the big square is 
now four inches on a side, it will have an area of six-
teen square inches . And each square inch will have 
an average of four dots, because four times sixteen 
is sixty-four-the total number of dots!'' She is real· 
ly beside herself with excitement. 

We try to verify this last conclusion, but our bal· 
loon pops! 

"Okay, calm down," I admonish them gently. 
"Let's see if we can understand why all the curves 
look the same. When the car horn first sounded, the 
sound energy escaped from it in a sort of spherical 
shell that expanded as time passed-the same way 
that our balloon expanded as we inflated it. The 
amount of energy on the surface of the shell is con· 
stant as it expands, so if you are very close. the 
sound is very loud. As you move further away from 

the horn, your eardrum's share of the shell of sound 
drops off. But notice that the amount of energy drop 
is very steep when you are close to the horn and 
much less steep as you move further away. " 

"I can see now why that was true for the lamp, 
too," says Annie. "My eye's share of the light drop-
ped off a Lot and moved back a foot when I was close 
to the light, but it hardly changed at all when I was 
far away and moved back a foot. " 

"Exactly right. Each unit of light energy-physi -
cists call these units photons-is like a dot on the 
surface of an expanding balloon. These dots te.nd to 
get scarcer from your eye's point of view as the shell 
of light expands, but the rate at which they get 
scarcer decreases. The mathematical expression of 
this fact is called the inverse-square law, and I think 
you're ready to understand it now.'' 

I point to our last chart. ' 'If you divide the total 
number of dots in the dotted square by the increas-
ing area of the square at each "blob," you will get 
the number of dots per square inch at each distance. 

"A scientist would say that the number of dots 
varies inversely with the square of the distance. 
Thus, " inverse- square" means that you have to 
divide the number of total dots (sixty-four) by the 
distance in "blobs" squared. "Squared" means that 
you have to multiply the distance by itself. " 

The students carry out a few calculations on the 
balloon-experiment data to check what I am saying, 
and the figures come out right. 

"What happens when you get so far away that 
you only have a fraction of a dot?" asks Peter, who 
has a gift for posing difficult questions. 

"Well. if the dots are photons, you enter the won-
derful world of quantum mechanics, which is a bit 
beyond the scope of our discussion today. Talk to 
me later, and I '11 give you the names of some books 
to read. " 

Peter puts on the expression that says he's bitten 
off more than he can chew but decides to take me up 
on the physics reading list later. 

"Now,'' I continue, "you 're probably wondering 
what this has to do with our problem." Noda of 
agreement all around. "Well, gravity follows the in-
verse-square law. If a satellite is far away from a 
planet, it will tend to fall toward the planet very 
slowly as each second passes. But as it gets closer, 
the planet's gravit.ational field has a greater and 
greater effect on it. so the satellite will tend to fall 
faster and faster." 

"Hold it! " says Peter. "I know that things tend to 
pick up speed as they fall, but you're saying that 
gravitational pull increases as something gets closer 
to the earth. That means that the increase in speed 
itself would increase as the satellite gets closer. " 

"That's right. Imagine you are out in space on a 
really high tower thousands of miles above the earth 
and you drop something . In its first second of fall, it 
would travel a shorter distance than if you dropped 
the same object while you were standing on the sur-

:f 
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face of the Earth, because gravity gets progressive-
ly weaker as you move further out into space." 

"Wait a minute, .. says Arthur. "Suppose the 
planet isn't the Earth, but is a big. heavy one like 
Jupiter. What happens then?" 

"Big planets have correspondingly bigger gravi-
tational fields. Jupiter's is truly stupendous in size. 
Interestingly, though, very small but very heavy ob-
jects, like neutron stars and black holes, have fan-
tastically powerful gravitational fields that are very 
small in size, while very large objects that are not 
very dense-interstellar gas clouds, for example-
have very large but weak gravitational influence.'' I 
have been reading a lot of astronomy to get ready 
for this lesson. 

We begin to talk about what the Logo code for 
this is going to look like, but the ideas are too new 
for us to make any headway. We will try writing it 
next weekend, and we will also try to figure out how 
to get the turtle--satellite to respond to the two 
forces of gravity and inertia at the same time. 

On his way out the door, Peter comments, "You 
know, we didn't use the computer even once today." 

• • • 
Arthur arrives very early for our next meeting, ex-

cited and out of breath. 
"I've got it! I know how to write the procedure 

that tells the satellite how far to fall." 
"Really? Let's see what it looks like." 
Arthur is the only one who has a computer at 

home. His parents bought it for him the day after he 
showed them some of his Logo programs we had 
worked on one afternoon. 

"Peter and I figured it out last night. You won't 
believe it. when you see it. " 

He loads the procedure and prints it on the screen: 
TO FALL 
OUTPUT :MASS f SQ DISTANCE :POS1 :POS2 
END 
He's right-I don't believe it. 
"The SQ and DISTANCE procedures are right 

out of the Logo manual. It was so easy once we 
figured it out!" 

"Great, .. I say, still mystified. "Now you can ex-
plain it to me." 

"It's really neat; it sort of does everything at 
once. The dividing part-SQ DISTANCE :POSl 
:POS2-is the inverse-square thing that we learned 
last week. What makes it inverse is that it's divid-
ing something, just like you told us. The square part 
of it is SQ, which just multiplies the number that 
follows by itself. The number that SQ multiplies is 
DISTANCE, which tells how far the satellite is from 
the planet.'' 

"Okay,'' I say. not at all certain . "Now tell me 
about :MASS.'' 

"Oh, that's the really neat part. :MASS is a 
number that tells how heavy the planet is. It's just 

like the number of dots on the balloon in the balloon 
experiment. Peter worked it out from stuff he found 
in his book about comets. The bigger and heavier 
the plapet, the more power in its gravity field, right? 
If you divide :MASS by this inverse-square part. it 
works just fine. Heavy planets make things fall 
faster than light planets." 

''How do you know that?" 
"Remember what you told us about the high 

tower out in space? Well, Peter and I wrote a pro-
cedure that uses FALL to drop the turtle off a tower 
above· planets of different masses and then prints 
how far the tart le falls. " 

As Arthur is demonstrating the TOWER pro-
cedure to me, the others come in. Peter is a little 
angry that Arthur is showing off what they invent-
ed together until I suggest that he explain it to the 
rest of the group. 

Everyone else is as puzzled as I was, and Carlos 
asks, "Why doesn't the turtle fall all the way to the 
planet? Why does it stop?" 

Peter and Arthur stare blankly at one another-
apparently this hadn't occurred to them, and they 
don't have an answer. I too have been confused by 
something during their explanations; I'm haunted 
by an old physics formula I never really understood: 
a= l/2gt 2• That is, the speed of a falling object is 
equal to one-half the gravitational pull times the 
square of the time that it has been falling. What 
bothers me about the apparently successful set of 
procedures the two boys have written is that time is 
not taken into account. Where is the term for 
elapsed time in FALL? 

Then it hits me. There is no time unit because the 
units of time in the problem we are considering are 
purely arbitrary. They can simply be defined as hav-
ing a value of one, which has no effect on the com· 
putation in the procedure . Similarly, Carlos' ques-
tion is answered. Since the TOWER procedure calls 
on FALL only once, the turtle falls for only one arbi-
trary time unit. I explain to the group that if the tur-
tle is to fall all the way to the surface of the planet, 
TOWER will have to call itself recursively over and 
over again until the turtle hits the surface. 

"Splat!" comments Arthur . 
"Ugh." responds Annie, who then turns to other 

matters. "Okay. so this works. How do we get the 
turtle to go around in an orbit? We can't have the 
turtle going splat on the planet all the time!" 

Peter and Arthur make a few gross comments 
about falling turtles making craters all over the 
planet. They are appreciated by no one else, and we 
settle down to the problem Annie has posed. 

Gloria begins thinking out loud. "Hmm. If the 
turtle gets a push sideways before it starts falling, it 
might miss the planet and fall around behind it . Oh, 
I get it - this is where we have to figure out bow to 
get the turtle to do two things at once. It has to fall 
toward the planet and follow the path of its inertia 
too, right, Mr. McCauley'?" 
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Gloria is exactly right, but I haven't got the fog-
giest idea how to write the Logo code to do it. I have 
a terrible feeling that I am going to have to drag out 
some old math textbooks and learn instantly all that 
stuff about vectors I tried so assiduously to avoid 
when I was in school. It is Gloria who comes up with 
the first part of the answer. 

"Look, this is really just a turtle graphics prob-
lem, right? So let's do what we did a couple of 
months ago when we got stuck on turtle problems." 

"Oh, no!" protests Peter. "You don't mean play 
turtle? That's dumb!" 

"Actually, I think it's a good idea," I say. "May-
be we can think of a way to give the turtle-satellite 
the right instructions if we practice being the turtle 
and the forces that are pushing it arom1d in space. 
I've got some ideas about how we can organize it." 

I pin up a large sheet of paper on the wall and 
begin to draw {see Figure 5). 

Inertia -<J _________ 
0 \. 

'\: 
'c} 

8 Figure 5. 
Turtle-Playing Plan 

"Suppose one of us is a planet here in the center. 
One of us could be the turtle-satellite over here. 
Then we need two forces, gravity and inertia, to pull 
the satellite around the planet." 

Annie and Gloria quickly volunteer to act as the 
forces. Arthur asks to be the planet, and Peter is 
stuck being the satellite. Carlos will help me with 
some measurements; this sort of thing has always 
been beneath his dignity. 

We adjourn to the parking lot, which is nearly 
deserted on this beautiful spring Sunday. Arthur, as 
the planet, positions himself near the center. I give 
the girls a stack of coasters. They will each take one 
of poor Peter's arms, dropping one coaster at his 
heels to mark their starting position. Gloria, as 
gravity, will take a position directly between Peter 
and Arthur, since she will be pulling Peter toward 
the planet. Annie will point off in another diredion, 
representing the satellite's inertial path. Then they 
will each pull Peter three feet in their respective 
directions and drop another coaster. Gloria will 
reset herself on a line between Peter and Arthur, and 
Annie will reset herself so that she is directly on a 
line drawn through the two coasters, since her iner-
tial direction will have been influenced by the pull of 
gravity. Furthermore, the distance that each force 

will pull the satellite on the next "orbit segment" 
will be changed. If Gloria is closer to Arthur, she 
will pull for a slightly longer distance; if further 
away, she will make a shorter move. Annie will 
move a distance that is equal to the distance be-
tween the last two coasters, since that is in effect 
the new velocity of the satellite. 

We try a few rounds of this, and it actually seems 
to be working, but it is very slow, since Carlos and I 
must run around with the tape measure, figuring 
out the gravitational distance and the new inertial 
distance between the coasters. Finally Arthur sug-
gests that we use only approximate distances; he 
will tell Gloria to pull harder when she is closer and 
less hard as she is moving away, and Annie can keep 
track of how fast she is moving. Peter has some mis· 
givings about this, which are fully borne out by the 
resulting chaos. The path they take, laughing and 
shouting around the lot, does bear a remote resem-
blance to an ellipse, but Peter's arms are nearly 
pulled out of their sockets. 

0 I'm sorry, Mr. McCauley, but there's no way 
that the turtle can do two things at once if he's go-
ing to get pulled apart like this. " Peter falls melo-
dramatically onto the lawn. 

"Maytie the turtle doesn't have to do two things 
at once," says Carlos quietly. 

"What do you mean?'' 
"Come inside and I'll show you on Mr. 

McCauley's drawing." 
Carlos takes up the marker and begins sketching 

as he speaks. (I find myself very excited-Carlos has 
always been the quiet one.) 

"We've been thinking that the turtle has to do 
two things at once, but it really doesn't. It can do 
one thing at a time, and it will come out the same. 

"Say the turtle starts here. As a satellite, it wants 
to go in two directions at once, down toward the 
planet because of gravity, but also out this way 
because of inertia. Well, why can't it do one thing 
first and then the other? Look, if it falls toward the 
planet using FALL, then turns back to the direction 
it was headed in the first place and travels the 
length of the inertia, it comes out the same as if it 
had done them both at once." (See Figure 6.) 

8 
Figure 6 . 

Carlos' Plan 
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My first reaction is complete disbelief. followed by 
stunned surprise and then simple rapture. I had 
been certain that I would have to teach t.hem 
something about trigonometric .functions. but Car· 
los has found a way t o do the job without them. 
Real-time vector plotting! I love it. 

(Later it will occur to me that we a.re using a trigo -
nometric function, but in disguise. To turn the turtle 
in the direction of t he planet, we must employ a 
Logo primitive called TOWARDS, a variation on 
the arc-tangent.) 

Once the others understand what Carlos has in 
mind. there is a debate about which force should act 
first. Arthur, Peter and Gloria t hink that it sho uld 
be inertia first. gravity second. Annie is convinced 
that it should be the other way around, and Carlos is 
sure that it doesn't matter. We decide to go with the 
majority. 

Everyone wants to start writing cod.e immediate· 
ly, but I insist that we plan what the procedures will 
look like and which procedures will call which 
others. After some discussion, we decide the design 
will fall into three parts: (1) a section that gets infor-
mation about the planet and the satellite from the 
user, (2) a section that sets up the planet and satel-
lite on the screen, and (3) a tail-recursive (self-
calling) procedure that draws the turtle-satellite's 
path. 

The segue.nee of actions in this last looping pro· 
cedure will be as follows: 

1. Have. the turtle "remember .. its INITIAL po· 
sition. 

2. Pick up the pen and hide the turtle. 
3. Go forward for the length of the inertia. 
4. Set the heading towards the planet. 
5. Go forward for the length of FALL. 
6. Have the . turtle "remember" its FINAL posi-

tion. 
7. Set the turtle·s positi on to INITIAL. 
8. Set the turtle' s heading towards FINAL. 
9. Put the pen down and show the turtle. 

10. Set the turtle's position to FINAL. 
11. Go to Step 1, resetting the inertia to the dis-

stance between INITIAL and FIN AL. 
Everyone is exhausted, and we decide to call it a 

day. 
• * * 

Our last session together is beset by bugs. bugs, 
interminable bugs. To have so many is usually a sign 
of bad design and unclear thinking. We've learned a 
lot from debugging code in the past. but today the 
bugs are just getting in the way. Now our patienc e 
is flagging and tempers are growing short. If the 
problem is to be solved at all, it must be solved to-
day; tomorrow I leave for my summer university 
studies. 

The easy stuff-the data gathering and the screen 
setup- is finished. Now we are stuck on a truly 
serious bug-the turtle is only halfway behaving as 

it shou ld; it steadfastly refuses to travel in a stable 
ellipse. Ins tead. it careens around the planet in what 
looks like a hyperbola or spirals in very close to the 
planet and then goes completely crazy. shooting off-
screen at insane speeds. 

We wonder if our fundamental assumptions might 
be wrong. Perhaps there is some other property of 
orbital mechanics that I have neglected to share 
with the grou p. 

Carlos is at the keyboard. gazing vacantly at a 
point three feet behind the screen. Gloria is staring 
out the window. Arthur is trying to cheer up a dis· 
consolate Peter by making strange faces. It isn't 
working. And I'm starting to think abou t an early 
dinner and all the packing I. have to do. 

Annie is staring at a hole in t he chart on the wall, 
still covered ·with our sketches from last week. Sud· 
denly she launches herself off the floor like a rocket 
with a shriek that causes us all to snap our heads 
about in her direction. 

"I knew I was right! I knew it!" 
Carlos is the first to react. "Aw, come on. I told 

you.it doesn't matter if it does the inertia first or the 
gravity-fa ll first. It all comes out the same." 

" No! No, it doesn't. Listen to me! Look up here! 
Watch! .. 

She picks up the marker. "Look. Here's what 's 
happening now. The turtle travels its inertial dis-
tance, like so (see Figure 7); then it turns toward the 
planet. That turn isn't the same as the turn it would 
make if it fell toward the planet first, see? Think 
about it: the turn the tur tle makes afte r it tr avels its 
inertial distance is always sharper than the turn it 
would mak e if it set its heading toward the plane t 
before it moves forward. Besides. if the turtle goes 
inertia-first and that carries it closer to the planet. 
the distance that it falls will be greater than the 
distance it would fall if it fell first. But the distance 
would be less if the inertia carried it further away. 
My whole point is that they wouldn't be the same." 

Gravity-first / 
Endpoint \.. .. I 

8 
Inert ia-first 

•....__ Endpoint 

Figure 7. 

\<] 

/ 
Annie's Observation 

''Well, since both the turn and the falling distance 
change, maybe the changes offset one another, and 
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it all comes out the so.me anyway," Ar thur 
responds. 

Annie is adaman t. "No, I think they add up to 
somethin g really differen t. After all. look at the way 
t he turtl e's behaving now!" 

There ar e a few moments of silence, then a mixed 
chorus of sentiments. Peter and Arthur have come 
around to Carlos' idea that it doesn 't make any dif-
ference. Gloria ju st keeps staring out the ,.,indow . 

Carlos is unsur e. He turns to me. "Wh at do you 
think , Mr. McCauley?" 

"W ell, you were sure th at it wouldn't make any 
difference, so why not try it? '' 

' 'But wha t if it messes it all up?" 
" Before you make any changes in the code. save 

what you have on the disk. If our change doesn·t 
work , you can always lood up what you've saved 
and hit it again ." 

Carlos looks around and is greete d by shrugs that 
say. "Why not ?" 

" Okay, let 's try it. What name should I use to 
save the s tuff we have now? " 

"How abo ut BLAGKHOLE ? It,'s behaving weird 
enough to be a black hole.·' 

Carlos complies, and after t he old code is saved, he 
heg ins working the ORBIT loop that has caused us 
so much grief. In this new version of th e pro-
cedure, the tur tle will remember both its INITIAL 
posit ion and it s heading , th en FALL towards the 
planet. Then the turtle will turn back to t he original 
heading and travel forward the inertia l dista nce. 
Fr om th ere on the code is th e same as before. 

When he finishes editing. Carlos calls up the top· 
level procedur e (which the st-u<lents have ca lled 
KE PLER in honor of that pioneering astronomer ). 
He responds to the parameter questions posed by 
the program with som e reasonable starti ng data and 
sits back, expect ing another disaster . 

It 's very quiet in the little room; ever yone is tired. 
Nothing is sa id for at least twenty seconds. Then , 
very quietly: 

'' Oh, wo w .' · 
"Will you look at that?'' 
'' Hey. Gloria .... " 
Gloria turns from t he window and now all of us 

can see the beautiful, beautiful ellipse that the 
turt le-sat ellite is drawing. 

Peter tear s out of the room and out of the apar t· 
men t. In a few seconds, I can see him tur ning cart· 
wheels on the lawn. Annie and Gloria hug one 
anot her and danc e around the room , squealing with 
delight. Ar thur is in a corner, thumping his head on 
t.he wall and yelling at t he top of his lungs , "We did 
it! We did it! .. 

Only Carlos and I are quiet. He is at th e computer. 
Tear s of joy str eam silent ly down his face. 

As they do down mine. END• 

/For a. copy of the code, send a sel f-addre ssed 
stamped enve lope to Jim McCauley, Santa Clara 
Cou nt y Office of Edu catio11, 100 Sk yp ort Dr. , San 
J ose, CA 95115./ 

• Terrapin and Krell Logo users ... 
Logo ts now easter and more exciting than everrn 

generate errors, it's the perfect way to DOUBLEDRIVE. atone, will save you 
NOW YOUR LOGO CAN... meet the turtle. Age 6 and up. hours of ,tedium in managing .your 
• use all 16 APPLE colors! Imagine fo ur turtles dancing in colored S!udents or your own Log~ files . Logo 
• . 1 lights! Imagine the creation o f a master- disk commands are. abbreviated to make 

provid e super sound effect s. piece with each performance HELPTUR· your work even easier. For example. 
• support multiple turtles! TLE gives you this with the KALIED ERP for ERASEPICT. DOUBLEDRIVE's 
• support full use of 2 disk dr ives! microworlds of motion and symmetry. 1~11 use of both drives can end the Logo 
• provide easy color animation! Menu driven with HELP screen:make s it disk shuffle 10~ you. 
• offer new mi c roworlds of easy to select one, two , or fou r turtles . HELPTURTLE Is fully copyable for 

KALIED can run BY ITSELF, INTERAC. backup protect ion. 1t comes with a clear 
movement , color, and sound TIVEL Y from the keyboard, or thro ugh instr ucti on manual and demonst ration 
to explore! your students' OWN PROCEDURES. procedures. Available for Terrapin and 

• help new learners work lndepen· The COLOR microworld is the fast est Krell logo on APPLE II or APPLE lie. 
dently In 1 minute or LESS! and easiest way to make large colored Don't teach another logo lesson without 

shapes using all 16 APPLE co lors. Helpturtle . Order today and receive a HELPTURTLE, the newest Logo 
enhancement disk, lets you do all this 
and more. Your HELPTURTLE disk 
comes packed with high motivatio n 
microwortds for easy. excit ing learning . 
Less tha n one minute of instructi on is 
necessary to get your students actively 
and independentl y explo ring the TRAIN· 
ING TURTLE mlcroworld . Children direct 
tne TRAINING iURTL E with SINGLE-
KEYSTROKE commands from a clear 
COMMAND MENU that stays on the 
screen! Since the TRAINING TURTLE 
can't get lost behind text and can't 

Animation is easy in a way never befor e free copy of LOGO TEACHING TIPS. 
possible with Logo. HELP screens are You'll be glad you did. 
ALWAYS available wl ttiout losing your 
picture-in -progress. Disk access tor per-
manently saving or retrieving your 
16-color pictures is easy. fast. and uses 
very litt le disk space. 
Use TUATLESONG to add great sound 
effec t s or music in any Logo procedure. 
Simple commands generate you r cho ice 
of music. glis sandos , or arcade sound 
eflecl'S. If your stud ents can write pro-
cedures, they can fill the air with 
TURTLESONG. 

,-------------LtnLE RED SCHOOL DISK, Oepl . er.,. 
I 431 Was hin gton Ave • Belt lleho m, PA 18017 

RUSH my free eopv cf LOGO T~CH ING TIPS with I __ HEL PTURTLE 01sks a1 S39,95 eac11 I _ Terrapin _Krell _APPLE II _APPLE /le 

I NAMEl~r,nll 

I ADOAESS _______ _ __ _ 

I CITYISTATEJZIP _ ________ _ 

PA •t1 Ic!en1s 1ad 6¼ salu ta.x 



YOUNG PEOPLES' LOGO ASSOCIATION 
P.O . BOX 855067 RICHARDSON , TEXAS 75085 

( ) YES, I WANT TO JOIN THE LOGO ADVENTURE 
( ) A.DUL T MEMBER ($25) ( ) 18 & UNDER ($9) 

$15 FOR INTERNATIONAL AIR MAIL 
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Supporting Young Children's 
Logo Programming 

by 
Douglas H. Clements 

[Editor's Note: The author wishes to acknowledge the enthusiastic cooperation of the staff and : students of 
Evanmire Elementary School in Hudson, Ohio./ 

"My first graders .might draw with the Logo tur· 
tle, but they can do that with a pencil too! And I 
can't believe they can do real programming." This 
teacher's comment. expressing a common concern, 
has some truth in it. Without specially-designed as· 
sistance, using Logo may be either a frustrating ex· 
perience or little more than graphic fun for many 
young children-more expensive, but not more bene-
ficial than crayons. This falls far short of Paper t's 
(1980) vision of children creating new commands to 
teach the computer, breaking problems down into 
"mind-sized bits '' or procedures and thinking about 
their own thin.king. If they do not do these things, 
young children may indeed be bette r off with just 
physical objects-crayons or blocks (cf. Barnes & 
Hill, 1983). 

ls it Difficult for Young Children 
to Lenrn to Program? 

Even with a "friendly " and accessible language 
like Logo. research indica tes that full procedural 
programming is a complex task for children as old 
as eight or nine years (Pea , Hawkins & Sheingold, 
1983). However, if given s~pport in t heir efforts, 
even preschool children have been repor ted to create 
graphics programs. Perlman (1976) constructed a 
system of special terminals, a button hox and a slot 
machine, which allow children to choose from a 
limited number of pictured commands to program 
the turtle to draw pictures. Such an elaborate sys-
tem is not readily available to teachers. however. 
and children might find it difficult to make the tran· 
sition from this system to Logo programming. 

The Demands of Programming: Providing Support 
Is there an inexpensive way to support true proce · 

dura1 programming for kindergarten and primar y 
grade childre.n which allows them to make a gradual 
transition to the full Logo language? Yes! This arti-
cle describes a series of programs writ ten in Logo 
which have been used successfully to support young 
children 's initial programming effort s . 'r hese pro· 
grams give children what good teachers often giv e-
jus t enough, but not too much, support. They pro-
vided the "scaffolding" which allowed children to 
reach what would have been beyond their grasp. As 

children's abilities developed, par ts of this scaf-
folding were gradually removed!. 

What are the demands of programming . even 
Logo programming, that are obstacles bet:ween 
what children can do and what they want: to , d!o 
(their goals)? These demands indmde µsychomotor 
skills such as typing. memory skills such as spelll-
ing, and mathematical skills such as estimatfrl'.g 
distances and angles. Perhaps more difficult are the 
demands of th.inking as progr aimmer-s thimk plmi· 
ning, ordering and remembering a sequem:e of rtl· 
structions to be given to the turtlcr. wit}u:m,t seeh1g 
how it moved in response to each. 

"Creative analysis is 
encouraged in the, toga 

programming environment., 
As one girl mumbled to the, 
turtle, "One of us does1Ji''t 

understand thisP" 

In a project at Evamire Elementary SC'hoot in 
Hudson, Ohio, three levels of support prograans 
were designed to remove some o:f the:se obstacl es, 
Level 1 greatly reduced mechanical obstacles such 
as typing, spelling and estimating : dista im~s as we.U 
as the obstacles of planning a sequence of inst.ruc:--
tions. It pe.rmitted children to usie single keystrokes . 
when moving the turtle, defining procedur.e,s1 t"tead11.-
ing the turtle new words '') and comfu:imng: th .es.e pm · 
cedures. Level 2 removed only the difficllllt demands 
of abs t ract planning and ordering instruct:ions . lt , 
allowed c.hildren to write and defiine new · programs 
in the full Logo language w hHe tbe . turtle simutl· 
taneously carried out each command.. Le,vef. 3 pro· 
vided only a set of procedures which cl1i!ldren e:ould 
use as ' ' black boxes'· in their programm:i:ing;. 

Level 1. Nine children without prevtoll!s. comptllteF 
experience ~ere randomly selected! from. o middle .. 
class first grade. They were introd.ucedl to the , com· 
puter through the single keystroke program. The 
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group was given a brief explanation of the com-
mands. along with a color-coded chart which pic-
tured the key, its effect and its place on the key-
board. After some time for exploration, children 
were engaged in problem solving in teams of four. 
After the team thought of a picture, one child would 
tell another child who "played turtle " how to walk 
the picture while the third child typed the com-
mands into the computer. The, remaining child 
checked the whole process for accuracy. The availa-
ble commands included: 
F (FORWARD 10) E (erases last com-
B (BACK 10) mand) 
1-9 (FORWARD that w (wipes the screen 

number) clean) 
R tRIGHT 30) s (saves your picture 
L (LEFT 30) as a procedure) 
T !Tiny Turn, i.e .. p (asks what picture 

RIGHT 3) you want the turtle u (PENUP) to draw) 
D (PENDOW N) N (names the picture 
C (asks what pen col- you have) 

or you want) 

Unwanted primitive (e.g. , R or F) commands are 
erased directly, without making the child wait for 
the picture to be redrawn. That is, the turtle can just 
back up and erase an unwanted line. or turn right to 
erase an L command. Additionally, pressing "?" (or 
"/") displays a "help" screen. All other keys (except 
for CTRL-RESET) were disabl ed. 

A child who drew a square and a triangle with the 
F and R commands and saved each with the S key-
str oke might combine them into a house. Typing P, 
she would be asked, 

WHAT PICTURE DO YOU WANT TO SHOW? 
YOU HAVE SQUARE TRI 
She might type SQUARE and, after the turtle 

drew this, move to the top of the square, tum right 
and press P and then TRI. Her house would be com-
plete. She is provided useful information at every 
step. For example , if she typed in t he name of a pic-
ture that was not defined, the . program would not 
"crash" but would merely respond YOU DON'T 
HAVE A PICTURE CALLED SQUARE. Like-
wise. if she tried to label a new procedure with an old 
name such as "flower," the program would print 
YOU ALREADY HA VE A PICTURE CALLED 
FLOWER. 

The Level 1 program. which is an extension of sev-
eral so-called INSTA NT programs, allows children 
to define procedures and use them to build other 
procedures. (Teachers wishing to use such programs 
can find suggestions in "The Logo Center ' ' column 
of The Computing Teacher, October 1983.) Such pro-
grams are probably necessary in order to fulfill 
Papert 's vision of children "breaking a problem 
down·' into manageable pieces, using these pieces to 

build larger wholes and thinking about their own 
thinking. Abelson (1982) also discusses this concept. 

Level 2. After children gained some proficiency at 
this first level. thev were, introd.uced to the second. 
Here they used tl{e usual Logo commands but in 
addition utiliz ed several powerful programs provid· 
ed by the teacher. Typing TEACH. children could 
de.fine a procedure without exiting the t ur tle-'s 
graphic screen. Like the first method , the turtle car -
ried out the commands one by one as the children 
entered them , permitting them to use their intuitive 
visual strengths in creating their programs. If 
children typed E. the turtle erased the last com-
mand entered (as with the previous program , tltis 
was usually done immediately, without redrawing ). 
If a command was unknown to the turtle, the pro· 
gram informed the children and did not enter it into 
the procedure being defined. For instance, if they 
typed FORWARD50, the program responded: DID 
YOU FORGET A SPACE? THERE IS NO PRO-
CEDURE NAMED FORWARD50. Similarly, if 
they typed TEACH again with the TEACH pro-
cedure, the program responded YOU ARE 
ALREADY TEACHING ME SOMETHING! The 
teacher helped the children read the messages the 
first few times; children were so motivated to read 
these messages themselves that they learned to do 
so quickly. 

If a command completely "con.fused" the turtle. 
the program would stop; the children then typed 
RETEACH to begin again right where they left 
off-minus the offending command. Typing END 
instructed the computer to define the procedure. 
Another program, CHANGE. allowed children to 
alter previously defined procedures, [The appendix 
contains a lis ting of the TE ACH program along 
with comments. It is written in MIT Logo but can 
be easily adapted to other versions. some of which. 
like Apple Logo, have other error-trapping com-
mands that could be used . The program can be ex-
tended to include inputs to the procedures. once 
children are ready for this new step.} 

Along with these programs, children were encour-
aged to plan their projects in a top-down fashion in 
the following manner. First. they drew a sketch of 
what they wante d the turtle to draw. Then they de-
cided how to break down this picture into man-
ageable pieces and used tracing paper to trace each 
piece onto a separate piece of paper, labeling each 
piece. Two girls traced and named these parts of 
their GIRAFFE picture: GRASS, LEG, BODY, 
HEAD. TAIL, SPOTS and BlRD. Using TEACH , 
they wrote a procedure for each piece and finally 
wrote a superprocedure which combined them. 
Figure 1 illustrates their program. GIRAFFE. 

To help plnn each separate procedure, children 
were encouraged to draw over the pieces with a _pen-
cil which had a paper turtle mounted on it. They 
would move and turn the pencil while describing 
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their actions to a friend, who would write them 
down. The teacher encouraged children to bring 
their thinking to an explicit level of awareness by 
asking questions such as, ' 'What does the turtle 
have to know to draw this piece?'' or "What did you 
tell the turtle to do? What did it do? What did you 
want it to do? How could you change ... ?" and so 
forth. 

Figure 1. 

Leve) 3. At this level, children used the Logo 
editor (or TEACH, depending on their preference! 
along with special procedures supplied to them. 
These included CIR.RT (draws a circle curving to 
the right; the child must specify a radius), CIR.LT, 
CUR.LT (a quarter circle lo the leftl, CUR.RT, 
MOVE. UP (moves the turtle up without drawing; 
the child must specify a distance), MOVE.DOWN, 
MOVE.RT, MOVE.LT, POLY and POLYFILL 
(draws a polygon and fills it with color by drawing 
ever-smaller concentric polygons; the child mus t 
specify t he number of sides and the length of each 
side). Although all of the children already figured 
out how to draw curves at each of the two previous 
levels, these programs allowed them to use proce· 
<lures with a variable input as a ''black box' ' to draw 
curves and circles or to move quickly around the 
screen. It was found that children did not have to be 
prompted to enter an input. They simply typed 
MOVE.UP 50. and the turtle would move 50 steps 
straight up. without drawing a line and without 
changing its orientation. These procedures, inci· 
dentally, were also available to the children at the 
previous level on the basis of ~eed. 

How Well Did Children Work 
With These Programs? 

The results of three months (two sessions a week) 
of work with these programs by first grade children 
were encouraging. The most obvious outcomes were 
the programs written. (See Figures 2 and 3. along 
with Figure 1.) 

Just as interesting are the results of several as· 
sessments. The children· s performance on a measure 

Figure 2. 

Figure 3. 

of learning style changed s,i:gnifilcantly -H1ey 
became more reflective and madle, fewer errors com· 
pared to non·programming children . After a pro" 
cedure failed to work satisfactorily, , Olll:e t rio o,f Logo 
programmers expressed the need to take time: and 
think: "We 've got to get organiizedlr' 'fhey scored 
higher on a test of creative thinking than . (aJ1 a con· 
trol group and (b) than they hadl scoredl on a pr etest. 
given before the Logo experience. 'I'fuey performed 
dramatically better than the control group ,on a task 
in which they were required to di,scmrer t,hat. direc:· 
tions were incomplete. In this task. c,fu:iMre1ll are told! 
how to play a game, but an essential step fa omitted: . 
the children must realize that they dio not undei·· 
stand and inform the teacher. 

Such creative analysis is encouraged! in a Lo.go 
programming environment. As one glirR rm.11mbfed Co 
the turtle, "One of us doesn 'ti:, understand! tmsf' 
Their excitement and involvement in t he pi·ogtar.n· 
ming never abated. The obvious soci.at (and emo· 
tional! ) involvement may have comri'bu ted t.o theis:e 
positive results (see Figure 4). 

We learned several lessons as teach iers; Next yeifr 
we will allow children more time t-0 "ov,eriearn ' ' the 
methods at each level before mo\ling to the next 
higher level. We learned thait a very s'ensit.i\ve 
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( 

TO TEACH 
; BY DOUGu\S CLEMENTS 
; KENT STATE UNIVERSITY 
DRAW 
PRINT1 [NAME OF PROCEDURE> J 
BELL 

MAKE "PROCEDURE FIRST REQUEST 

MAKE "HISTORY FPUT :PROCEDURE [ J 

TEACH2 
END 

TO TEACH2 
PRINT1 [OK! > ] BELL 

MAKE "LINE REQUEST 

IF :LINE = [ END ] DEFINE :PROCEDURE 
FPUT [ ] BUTFIRST :HISTORY ( PRINT 
:PROCEDURE "DEFINED ) STOP 

IF :LINE = [E] RETEACH STOP 

IF BADLINE? :LINE TEACH2 STOP 

UPDATE 

RUN :LINE 

TEACH2 
ENO 

balance must be maintained among brief teacher· 
directed lessons (on specifics of the language) , group 
problem-solving discussions. and student-planned 
and executed activit ies. At first our directed lessons 
were too long-childr en tended to copy exactly what 
we had demons t rated. We then virtually eliminat-ed 
these lessons but found that children were not learn-
ing new commands. Finally. we settled on a pattern 
of (a) a directed lesson on some new concept for 3·5 
minutes. (b) group problem solving based on the new 
concept for 5-10 minutes. and (c) self-directed work 
for 30 minutes. We also learned that. given the pro-
per support, children 's capacity for creative and 
logical thinking consistently surpassed our expecta-
tions. 

Appendix 

Clears the screen. 
Asks for the name of the procedure. 

This line causes the computer to wait for the user to 
type in the name. 

Starts a list of all the commands, naming it "HIS· 
TORY." 

Informs the child all is well with a message and a 
tone; PRINTl is used because we do not want a car-
riage return. 

Waits for the next line of the program. 

IJ the child types "END ... the program defines the 
new procedure, using the list of commands. 

If the child types "E'', this causes the com_puter to 
run a procedure to erase the last command. 

Causes the computer to run a procedure which 
checks if the command typed in was a Logo com-
mand. 

Runs a procedure which updates the list of com-
mands. 

Runs the command so that the child can see the ef· 
feet. 

Generates another copy of TEACH2. 
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TO RETEACH 
IF BUTFIRST :HISTORY = [ ) PRINT [THERE'S 

NOTHING TO TAKE AWAY) TEACH2 
STOP 

l\1AKE " PROCEDURE FIRST :HISTORY 
MAKE "ERRORLINE LAST :HISTORY 
MAKE "H ISTORY BUTLAST :HISTORY 
MAKE "FIRSTWORD FIRST :ERRORLINE 

IF NOT BUTFIRST :ERRORLINE = [ ] MAKE 
"SECOND FIRST BUTFIRST :ERRORLINE 
ELSE MAKE " SECOND [ J 

If the list of commands is empt,y,. the; compute r tells 
the child there is nothing more to e,ra se .. 

These lines give names to 
-t he pr ocedure 
-the las t , erroneous line 
-the new list of command s f,omit:tim:g the last fi1ne,l 
-and the first word in the las t line. 

If the las t line (ERRORLI NEl 1 iis; more than on.e 
word, then the name ''S E COND" is assigned to, th e 
second word: otherwise , SE COND i s afll '' empty 
list. " 

IF NOT :SECOND = [ ) MAKE "THIRD 
BUTFIRST BUTFIRST :ERRORLINE ELSE MAKE Similarly for the third word. 
"THIRD [ ] 

PAINT1 :ERRORLINE 
PRINT [? I ERASED THAT.) 

(PRINT [NAME OF PROCEDURE IS>) 
: PROCEDURE ) 

IF (ALLOF MEMBER? :FIRSTWORD :COMMAND 
NUMBER? :SECOND :THIRD = ( ) ) 
UNDO ELSE DRAW RUN.AND.PRINT BUTFIRST 
:HISTORY 

TEACH2 
END 

TO BADLINE? :LINE 

IF :LINE = [ ) OUTPUT "TRUE 
IF FIRST :LINE = :PROCEDURE UPDATE 

OUTPUT "TRUE 

IF MEMBER? FIRST :LINE [TEACH RETEACH 
CHANGE] PRINT [YOU ARE ALREADY 
TEACHING ME SOMETHING!) OUTPUT "TRUE 

IF NUMBER? FIRST :LINE PRINT1 (YOU DON'T 
SAY WHAT TO DO WITH ' '] PRINT :LINE 
OUTPUT "TRUE 

IF AL LOF MEMBER? FIRST FIRST :LINE 
[F B R L) NUMBER? LAST FIRST :LINE 
PRINT [DID YOU FORGET A SPACE?) 

IF ALLOF MEMBER? FIRST :LINE :COMMAND 
BUTFIRST :LINE::: [ J PRINT ( DID YOU 
FORGET A NUMBER? ] OUTPUT ''TRUE 

IF TEXT FIRST :LINE = [ ] PRINT1 [THERE IS 
NO PROCEDURE NAMED ' '] PRINT :LINE 
OUTPUT "TRUE 

OUTPUT .. FALSE 

END 

The child is shown the comman.dl th at has bee111 ig· 
nored or erased. 

This length y line asks: l s the first word a m~mber of 
the lis t of commands , and is t he seeon:dl a, trut:mrber. 
and is the t hird word non-existent:?> U all of tne;S:e are 
true, use the UNDO erasing procedure ; otAerwise; 
use the run and print method!. whi.ch redlrnws the 
pictu .re, omit ting the last co-mmand. 

Th.is procedure checks whether the ~inc is one that. 
cannot be run for some reas on . 

If the command is the same as the proced u:re, bein,g 
developed, add the command to t he fist , but d!o not 
try to run it yet , because the procedlure is not yet 
defined. 

Children sometimes forget the .y are TE ACHIN G 
the computer something already. 

Children may forget the comman di and type in 30 in· 
stead of FD 30. 

Or they may type FD 30, so this chec.ks, if th e com-
mand starts with F , B, R or Land e.nds wit h a num-
ber. 
Or they may forget the number. e.g: .• F'D. 

Or they may type any other word., that is not a pm· 
cedure, such as BAC or DKSK 

Otherwise, it is probable the line, was not a 
"badline." 
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TO UPDATE 
MAKE "HISTORY LPUT :LINE :HISTORY 

END 

UNDO 
MAKE "FIRSTLETIEA FIRST :FtRSTW0RD 
MAKE "ORIGINAL.PENCOLOA LAST 

TURTLESTATE 
PENC0LOR LAST BUTLAST TURTLESTATE 
IF :FIRSTLETIER = "F BACK :SECOND 
IF :FIRSTLETIER = "B FORWARD :SECOND 
IF :FIASTLETIER = "R LEFT :SECOND 
IF :FIRSTLETIER = "L RIGHT :SECOND 
PENCOLOR :ORIGINALPENCOLOR 

PRINT BUTFIRST :HISTORY 

END 

TO RUN.AND.PRINT :LIST 
IF :LIST = [ ) PRINT [ ] STOP 
(PRINT1 FIRST :LIST [' ') ) 

IF NOT :PROCEDURE = FIRST FIRST :LIST 
RUN FIRST :LIST 

RUN.AND.PRINT. BUTFIRST :LIST 
END 

TO MEMBER? :WORD :LIST 
IF :LIST = [ ) OUTPUT " FALSE 
IF :WORD = ( (FIRST :LIST ) OUTPUT "TRUE 
OUTPUT MEMBER? :WORD BUTFIRST :LIST 

END 

TO CHANGE 
DRAW 

PRINT1 [CHANGE WHAT?>) 
MAKE "PROCEDURE FIRST REQUEST 
MAKE "HISTORY FPUT :PROCEDURE BUTFIRST 

TEXT :PROCEDURE 
(PRINT [NAME OF PROCEDURE > J 

:PROCEDURE ) 
RUN.AND.PRINT BUTFIRST :HISTORY 
TEACH2 

END 

TO BELL 
PRINT1 CHAR 7 

END 

"COMMAND IS [RT LT FD BK RIGHT LEFT 
FORWARD BACK) 

ENOa 

{Ed, note: The author will provide a more deta.iled 
description of the support programs to interested 
readers. Dr. Douglas H. Clements, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Childhood Edu.cation, Kent S tate Universi· 
ty, 300 White HaU, Kent, OH 44242./ 
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Extra Logo Issues 
Available! 

Extra copies of this Logo issue (Vol. 11 #5) 
are available for $3 (U.S.) each. 

Logo was also the theme of the November 
1982 (Vol. 10 #3) issue of The Computing 
Teacher. A limited number of copies of this is· 
sue are still available for 83 (U.S. l each. 

Save S2.50 processing charge by including 
payment with your order! 

Write Logo Issue, ICCE. University of Ore· 
gon. 1787 Agate St., Eugene. OR 97403. 

Where Is Logo? 
by 

Tom Lough 

© Copyright 1983 Posy Publications 

Since its recent release to the public, Logo has 
grown in popularity. This growth is easily discern· 
ible. Here are some obvious indicators. 

Versions of Logo have been produced initially for 
the microcomputers most widely used in education. 
Logo books became available from a variety of pub· 
lishers. Nearly every educational compu ting maga· 
zine has added a regular Logo column or section. 
Newsletters dedicated to Logo have appeared. Com· 
puter camps have added Logo classes to their pro· 
grams. Logo presentations have found their way in-
to t he schedules of nearl y every educational com· 
puting conference. 

These parameters of Logo's growth are apparent. 
However, they provide at best only an indirect in· 
dica tion of Logo's growth in the classrooms. They 
also do not give an indication of where Logo is being 
used as an educational tool. 

How vfidespread is the use of Logo in our schools? 
What is the geographical distribution of these 
schools? 

I feel these are important questions. The answers 
would give a picture of current Logo activity in the 
nation's classrooms and provide information critical 
to future teacher training and school budget plan-
ning. 

As editor of The Nationo ,l Logo Exchange (NLX). 
a newsletter for Logo tea chers, I realized that I had 
in my possession data which could sugges t nn initial 
response to these questions. In this article , J will 
present two sets of data which indicate the present 
geographic distribution of Logo classroom activity 

and which provide a basis for an estimate of school 
Logo use nationwide. 

Dato. Description 
Sets of data were genera ted from responses to two 

offerings made to Logo teachers by the NLX. These 
responses were sorted by state to ob tai n an indi· 
cation of the relative . Logo activity in various parts 
of the country. Each of the two sets of data contain 
approximate.ly 1000 entries. Although these data 
are not direct observations of use, they are strong 
indicators of involvement of school personnel in the 
use of Logo. 

Data generated during the period studied repre-
sent the Logo versions available at that time. These 
included Apple (LCSI) Logo, MIT Logo (Terrapin. 
Krell} for the Apple , TI Logo, TRS-80 Color Logo, 
and CyberLogo. 

Here are brief descriptions of the two sets of data 
and .how they were generated. 

Group I: NLX ABCs 
As a result of a challenge by Robert Ti.nker of 

Technical Education Research Centers (TEHC) (see 
Hands On!, Spring 1982, page 5), the NLX de· 
veloped a set of Logo procedure s to draw all letters 
of the alphabet in any arbitrary size. These pro· 
cedures not only fit into the memory of the Appl e 
compute .r, but allowed enough extra workspace for 
the development of utility procedures to manipulate 
the letters. 
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This set of procedures was made available to all 
Logo teachers throug h a series of announcements in 
the NLX, The Computing Teacher, and other 
leading monthly educational compu ting periodicals. 
The set of procedures was offered free of charge. Ad-
diti onally, since the NLX ABCs , were designe .d only 
for the floating point Logos of the Apple compute r 
(LOS! and MIT). users of the other (integer based) 
versions availab le were not as motivated to respond 
to the offer. (A few did, however, just to investigate 
a starting point for their own work.) 

Respondents to this offer were primaril y elemen-
tary and middle school teachers. The re.sponses were 
received during the period from Decemb er 6, 1982 to 
September 2, 1983. 

Group II: NLX Subscribers 
The overwhelming majority of NLX subscriptions 

were obtained as a result of news notices an d refer-
ences in Logo articles which appeared in most edu· 
cational computing periodicals throughout la te 
1982 and early 1983. Additiona l responses were 
gener ated by personal recommendations from sub-
scribers and from the NLX ABC offerings. No paid 
advertisements were placed ; hence, no responses are 
based on them. In all instances , subscription pay-
ments of at least $25 were made either by indi-
viduals or by sponsoring institutions. Thus, a 
degree of financial and professional commitment 
was indicated. 

The NLX subscriber distribution represents a 
mixture of Logo teachers in elementary, middle and 
high schools, with an additional sim ilar group of 
education professors at the university or college 
level. The subscriber group covers the period from 
Jul y 28, 1982 to September 2, 1983. 

Overlap 
Although the motivation for each offering was dif-

ferent, some overlap between the two populations 
was to be expected. Announcements of both the 
NLX subsc1iptions and the ABCs were made in the 
same general set of publications. Additionallv, a 
number of ABC recipien ts became NLX sub-
scribers. The observed overlap was just under 20%. 

Data Analysis 
As with all statistical data , there are several wavs 

to int erpret what is presented here. The fi;st 
analysis was a computa t ion of the relative number 
of responses by state. Table 1 gives an alphabeti cal 
summary of all the da ta. Columns 2 and 4. provide a 
state ranking of the ABC and NLX subscription ac-
tivity as percentages. It should come as no surprise 
that the large populations of New York and Cali-
fornia account for a significan t por tion' of t he re-
sponses. Note that the widespread Logo activity of 
Massachusetts is indicated clearly. 

In spite of the small overlap in the two popu-
lations, the percentages for each state are tho 'same 

1ma,grutiude in eac'h distribution. The correlation. co-
efficienit between them was calcu.la.ted to be 0.96. 
ig:ivmg a reasolilnbly consi:s,tent i1ndication of the 
Logo activity repr ,esented. 

Bec~ruse the population was a confmmcling vari· 
aiblie,, it seems of more intierest to examine the 
r,espom,es rieJative to per eapita mst 1ribution. A 
radkruly cliffe:rent pictuteis pr,esented by Columns 1 
antl ,:3. in which the :num~ .er of r,esponses of each 
sta t e is divid ed !by the 1980 0ensus po.puftation. Once 
more ., there appears to be a general correspondence 
betw ,e:en tlm two groups. The cor.rel'ati:o:n coefficient 
,vas calculated to be 0.86. 

T·8ble L 
,1:Uphubetica l 'Summary of Logo Activity Reported 
Stole 

i;\K 
AL An 
AZ 
CA 
co 
CT 
DC 
DE 
FL 
G:\ 
HI 
IA 
ID 
IL 
IN 
KS 
KY 
LA. 
11A 
MD 
ME 
MI 
MN 
MO 
.MS 
MT 
NC 
ND 
~E 
NH 
NJ 
!\~ii 
NV 
NY 
OH 
:OK 
OR 
PA 
R'I 
SC 
.SD 
TN 
TX 
UT 
VA 
VT 
WA 
vvi 
WV 
WY 

ABCperCop 

10.00 m 
2.31 
0.87 
3.68 
4.86 
9.34 (9) 
5.47 
7.81 
0.00 
l.74 
1.65 

12.3i 141 
5.15 
7.45 
5.16 
3.83 
6.36 
2.46 
0.95 

11.15 (51 
4.74 
5.31 
2.81 
6.86 
3.86 
0.00 

16.46 fl) 
3.40 
6.15 
9.55 18) 
4.35 
8.28 
4.62 
3.7& 
7.97 
4.54 
0.99 

13.69 (21 
3.37 
7.38 
2.88 
7.25 
1.31 
2.39 
6.16 
4.49 
7.84 
8.-17 110') 

10.19 (6.1 
2.05 

12.17 131 

ABC% 

0.36 
0.81 
0.18 
0.90 

10.41 (2) 
2.44 
1.54 
0.45 
0.00 
1.54 
0.81 
1.09 
1.36 
0.63 
5.3415) 
1.90 
1.36 
0.81 
0.36 
5.79 (31 
1.81 
0.54 
2.35 
2.53 
1.72 
0.00 
1.18 
1.81 
0.36 
1.36 
0.36 
5.52 (4) 
0.54 
0.27 

12.61 m 
4.43 (61 
0.27 
3.26 (9) 
3.62 (8) 
0.63 
0.81 
0.45 
0,54 
3.08 
0.81 
2.17 
0.36 
3.17 1101 
4.34 17) 
0.36 
0.54 

NlLX pe:r Cap NLX % 

35.00 IH 
0.26 
0.44 
1.47 
2.62 
7.61 (6) 
4.82 
4.69 
3.39 
1.64 
uo 

14.43 (2) 
3.78 
4.26 
3.15 
2.37 
4.66 
0.82 
0.48 
8.36 (41 
3.32 
4.42 
2.59 
4.41 
2.-44 
0.00 
3.80 
1.53 
0.00 
3.82 
1.09 
2.85 
2.31 
1.25 
,1,90 (101 
l.94 
0.66 
8.75 (51 
l.69 
5.27 (9) 
0.64 
2.90 
1.09 
2.11 
2.74 
5.99171 
9,80 (3) 
5.33 (81 
2.76 
1.54 
4.26 

2.05 
0.15 
0.15 
0.59 
9.09 (2) 
3.23 (9) 
2.20 
0.44 
0.29 
2.35 
0.88 
2.05 
1.61 
0.59 
5.28 (41 
1.91 
1.61 
0.44 
0.29 
7.04 131 
2.05 
0.73 
3.5217) 
2.64 
l.76 
o.oo 
0.44 
1.32 
0.00 
0.88 
0.15 
3.08 
0.44 
0.15 

12.61 (I) 
3.08 
0.29 
3.37 (8) 
2.93 
0.73 
0.29 
0.29 
0.73 
4.-10 (61 
0.59 
-1.69 (5) 
0,73 
3.23 llOI 
l.91 
OA4 
0.29 

/Ranking ,of the to ,p .ten in pa,~enthe!'esl 
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Several states with relatively small populations 
(Hawaii-965 ,000 and Alaska-402.000, for exam· 
ple) show a high Logo activi ty on a per capita ba sis. 

States with larger populations no longer appear at 
the top of t he list . New York is barely in the top ten, 
and California now appears in the middle of the per 
capita distribution. 

The depth of the Logo activity in Massachusetts 
is evidenced by its staying power among the top 5 
states on a per capita basis. Likewise, Oregon re-
mains at or near the top of all four lists. 

Concluding Comments 
I t is conservatively estimated that the two 

samples presented here (on the order of 2000 total 
responses) repre sent between 5% and 10% of the 
Logo-using educators of the United States. The pro · 
por tions of this popula t ion likely follow the geo· 
graphical distribution of the reported samples. 

As Logo use in the schools continues to spread, 
the total picture presented here will change. Addi· 

r1c/vt1rt,,1•mt•1u 

tionally, the effects of Logo encouragement and en· 
dorsernent by state departments ·of education will be 
felt. 

Finally , Logo versions for several other popular 
microcomputers have appeared or have been an-
nounced for release . Among these are Commodore 
Logo, Atari Logo, and at least four Logo versions 
for the IB M personal computer (Waterloo Logo, 
IBM (LCSI) Logo. PC Logo and DR Logo). As t hese 
a.nd other Logo versions find their way into the na-
tion's classrooms. we can expect Logo activity to in-
crease rapidly. 

In the meantime, it is hoped tha t the da ta and 
tables reported in this article will have given a 
rough indication of the educational Logo activit y in 
the United St ates. its geographical distribution, and 
a basis for an est imate of Logo use in t he nation's 
schools . END• 

/Tom Lough , Editor, The National Logo Ex· 
change. P. 0. Box 5341, Charlottesuille, VA 22905./ 

OAKLAND SCHOOLS 

(®) 

Proudly announces the availability of two educational products for use with children and adults with communication and motor disabilitie: 

contains ... 

PICTURE DICTIONARY 
Developed by: Ina J. Kirstein 

Illustrated by: Carol Bern.stein 

• over 500 simple line drawings d rvided Into 20 categories 

• alphabetical and categorical indexes 

• line drawings presented in three sizas •. 2 inch, 1 inch and 
½ inch 

• sample communication boards and grids 

• compatible with commercially available microcomputer 
interfaces (Zygo 16, 100, Express 1 & 3) 

• • Price $35.00 

SUNNY DAYS MICROCOMPUTER 
READING GAMES DISK 

Developed by: Nathaniel A. Peters 
Designed by: Christine Cafmeyer and James Cafmeyer 

• for use on the Apple II Microcomputer 

• a game oriented approach to teaching word recognition 
and comprehension sk ills 

• music, c9lorful graphics, sound effects, indiv idualized 
speed of display 

• uses keyboard, spacebar, game control paddles or com· 
mercially available adapted switches for input 

• al lows total independence for the student 

• uses a pre-entered set of 100 core vocabulary words or Is 
easily modified by the teacher to individua lized vocabulary 

• • Price $30.00 

For further information please contact Oakland Schools. Communication Enhancement Center, 2100 Pontiac Lake Road. Pontiac, Ml 48054. 
• • Pnce basecl on limited supply and subject to change. 
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Children in 
the Age of 
Microcomputers 
Guest edited by 
Steven B. Silvem and 
Terry Countermine 

This awa rd-winni ng issue of CHILDHOOD EOUC ATIOIX features nine specialized article s as well 
as seven regular CHl1.DH00D E DUCATION colum ns and an ACE! pos ition paper. 

Its special focus is Children in the Age of Microcomputers . Au thors give tips for classr oom 
and home uses of com puter s and deal with appreh ens ions some may hav e about teach ing 
childre n with compu te rs. Articles include: 
• "Op ening the Door to the Microw orld " by Steven B. Silvem 
• "Pr epari ng the Classr oom for Co mpu ter- Based Edu cation" by Sa/lie J. Sherman and 

Ki:ith A. Hall 
• "W ritin g. Creati vity and Chan ge" by Colettt• DaiufL• 
• "C omp ute rs for Commu nication" by Sh-phen A. Wt--yt!r 
• "Gu idelin es for Ch oos ing Har dware to Prom ote Syn aes thetic Learn ing" by Omar K. Moor,: 
• "Guidelines for Desig ning Edu cational Comput er Programs" by Thomas W. Malone 
• ''A ssess ing the Hidden Costs of a Pers onal Computer" by Terry Countermim• and Man; Lang 
• "C omput ers: Tools for Thinking " by Edu•ard L. Zeiser and Stevie Hoffman 
• " Fight ing Against Convergent Thinki ng: Using th e Micro as a Weap on" by Sherwin A. Steffi11 

Ch ildren in the Age of Microcomputers is a must for thos e who want to kno w more about 
childr en an d the high -tech world of today. 

Please send me ---------- - copies of "Childre n and the Age of Microcomputers " r,, S6.50 
I endosl' full pay m,mt including 10% for postagl' ihand ling. no billed orders und l'T S10. 
ACEI members may deduct 10% sp ecial d iscount S _ _ _ 

Nam e __________ __ __ Addre ss _ ___ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ 

City/StateiProvince - -- - --- - -- - - - ZIP _ _ _ Member __ Non-Me mbl•r __ 

ACE! Publications, Dep t. CT .. 3615 Wisconsin Avl'. , NW, Washingt on. DC 20016 
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A Cure for Recursion 
by 

Tom Lough 

© Copyright 1983 Posy Publications 

"At first, Logo seemed almost too simple to 
bother with. But, the more I worked with it, the 
more substance I found to it." 

Comments such as this are heard often from 
teachers as they acquire experience in learning and 
teaching with Logo. The same type of comments are 
heard about specific features of Logo also . 

Take recursion, for example , It has a deceptively 
shallow and simp le appearance. However. there is 
an incredible capability hidden within which has 
confounded and frustrated many. This article at-
tempts to help teachers understand t.be various 
aspects of recursion in Logo, and it provides some 
specific suggestions on how to help studen t s learn 
these aspects effectively. 

A companion article by Tim Riordon in this issue 
offers additional ideas and many more projects. 

Prerecursion Thoughts 
Often, a second look at Logo procedure definition 

helps the later understanding of the recursion pro-
cess. In particular, the mechanism which operates 
on embedded procedure s contains a concept critical 
to recursion. Let 's look at an example. 

TO BOX 
REPEAT 4 [ FD 20 RT 90 j 
END 
It is fairly easy to see tha.t a square of size 20 is 

drawn when BOX is called. 
TO FIGURE 
FD 30 BOX FD 40 RT 90 BOX 
END 

Now BOX is embedded in the procedure 
FIGURE. What happens when FIGURE is called? 

First is FD 30. Then FIGURE calls BOX, which 
draws its square of size 20. But, what is FIGURE 
doing while BOX is drawing? Of course! It is wajt-
ing for BOX to finish. Logo can do only one thing at 
a time (like many of us!). After BOX has finished the 
square, FIGURE continues with its next instruc-
tions, FD 40 RT 90. BOX is called onc.e more, caus-
ing FIGURE to wait. When this second square is 
drawn, FIGURE resumes. At thi s point, however. 
there are no more instructions in the procedure 
FIGURE, so it ENDs. 

This example may also seem simple. But the idea 
of one procedure pausing while another performs is 
central to a full understanding of the recursive pro-
cess. 

This general rule may help explaim the proces .s: 
When one procedure calls anothe>Ft the ealling pro-

cedure pauses until the called procedlure ends , 'Eben. 
and only then, the calling procedmire res mimes •. 

In the context of the above example. F'IGURE 
called BOX and paused un W BOX finished. Theii11. 
F IGURE resumed. 

As you teach procedures, it is imp:ortaint to en-· 
courage and allow your students to exp:1'ore fuHy the 
effects of embe dded procedures . The computer ex-
perienc e is important, of course; ]10,we:ver, ac tilvi.ties 
awa y from the computer-in w]11khi eaich. studlelilt is 
assigned either a Logo comm aind or· a procedlure 
name to act out-hel p to estah1ism, this process and 
precedence in accordance with the : general rnle 
above. 

"As you teach proc :edure,s, it 
is important to encourage 
and allow your students to 
explore fully the effects of 
embedded procedutes " The 

computer experience is 
important, of course; 

however, activities awa:y 
from the compute r i1r vrt1bie:h 

each student is as'signed 
either a Logo command! ar a 
procedure name ta act out 

help to establish this 
process and precedence in 

accordance with the general 
I b ,,, rue a · ove., 

With this idea in mind, let's begin our adventure 
into recursion. 

Testing the \Voters 
Look carefully at this procedure . 
TO SQUARE 
FD 20 RT 90 SQUARE 
END 
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What happens when SQUARE is called? Let me 
suggest an answer along the same lines as the exam-
ple with FIGURE. After all, it really is the same 
process, isn't it? SQUARE execute .s FD 20 RT 90, 
and then calls another procedure, in a manner 
similar to that of FIGURE. 

However, there is one difference. The name of the 
procedure which is called has the same name as the 
calling procedure! Notice that l did not suggest that 
the procedure called itself. Instead, the procedure 
called another procedure with Lhe same name and in-
structions. This point is sma ll, bu t impor tant to a 
full understanding of recursion. 

Who among us has not tried dialing the number of 
the phone you were using just to see what would 
happen? 1n most (?) cases, you get a busy signal 
from trying to call yourself. In Logo, that does not 
happen! Ins tead, when the calling procedure calls a 
procedure with the same name, it sees the same set 
of instruc tions as defined in the procedure, but as a 
separate procedure from ilself (like telephoning 
yourself and having yourself answer from another 
universe)! 

Let 's continue with our examination of the 
SQUARE procedure. From the general rule we 
know that when a procedure calls another, it pauses 
until the called procedure finishes. Logo keeps track 
of each separate SQUARE procedure called. Let's 
do the same by denoting the first SQUARE proce· 
dure as firstSQUAHE, the second as second-
$QUARE, and so on. Each SQUARE has the same 
instru ,ctions as the other . 

FirstSQUARE executes FD 20 RT 90, calls sec· 
ondSQUARE, and waits for it to finish. Sec-
ondSQUARE performs FD 20 RT 90, calls third-
SQUARE, and waits for it to finish. ThirdSQUARE 
... you get the idea. Can you figure out what the tur -
tle is drawing? It is a square of size 20 in which the 
turtle goes over the lines forever (until it is inter· 
rupted or it encounters an error condition). This is 
called tail re~ursion. 

The te.rm tail recursion refers to the position of the 
crucial line in the Logo procedure, just before the 
END. This line contains the name of the procedure 
in which it appears, and causes another set of the 
proc edure 's instructions to be called afte r a com· 
plete set of them has been executed. 

Here is a way to experience tail recursion in a 
physical way. Carefully remove a speck of t he re· 
fleeting material from the middle of the back of a 
small inexpensive mirror. 'fo prevent flaking, place 
some cellophane tape over the spot. Put your eye up 
to the hole and look through it with the mirror fac-
ing another mirror. The infinity of images you see 
ore produced by self reflections, akin to the pheno· 
mena of tail recursion. Each reflection is distinctly 
discernable and is a copy of the original mirror. 

Testing the Brakes 
It is one thing to get a tail recursion started in 

Logo. But how to stop it? There are ai variety of 
ways. Perhaps the most intrusive and d!h:ect way is 
to interrupt. CONTROL G will interrupt in se¥eral 
of the most popular Logo versions. This stops the 
turtle in its tracks! 

If there were some way for fourthSQUARE in our 
example to stop on its own, then third!SQUARE, 
which was waiting in line, could finis h. ilt.s: c,01111-

mands. (In this case. of course, the next C(!)lmm.aiud 
would be END.) Once thirdSQUARE finished, sec-
ondSQUARE would end also, followed by first· 
SQUARE. This would produce a square . and: stop 
the turtle after one repetition. 

The Logo TEST command can also be used with-
in a recursive procedure to stop the action .. For c,x_., 
a:mple, here is a way to draw a square and \Ilse 'fE.S T 
to stop when the fourth side is completed . 

TO DRAW.SQUARE 
SETHEADING 0 
SQUARE 
END 
TO SQUARE 
FD 30 RT 90 
TEST HEADING := 0 
IFTRUE STOP 
SQUARE 
END 

DRAW.SQUARE sets the heading of the turt.fe to 
0 (to face the top of the screen). calls SQUARB, amd 
waits for it to finish. Since SQUARE is. tai] re-
cursive, let's trace the development in detaiill. Firs t.-
SQUARE executes RT 90 FD 20. a:s in tbe earlier 
example. Then it tests to see if the head!Jng ns 0 .. In 
this case, it is 90, so the result of the test vs F'ALSE .. 
The IFTRUE instruction is not carried ! ou.t.. Piirst.-· 
SQUARE calls secondSQUARE, and waits for. it to, 
finish. SecondSQUARE draws, tests the . heading 
{180), ca lls thirdSQUARE and waits. Thlird· 
SQUARE also draws, tests the heading . {2:70!}. calfis 
fourthSQUARE and waits. FourthSQUARE draws 
and tests the heading. It is now O becaus:e of t he: RT 
90 in fourthSQUARE. The result of the TEST is-
TRUE , so the IFTRUE instruction (STOPt is, now 
carried out. FourthSQUARE STOPs. Since thilfdl-
SQUARE, secondSQUARE. firstSQUARE and 
DRAW.SQUARE are still waiting, the.y eaclt can 
resume in turn. 

But the next instruction in each case is END. So, 
they each END in turn, and Logo returns cmil.trol to 
the user. Whew ! 

This was a lot of detail. But if you can follo,\\1 the 
last paragraph you are well prepared for the more 
sophisticated aspects of recursion. 

Here is a tail recursive activity for you to trace 
out. Can you follow the sequence of execution? 

TO DRAW.CIRCLE 
MAKE ''AZIMUTH HEADING 
CIRCLE 
END 
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TO CIRCLE 
FD 1 RT 1 
TEST HEADING = :AZIMUTH 
IFTAUE STOP 
CIRCLE 
END 

More Tail Recursion Activities 
Incremented variables make tail recursion a lot of 

fun For example , try the following procedure: 

TO FIGURE :X 
FD :X AT 60 
FIGURE :X + 10 
END 

This procedure has the same general organization 
as previous ones. Let's use th e same technique to 
begin tracing out the steps. You will find that the 
general rule will still serve qui t e well. 

Let 's start with an input of 20. FIGURE 20 exe-
cutes FD 20 RT 60, calls FIGURE 30 and waits. 
FIGURE 30 executes FD 30 RT 60, calls FIGURE 
40 and waits. Once more we have an endlessly re· 
peating cycle. Bu t this time something is growing! 
The size of the FD input is getting larger with each 
successive call. Can you guess wha t the figure will 
look like? 

What if we want to stop it? We could use TEST on 
the HEADING as before. But since we have a grow-
ing variable, we could just as easily TE ST for a 
maximum size. Here is one way to do that . (Note 
that .in this particular example, the TEST comes 
before the drawing commands. They could also be 
placed after them.) 

TO FIGURE :X 
TEXT :X > 100 
IFTRUE STOP 
FD :X RT 60 
FIGURE :X +10 
END 

Can you deduce what will happen'! For an initial 
input of 80. FIG URE 80 tests, draws and calls 
FIGURE 90, which tests, draws and calls FIGURE 
100, which tes t s (100 is not greater than 100!) , 
draws and calls FIGURE 110. The value of the in-
put variable :X is now greater than 100, so the 
TEST is TRUE. The IFTRUE instruction STOPs 
the proce.dure. FIGURE 100, FIGURE 90 and 
FIG URE 80, in turn, continue to their next instruc-
tion (END) and the entire action comes to a close. 

Tail Recursion Exploration Ideas 
Students need plenty of associated activities in 

order to understand th e use of the general rule in tail 
recursion . Here is one which I especially like. 

• Create a procedure with tail recursion. Write the 
procedure name and commands on a large card 
and give it to a student. The student assumes 
t he role of the first procedure and carries out the 
instructions down to the recursive call. (The 

commands might be drawing on the board, call-
ing out numb ers, turning, walking, and the like.) 
The first student initials the card and passes it 
to a second student, who assumes the role of t he 
next procedure. The process continues until t he 
teacher interrupts , at which point the card is 
passed back up the line to each studen t in. turn. 
so t hat it ends up with the first student. (This 
activity also could be carried out using the 
TEST commands.) 

• Recursion could . be used to model the classic 
situation of placing one grain of wheat on the 
first square of a chess board, two grains on the 
second, four on the third, and so on. Stud ents 
could carry out part of the exercise physically . 
Then, using Logo. TEST and tail recursion, t hey 
could calculate the number of grains on any 
square. 
TO GROW :GRAINS :SQUARE.NUMBER 
TEST :SQUARE.NUMBER> 64 
IFTAUE PRINT :GRAINS STOP 
GROW :GRAINS* 2 :SQUARE.NUMBER+ 1 
ENO 

GROW 1 1 will get things started. 
• Students could explore ot her projects and chal-

lenges such as more elaborate spirals. proce-
dures to fill shapes and calculations of fac· 
torials. The OUTPUT command could be used 
instead of PRINT for some applications. Inter-
active procedures are also possible with re-
cursion, and hold the potential for sophisticated 
development. 

Varsity Recursion 
Now it is time to take a look. at a deeper part of 

recut:sion. I hope that you will find it equally simple. 
After all, we will be doing the same thing we have 
done to thi s point - using the general rule to trace 
out the development. 

Let 's use this procedure as a review. 
TO WHIRL :X 
TEST :X < 10 
IFTRUE STOP 
FD :X RT 90 
WHIRL :X-10 
END 

If we enter WHIRL 30, it will test . draw and call 
WHIRL 20. which will test, draw and call WHIRL 
10. which will test. draw and call WHIRL 0. The 
TEST will be TRUE since O is less than 10. The IF-
'l'RUE command (STOP} will be execu ted. Mean· 
whil e, WHIRL 10, WHIRL 20 and WHIRL 30 are 
wai ting in line for the WHIRL procedure they called 
to finish. Thus, when WHIRL O stops. each of th e 
waiting procedures carries out the next command 
(END) in turn. Finally, all action ceases. 

Now. let' s make a small change in the WHIRL 
procedure . 
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TO WHIRL :X 
TEST :X < 10 
IFTRUE STOP 
WHIRL :X -10 
FD :X RT 90 
END 

Can you see th e difference? The WHIRL recursive 
command has traded places with th e movement 
commands. What will happen now? If you can trace 
through this successfully, you are beginning to see 
the potential and the power of non-tail (or embed· 
ded) recursion. 

Use the general rule here, just as you have before . 
WH IRL 30 tests and calls WHIRL 20, which tests 
and calls WHIRL 10, which tests and calls WHIRL 
0. Note that no drawing has taken place yet, becaus :e 
all the procedures are waiting. The TEST in 
WHIRL 0 is TRUE, so WHIRL 0 S'fOPs. Now 
WHIRL 10 can continue. 

Note, however, that WHIRL !O's next commands 
are FD 10 RT 90, and then END! Next, WHIRL 20 
executes FD 20 RT 90 END. Finally, WHJRL 30 
contributes FD 30 HT 90 END. 

What was the result of the drawing? The tail re-
cursion drew a spiral from the outside in. The em· 
bedded recursion drew a spiral from the inside out! 
Try a larger input number such as WHIRL 100. 

With embedded recursion, Logo has the ability to 
figure out a situation all the way to the end. start 
there and work back to the beginning. 

This could be illu str ated to your students with the 
same card activity as before. Use a procedure 
similar to the one below. Have students say thei 1r 
numbers out loud when they come to the PRINT 
command. 

TO NUMBER :X 
IF :X > 10 STOP 
PRINT :X 
NUMBER :X+ 1 
END 

NUMBER 1 would result in a counting up, 1,2,3, 
4,5,6,7,8,9,10. 

Now. change the lines to read as follows. 
TO NUMBER :X 
IF :X > 10 STOP 
NUMBER :X+ 1 
PRINT :X 
END 

If t he students follow the instructions closely . 
NUM BER 1 will result in a countdown, 10,9,8,7,6,5. 
4,3,2,1. Can you predict what the outcome of NUM-
BER 4 will be? 

Recursion Blowout 
I hope that you have enj oyed learning a little more 

about recursion. I would like to leave this article un-
finished. Logo is like that. There doesn't seem to be 
an end. So I will make the following rernar ,ks. and 
stop writing for now. 

iRecur.sion is not limited to jillst one call within a 
procedure! Consider the foHowing ,example. 

TO lt\Ull!IMBiER ;.l< 
IIIF :X > 110 STOP 
NUM:S'EA :X + 1 
PR~iNT :X 
NL!IMBE1R :X + 1 
END 

Can y,ou pr,edfot the outcome for NUMBER 7? 
Believe it or not, t'he general rute stm works! Good 
luck! END• 
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Helping Students with Recursion: 
Teaching Strategies 

by 
Tim Riordan 

{Permission to reprint is granted provided full credit is given the author and The Computing Teacher./ 

This paper has been inspired by the work of three 
other people. In a paper presented at the Fifth An· 
nual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, 
Kurland and Pea presented some disturbing find· 
ings about children working with the concept of re-
cursion in Logo; namely, that students with a year 
of Logo programming are not understanding recur· 
sion. Kurland and Pea believe that their student 
subjects were misguided because they had con· 
structed an incorrect ''looping model'' for recursion. 
A looping model works successfully in the context 
of tail recursion but fails when students encounter 
embedded recursion~ These findings caused me to 
begin thinking about how to provide students with 
better mental models for recursion. As I began 
thinking about this problem, I found myself re-
calling the ideas that D.R. Hofstadter presented in 
a public lecture entitled "Recursion in Nature and 
Art." I wish to acknowledge Douglas Hofstadter as 
the inspiration and source of many of the ideas pre-
sented below. 

"If students are to 
understand the concept of 

recursion, then that 
understanding should be 

grounded in a rich 
background of non-computer 

recursive experience." 

The first mistake many of us make in presenting 
the concept of recursion is that we attempt to intro-
duce the idea in a computer context. If students are 
to understand the concept of recursion, then that 
understanding should be grounded in a rich back· 
ground of non-computer recursive experience. Stu· 
dents learn a turtle geometry, built upon the idea of 
defining everything in terms of moving and turning 
relative to one's present location and heading. Their 
learning is made possible and facilitated because of 
their rich background in moving and turning their 
bodies. I believe that my own past attempts to teach 
recursion to children were as misguided as it would 

be to try to teach turtle geometry to someone who 
lacked a background in seeing and feeling move-

. ment and turning in space. The first task in teaching 
recursion is to help students recall or to provide 
them with recursive experiences. The activities 
which follow attempt to do that. 

A second mistake made by many of us who have 
focused upon recursion in a computer context is that 
our talk, our metaphors and our diagrams too often 
contribute to students arriving at a "looping" 
model of recursion. The following lesson plans avoid 
that mistake. 

A third problem is that we teachers are often 
trapped into teaching a concept which we do not 
ourselves fully grasp. I believe that this article, in 
conjunction with Dan Watt's Learning With Logo 
and Hal Abelson's LOGO for the Apple II, will help 
teachers to better understand the powerful com· 
puter idea of recursion. So, another purpose of this 
article is to help teachers acquire a better under-
standing of this important concept. 

These ideas are presented in a lesson plan forinat 
in the hope that teachers will actually use the sug-
gested materials and activities. 

Part I: Introducing Recursion 
with Non-Computer Recursive Experiences 

TEACHER BACKGROUND 
Take a moment to read through Student Activi-

ties 1-5, and then return to this background section 
and consider the following comments: 

• The purpose of these activities is to provide 
students with recursive experiences-experi-
ences that are associated with the word "recur-
sion" itself. By giving students this word, you 
give them a way to talk about other experiences 
which they will encounter. 

• These activities were selected because they ex-
pose students to objects or processes which con-
tain copies of themselves. This is the aspect of 
recursion which we need to reinforce. This is the 
mental model we want students to employ in-
stead of a "recursion is looping" model. In Logo, 
recursion involves procedures that in some 
sense "contain" themselves. 

';'•\",/1 
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• It is important for students to ?Xperience re-
cursion in both an auditory and v1~al way. Ac· 
tivities 2, 3 and 5 should not be skip ped. 

• It is important to have ~tudents ~rr _to activelt 
create recursive production s. Act1v1t1es 4 and o 
accomplish this. 

MATERIALS 
• 2 good-sized inexpensive mirrors, 12" x 20' '. One 

mirror should have a stand. 
• Record player 
• 2 tape recorders. one with variable speed con· 

trol 
• Recording of "Windmills of the Mind." a popular 

song recorded by a number of artists 
• Video camera and monitor 
• Morton salt container or Land of Lakes butter 

carton 
• Transparencies I-IV (seep. 42) 
• Cassette with the recording of "Teacber·s Ex-

ample of Recursion " 
In order to create "Teacher 's Example of Re-

cursion," you 'll need three s tudents , the two tape re-
corders. 2 cassette tapes (labeled TAPE A ~d 
TAPE B), and Transparency III to serve as a scnpt. 
Assign parts to each student. 

l. Turn on the variable speed recorder and _re~ord 
at normal speed the students saying their lines 
on TAPE A. Encourage stud ent s to enunciate 
clearly and not to rush t~e tempo. Ju~t s_kip 
over the ''ho le" in the script pattern this first 
time. Rewind t his tape and get it ready to play. 
It helps if you have a silent microphone switch. 
Set the playing speed to high (about 25% faster 
t han normal). 

2. Now get the second recorder ready to re~ord. 
This recorder doesn 't need to be a vanable 
speed recorder. Turn on the second recorder and 
have the students begin recordin g the same 
lines on TAPE B, but when you come to the 
"hole'' in the script pattern (right after the line 
''It sounds like this"), switch on the first tape 
recorder. The first copy from TAPE A will then 
play back at a faster tempo and higher pitch. 
This is being placed into the "ho le" in the script 
and is now being dubbed onto TA PE B. When 
this higher-pitched playback is finished, switch 
it off and have the stude nt continue recording 
the last line of script onto TAPE B. Thi s is the 
line that comes after the "hole. " Then stop this 
record er and rewind it. Play it back to see if you 
captured the copy of the conversation within 
the conversation. 

3. Rewind the tape you just recorded (TAPE B). 
N o w lax e;, ChZI C h Jt~ <II lu'p,'tJr.'e i t Jn the f.'Br}ab}e 

speed recorder. Leave it set to play back at a 
faster speed. Have the switch ready so y~u can 
turn on this recording. Put the TAPE Am the 
regular ·tape recorder. erase it and get it set to 
record. 

4. 'furn on the regul ar recorder and begin re-
cording t he script on TAPE A. When you com~ 
to the "hole" in t he script, switch on the van· 
able speed recorder so that TAPE B plays back 
at a faster speed. Now TAPE B is being dubb~d 
onto TAPE A in the "hole" in the scrip_t. T~s 
time two higher pitched copies of the script :vill 
be heard. When TAPE B is finished ~laymg 
back, cue your student to say the final line ~nd 
then cease recording on TAPE A. Rewmd 
TAPE A and play it back. You will now hear a 
copy within a copy within a copy_ of the pa~tem 
script. Rewind this and place 1t m the var~ble 
speed recorder ready to play back once agam. 

5. Take TAPE B. erase it, put it in the regula r 
recorder and prepare the recorder to record. 
Repeat the process. unti~ Y?U ha'.'e a tape that 
contains 4 or 5 copies w1thm copies. 

Don't be discouraged by the poor quality of re-
cording you obtain. The vall!e of this is not in the 
final produ ct-it 's the process that stude nts go 
through to create the recursive example. . 

Douglas Hofstadter insp_ired this id_ea by playing 
a tape recording of a recursive ad for his book Godel, 
Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid (Basic 
Books, 1979). 

ACTIVITI ES 
Activity 1: Visual Example 

Have st udents take turns putting their heads be-
tween two good-sized mirrors which are placed so 
that they face each other. Allow them to adjust one 
of the mirrors. Ask them to comment upon what th ey 
see (an infinity of reflected images). Encourage s~u-
dent s to verbalize the process that produce s the in-
finity of images. (One mirror shows the other mirror 
that is showing the first mirror showing the other 
mirror .. . . ) Don't over-empha size the verbalizing 
aspect; your goal is to produce a right -brain under-
standing, not a left-brain ve.rhalization. Once all stu-
dents have experienced t his, tell them that this 
experience has something to do with an idea called 
recursion. If they ask you, "What's recursion ?" tell 
them that you aren't ready to e,,.,-plain it y et. lf they 
really press you with, "Hey, you 're a teacher and 
you 're 'sposed to explain things. " tell them that re-
cursion is a process in which something contains a 
copy of itself. Leave the mirrors in the classroom for 
students to return to. If your students are older and 
know something about light an.d images, you might 
ask them whether there really are an infinity of im-
ages. /There aren't,) 
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Activity 2: Video Recorder, Microphone 
and Speaker 

Bring a video camera and a monitor into your 
classroom. Encourage students to point the camera 
at the video screen. Ask them what th ey see. En-
courage them to turn the camera and to hold it at 
various angles. Ask them to verbalize what's going 
on. Again, tell them that this process has some thing 
to do with an idea called recursion. There is some-
thing that contains a copy of itself. Most video 
camera setups have microphones and speakers. 
Turn up the volume on the amplifier and bring the 
microphone near the speaker. When you get the 
piercing hum. you can explain that this also has 
something to do with recurs ion. Help th em under· 
stand what caused the hum. (Unfortunately. it 's 
called a "feedback loop.'' This is unfortunate. be-
cause ''loop" is the wrong word to use when talking 
about recursion.) 

Activity 3: Musica l Example 
Play the song, "W indmills of t he Mind." Tell stu· 

dents that this has something to do with recursion. 
Ask them to state the ways in which this song con· 
tains a copy of itself. Have t hem sing a round such 
as "Fr ere Jacqu es" or" Row. Row, Row Your Boat." 
Ask them to discuss whether this is a recursive ex· 
perience. It isn 't important to arrive at a defini tiv e 
answer to these questions. Sometimes whether 
something is said to be recursive or not depends 
upon how the thing is being looked at or considered. 
Your purpose here is to start students think· 
ing-.not to have them finish thinking. 

Activity 4: Recursive Drawings 
Show students the pic ture on the Mor to n salt con-

tainer. It shows a girl pouring a box of salt. The box 
of salt she is pouring has a pic t ure on it. It is a pie· 
ture of a ,girl pouring a box of salt which has a pic-
ture on it. The picture is that of a girl pouring ... etc. 
Tell students that this has something to do with re· 
cursion. because there is something which contains a 
copy of itself. (Land of Lakes butter also uses a 
recursive design.) 

Next. place Transparency I I on top of Trans· 
parency I and show it to the class. Ask students 
whether this picture is recursive. (It is. because it is 
something tha t contains a copy of itself.) Remove 
Transparency II so that only Transparency I is pro· 
jected. Do your students see that Transparency I is 
a non-recursiv e picture? 

Have students pair up, and give out drawing 
paper. Each pair of students is to design a recursiv e 
drawing. Display these so everyone can view the pic-
tures. A nice follow-up to this activity would be to 
show the film Maurits Escher, Painter of Fantasies 
(Coronet Films). 

Activity 5: Recursive Scripts 
Play the tape recording called "Teacher's Exam· 

pie of Recursion. " (Directions for creating th is tape 
are given in the Materials section above.) After 
students have listened to it , show Transparency Ill 
with Transparency IV placed on top. Play the ta pe 
again, and this time point to the lines of the scrip t. 
Tell students that this is a recur sive tape recording 
be,cause the recording contains copies of itself. 

Remove Transparency IV so that only III is pro· 
jecting. Explain to students that what they are now 
viewing isn't recursive. But ii we were to place in-
side th.is script another copy of this script , then the 
result would be recursive. Take Transparency IV. 
lay it over Ill and demonstrate. Remove IV again. 

Tell students that Transparency III is a pattern 
or template with a hole in it . We become involved in 
a recursive process if we attempt to fill in the hole 
w,ith another copy of the original pattern (template). 
But there is still a hole to fill. If we put another copy 
of the original into that hole. there is still ano ther 
hole to fill. This process could go on forever ! 

Now ask the three students who made the tape re· 
cording to explain to their classmates how the 
recording was produced. (See above. ) These students 
will serve as helpers for other recording teams wish-
ing to create recursive recordings. Point out that 
they can create any pattern script they wish as long 
as they leave a "hole" in it. This hole is to be filled 
by another copy of the original pattern-which itself 
has a hole in it that has been filled. 

/Editor ·s Note: Part JI and 111 of this article will 
appear in the next two issues of TCT. Readers who 
wish full-sized, black on white masters for the entire 
set of 16 transparencies may order them by taking 
the following steps: 

1. Put 37c postage and your mailing address 011 a 
9x12 clasp envelope. 

2. Send the envelope and $2.00 to Tim Riordon, 
Alpine Educational Computing Services, 16'33 
High St. , Eugene , OR 97401. 

TCT invites readers to submit other examples of 
recursive experie11ces.J 
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An Apple® For Kids 
A PET® For Kids 
Sharon Boren 

A fresh, instructive, fun ap-
proach to teaching kids program-
ming and computer operation! 
Written bya1eacherwhowantedto 
teach enthusiastic students about 
computers, these books are a delight 
to see and use. They are full of illustra-
tions (a circus theme) and examples 
that appeal to kids and motivate them 
to higher learning levels . 

Sharon uses a developmental approach to teaching 
good progra mmi ng sk ills with a focus on problem 

._. 

solving, improved thinking skills 
and creativity. 

The books are designed for chil-
dren ages 8 to 13, and parts can be 

adapted for use by younger children 
as well. 

An activity workbook is also avail-
able for both books. It includes over 

75 tear-out activity worksheets, many 
of which can be done as seatwork 
(which helps solve the proble m of 1 

computer and 25 kids). 
The teachers manual includes complete 

lesson plans, extra information that is useful. and an-
swers to all student worksheets. When you order 25 
activity workbooks, you receive a teachers manual free! 

A PET For Kids (Exampleswor1<ont11eCOMMODORE1l4a nd V1C20J 
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An Appl e For Kids 
Boolc l~N0-8805 fi· 119·X 148 par,esn40 illustrar,ons 
Workboo k: ISBN 0-88055 -12{).3 
TNmer. Manuah ISBN 0-880 5.6-118-1 

175.pages 
90p age.s 

$7.95 Boo k: ISBN 0,88056-10 6-8 148 pages/140 11/usm;r,ons S7.95 
SS.95 Worlcboo k: IS8N0-88056-122·X l75 pages SS.95 

$14.95 Teac hers Manual: ISBN Q.88056-121-1 90 Pllge§ $14.95 

.... --~..,._.,_, .... Computers, Teaching 
and Leaming 
Jerry W. Willis. D. LaMont .Johnson & 
Pauf N. Dixon 

If you're interested in using com-
puters in your classroom, this book 
covers the important topics of con-
cern to you as an educator. 

As teachers and educational 
administrators, y0u've been put 
in a peculiar position by the pop-

ularity and increasing interest in microcomputers these 
days. Not only do you have to know all about micro-
computers and flow to run them, but you must also 
decide which ones to buy, what s0ftware to buy, and 
which programming languages to teach. 

This book gives you directidn and support in this 
new teaching area. It deals wfth the practical issues 
(selecting hardware and software), and the problems 
(piracy, 1eacher 1raining and the crisis of computer 
HteracY). 
ISBN 0-88056 -065-7 200 PHQeSl100 /IIIJS/rllf10 f1$ $9.95 

Also avallable from dilithium Presa 
Comput e-rs For E'!erybody , Instant BASIC-
3rd Edition l n4 Astoundin g! EdHion 
Jeny 'Mtlls end Merl Miller Jerafd R. Brown 
In a dear. understandabl e way. this new Here ,s an active, easy. painless way 10 
edition exp lat()S how a com pui.n c:.io oe learn BASIC! 
used ,n Your homo, othce 01 at s ehoot ISBN 0.918398-57-6 200 pages $12.95 
IS8No.e8()56·131·9 200 pages $7.95 
Brain foo d :Ou r catalog l is ting over 130 
m,crocomputer booKS. m 

dilithium Press dlllthlum PT ... boob ace avallable at 
you: local bookSlore o r computer store. 
You can -also call us 10 cha rge your oraer 
on VISA or MC- (800) 547-1842 ou1- ~~·,e the number one publfsher 
side 01 Oreoon. or 646·2713 In Oregon. o f easy-10-readcom p uter books. .--. 

I SEND TO: dillthlum Press, P.O. Box E, Beaverton, OR 97075 I ; I Please-send me (ho tiook (s) 1 have chec ked. I und erstand that it t·m not fully sal.lsl fed, I 
1 can i'&Lum the bool<1s) Wlthln 10 days tor ·full and prompt refund, -. 

J - Compu1er11, Teec:hlng_and Leaming _ A PET For Klds S7 .95 r 
I $9.95 l _ A PET in the Claasroom : 

_ An Apple For'K,da $7.95 Ac!£voty-Workbook S5.95 

I - An Apple In the ClasSfOom; _ A PET In the Classroom: I I Actl\/ity Workb001< $5.95 Teachens Manua l S14.95 I 
I _ An APP!e in the Classroom ; o Pleaseaend Brainfood, yourfrNcalatog. { Toachara Manual $14,95 
I O Chock enclosed$, ____ Payabl e to dllllhl um Preas I 
I D Ploase charge my O VISA O MasterCard •----- &p. Dal•-- I 

Signa1ur.,_ _______ _ __________ _ 

I Nam,.._ ________________ I 
Ada,eu, ___________________ _ I 
City, SUie. Zip _ _ __ __ ______ 3 
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Home Sweet Home 

~- HAV E VOU H E AAD TrM•S KX AMP~ K 
OF flltlECUAO :I ON? 

At NO- How ooe:a i:1 mo? 

T• WOW• THAT•S KXNDA• NEAT. 

TRANSP ARENC Y Ill 

Home Sweet Home 

' 

TRANSPARENCY II 

xv 
~- MAV~ VOU H~ARD TXM•S EXAM~LE o..- RCCUASt.DN? 

Aa NO. HOW DOE -S S:T C9C? 

.:I• 'IT a,oa• l-%t<E T"HXS .... - -

.h 'f'3J tc:M:> l'lN"S «1:.-,,.....,i: 
0"""'-"SIO<? 

A1 NO. tC)lf DOCS IT _,., 

Jt IT 00£S L.JKE 'TWII • • • .. 

Ta WOW. THAT•& KXNDA NEAT. 

TRANSPARENCY IV ENOa 
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"The key to courseware development is a flexible, 
t th fl g l J " -Dr. Dan Gibbs , Consultant easy• 0•USe au .. Orin 00 • Radio Shack Education Division 

"Radio Shack's TRS·80 ® AUTHOR I £ills these require-
ments-and morel" AtITHOR I enables any teacher, 
regardless of computer experience, to easily create effec-
tive computer-assisted instruction materials. 
"Courseware develo1)1!d by teachers is more effective 
than courseware developed by non-e4acators." With 
AUTHOR I, teachers can maintain focus on the important 
subject matter, not a cumbersome computer language . 
"AUTHOR I ls a screen -oriented authoring system con-
taining rout' types of 'pages' or displays." The developer 
simply ''plugs in'' various types of information-instruc -
tional text, question text, positive and negative feedback 
messages, glossary definitions and much more. 
"The ·powerful text/g raphics editor allows incredible 
word-processing-like flexibility/' An AUTHOR I lesson 
can be edited and updated as many times as necessary, 
whether during the initial development process or after 
the lesson is used by students. And the branching capa· 
bility allows students to take different paths based on 
individual response. 

"AU'IHOR l is the right price for any school district." 
TRS-80 AUTHOR 1 (Cat. No. 26-1727) is only S 149 .95. It 
requires a 32K TR>BO Model I or Model Ill disk system 

(or 64K Model 4 in the Model III mode) . Find out more at a 
Radio Shack Computer Center, Expanded Computer 
Department , participating store or dealer-or talk with 
your Regional Educational Coordinator. 
For the ·name of the full-time £ducatJonal Coordinator 
in your area, call Radio S.hacl~'s Education Division at 
800-433 -5682, toll-free. In Texas, call 800-772-8538. 

ltad1e /haeK 
The Name in Classroom Computing' N 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

I Por more lnformallo!t\ about Radlo Shack educatlo118l I 
I products and servlces, mall this coupon to: I 
I Radio Shad,, l>apt. 84·A·396 I 

300 Ona Tandy Ctntu , f<lrt Worth, TX 76102 I 
I I I NAME ____ _ _____ ___ ____ I I SCHOOL __ _ ___ __ _ _ __ ___ _ J 
I ADDRESS _______ _ __ _ I 
I CITV ________ STAni __ ZIP ____ I 
I TEUPHO SE _______________ I 
~---- - ---------------~ Price IP!)le.s 11 P2tl101)illll0 Rao;o Slucl< sw,rs and 0tJltt1. SPtCOI Oilier r..ay bc t eqo<ed 



Commodore Con 
The Best Ed 



sand Software 
ation Aid Yet. 

From its beg inning , Commodore has had a commitment to help educators and 
::iarents get the most for their computer dollars. 

The Commodore PET system has, and continues to be, the core product 
:or computer education in many schoo l districts. The Commodore SuperPET with 
5 high-level languages, is also in widespread use in schools and colleges. 

Our new Commodore 64™ is the computer for both school and home. For example , 
the (:64 gives you a powerful 64K memory. That's as much memory as either the 

Apple ® 11 e or the I BM® Personal Computer. But at far less 
than half the cost. You also get a 9 scale music synthesizer, 

high resolution color graphics, and a wide variety of educa-
tional software. Now teachers and parents can work together 

to provide quality educat ion for students. 
For Home and School-We've just released 

numerous educational software programs into the public 
domain. These programs, written by educators, include 
courses in Business, Computer Science, Engl ish, French, 
Geography, History, Mathematics. The list goes on and on. 

We're also working with major educational publishers to 
develop new software. For e,xample, a significant portion of 
the well-regarded MECC courseware has been completely 
adapted for the Commodore 64 . The EdufunrM series from 

Milliken will be available for home and school use in the near future, and over thirty ear ly 
learning programs from Midwest Software will help children master the basics . 

In addition, we've developed a complete set of software too ls to make our educa-
tional computers even more useful. Take Logo and PILOT, for example. These popular 
languages have been completely adapted for the Commodore 64. 

Our Educat iona l Resource Centers, 250 strong, continue to provide teacher 
support in computer use in the classroom, and the number is growing! 

COMMODORE'S COMMITMENT & APPROACH BECOMES STRONGER AS THE 
DOLLARS GET TIGHTER. 

GROW WITH US. For further information about software or the Education Resource 
Centers, contact Commodore or your nearest Commodore Education Dealer. 

( ::: commodore 
COMPUTERS 

Committed to Excellence in Education 
Commoaore Businns Macl\ir.es- P O &x 500M. Conaticl'lOeken, PA 19,2a 
r:.ar•tt•- ,,,n Dl'I••-•'"'• • 4, ...... ,. t,""'""'"'""••"" " ""' r- ..... ,ov.1?v11 
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Recursion, Recursion 
by 

Rick Bill stein and Margaret L. Moore 

Logo is often referred to as a language in which 
users can discover powerful ideas on their own by 
experimenting in a Logo environment . Recursion is 
one of these powerful ideas . It can be simply de-
scribed as the ability of a procedure to cnll a copy of 
it self. Th e simp licity of the description disgui s es the 
power of recursion. It is a concept tha t can be easily 
nusunder s tood. 

Test your understanding of recursion by predict-
ing the resul t of the following program. If your pre-
diction does not match the figure on your output 
screen, rea d on. 

TO PREDICT 
FD 40 
RT 60 
TEST HEADING = 0 
IFFALSE PREDICT 
FD 40 
LT 60 
END 
In a procedural language such as Logo, one pro-

cedure can call upon another procedure. Consider 
the two procedures called ONE and TWO. 

TO ONE TO TWO 
PRINT [THIS IS ONE] PRINT [THIS IS TWO] 
TWO PRINT [ENDING TWO) 
PRINT [ENDING ONE) END 
END 

Predict the results of the command ONE and then 
check to see if your prediction matches these 
results: 

THIS IS ONE 
THIS IS TWO 
ENDING TWO 
ENDING ONE 
You were probably able to predict this re sult. A 

telescoping model which describes pro cedure ONE 
helps to describe the action. 

COMMAND: ONE 
ONE 

PRINT [THIS IS ONE) 
TWO 

PRINT [THIS IS TWO) 
PRINT [ENDING TWO) 

END 

RESULTS: 

-THIS IS ONE 

- THIS IS TWO 
- ENDING TWO 

Notice that when procedure ONE is called. it pro-
ceeds line by line until it encounters the call for pro-
cedure TWO. At thi s point all the lines of procedure 
TWO are '"inserted "' and pr ocedure ONE is not con-
tinued until procedure TWO is completed. 

Thi s model shows how one procedure calls 
another. What happens when a procedure calls 
itself? In other words, what happens on a recursive 
call? Pr edict the result of the command HEXA-
GONS 40. 

MIT Logo 
TO HEXAGONS :N 
IF :N =0 STOP 
REPEAT 6( FD :N RT 60 J 
HEXAGONS :N - 20 
END 

Apple Logo 
TO HEXAGONS :N 
IF :N=O [ STOP J 
REPEAT 6( FD :N RT 60 
HEXAGONS :N - 20 
END 

HEXAGONS is an example of tail-end recursion. 
because it calls a copy of itself at the tail end of the 
proc edure , ju st before the END statement. Tlu s code 
looks very much like a loop on paper. It also acts like 
a loop on the screen, because the Logo interpreter 
treats tail-end recurs ion differently from non-tail-end 
(embedded) recursion. (A Logo procedure with tail -
end recursion but no STOP will tie up the computer 
indefi nit ely. A Logo procedure with embedded recur-
sion will fill the computer's memory rather quickly.) 
The HEXAGONS procedure simp ly says. "Go back 
and do it again until it"s time to stop, and when it's 
time to stop, execute the END statement ... 

Now change HEXAGONS so that it is no longer 
an example of tail-end recursion. 

MIT Logo Apple Logo 
TO HEXAGONS :N TO HEXAGONS :N 
IF :N=O STOP IF :N=O [STOP ] 
REPEAT 6( FD :N RT 60 ) REPEAT 6( FD :N RT 60 ] 
HEXAGONS :N - 20 HEXAGONS :N - 20 
PAINT [ NOT.TAIL-END l PAINT ( NOT-TAIL-END ] 
END END 

PRINT (ENDING ONE] 

END 

- ENDING ONE It is important to pr edict the results of the com-
mand HEXAGONS 40 and then test the procedure. 
How many times will the phrase NOT-TAIL-END 
be printed? Once? Wrong! 
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Let 's use the telescoping model to examine non-
tail-end recursion: 
Command: HEXAGONS 40 RESULTS: 

HEXAGONS 40 

IF :N=0 STOP 

REPEAT 6( FD 40 RT 60 } 

HEXAGONS 20 

IF :N =0 STOP 

REPEAT 6[ FD 20 RT 60 ) 

HEXAGONS 0 

IF :N =0 STOP Stops! 
END 

PRINT [ NOT·TAJL-END } - NOTTAIL-END 

END 
PRINT [ NOT-TAIL-END J - NOT·TAIL·END 

END 

From this model we can see how recursion works. 
When a procedure calls itself, execution of the call -
ing procedure is temporarily suspended and control 
is passed to a copy of the calling procedure where :N 
is 20. Execution of the copy of the calling procedure 
is temporarily suspended and control is passed to 
another copy of the calling procedure where :N is 0. 
The STOP is executed in this procedure and control 
is returned to the calling procedure where :N is 20. 
This procedure resumes where it left off and exe-
cutes the appropr iate PRINT. When the END is 
executed, control is returned to its cal ling procedure 
where :N is 40. This procedure resumes where it left 
off and executes the appropriate PRINT. 

Recall the procedure PREDICT. Can you use this 
telescoping model to explain these results? 

..... ------·~~---, .. ..,..------~ ... '"-
/ ". ..__ ..,r' ..r r ....... ..t- ~, 

i t i i ! • - , i i i ! 
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The telescoping model demonstrates that em· 

bedded recursion definitely is not iteration or simple 
looping. If examples of tail-end recursion only are 
presented, student s may think of recursion as loop· 
ing. Certainly. many ma terials currently available 
contribute to this thinking. 

So why bother with the dis tinction? Because re-
cursion is a "powerful idea.'' Recursion is a compact 
way of thinking that enables us to describe and solve 
some complicated problems in terms of simpler ver· 
sions of themselves. Here are some procedures to use 
to investigate the power of recursion. Can you predict 
the results? 

Example One: Use the command CIRCLE 10 
TO CIRCLE :S 
IF :S=O STOP 
REPEAT 36[ FD :S RT 10 ] 
CIRCLE :S-1 
REPEAT 36 [ FD :S LT 10 l 
END 

Example Two: Use command HOUSES 30 
TO HOUSES :S 

IF :S( 1 STOP 
SQUARE :S 
PU RT 90 FD :S • 2 LT 90 PD 
HOUSES :S-10 
PU LT 90 FD :S • 2 RT 90 PD 
FD :S 
RT 30 
TRIANGLE :S 
LT 30 
BK :S 

END 

TO SQUARE :S 
REPEAT 4[ FD :S RT 90 l 
END 

TO TRIANGLE :S 
REPEAT 3[ FD :S RT 120 ) 
END 

Example 'rhree: Use command REFLECT.POLY-
GON 8 

TO REFLECT.POLYGON :S 
IF :S < 3 STOP 
REPEAT :S[ FD 30 RT 360/:S ] 
REFLECT.POLYGON :S- 1 
REPEAT :S[ FD 30 LT 360/:S ] 
END 

Many of us adults will need to trace through these 
procedures carefully more than once to feel confident 
about wha t they do. Some children are learning to 
understand and create such procedures intuitively. 
Every time a group of people learns to think in a new 
way , the results are powerful-and incalculable. 

ENDa 

{Rick Billstein, Dept. of Mathematical Sciences. 
Univ. of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812; Margaret L. 
Moore, Assistant Professor , Dept. of Sc ience and 
Mathematics Education, Oregon State University, 
Corvallis, OR 97331.} 
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A Recursion Excursion 
·th s· • ,. Di. ·Wl 1 ,a ; . urpnsmg I scovecy 

by 
!Margaret L. Mom·,e 

!Editor's Note: This article discusses recursion in Logo. All examples have beeu developed with Ter-
'rapin/Krell Logo format. They .can e,asily be e.onuerted to App.le Logo./ 

Explorations with Logo procedures frequently 
begin ·with a SQUARE. 

TO SQUARE 
'REP'EA'f 4. !FORWARD 50 1RIGHT 90) 
END 

And, with the SQUARE procedu ,re there must be a 
'TRIANGLE. 

TO TRIANGLE 
REP,EAT 3 iFORWARD 60 HIGHT 120) 
END 

Surely you Jurvet he urg,e'to say. ''Oh no. here comes 
HOUSE again!'' 

Certainiy ;there mus:t be something else that can 
be done with a square and a ,triangle . One of the 
mos,t intri ,,guing as ,pects of Logo is that it oncour-
ages the ques tion, "Can you do it anotlber way?"" 
Th iis question is .a form ,of fta1t.era ll t.hi,nking which pro-
duces surpris un:g r;esullt:s iin t lte classroom. U :chal-
lleng,es students to fancl rcliffor-,ent sofotio 'n<s, and ,en-
eo1uiragns expU10:ration and s-e.a:rch for a more 1c<.nnple,te 
unders ita1ndin,g of th e figur .e .and programming in 
Logo. 

I find that the notion of "'mor,e than one way" is 
strange ,to many students. 'rhey mistrust me, cer· 
tain that l am stiiU look ing for ,the way aif1d frus· 
t1rat:ed ibecau,s:e they haven 't y ,et diiscov,ened it. It is 
diffic ,ult to ,convince students that yrou :rieallly are en· 
couna,ging them to find other wnys :! But once t lhey 
begin trying to find othe .r solu tions, the .atmospher ;e 
in tb:e classroom 1is re·wa11ding, 

So, can you :make the figures .in SQUAHE and 
TUUANGLE an.otlhrer way? Try it .. Here are s:ome 
travels of my s it:udents, 

How albout a procedure that ,can do both? 
TO IPOlYGO,N :SIDES 

REPEAT ;S~IOES [IFORWARO 50 IRIGHT ss01:smes1 · 
!ENID 

The turitle draws a tda:ngle wit!h !POLYGON 3 and a 
square with POiLYGON 4. 

What about .a recursive solution?. 
ro SQUAiRE 

FORWA!RO 50 
HIGHT ·90 
SQ1l!JAAE 
IEND 

TO TIRJAINGlE 
FORWARID 50 
RlGIHIT no 
TAil,AiNGL:E 
EIND 

D.o these procedures teach the turtle to draw a 
s,quare and a triangfo? My students say yes, '' ... but 
Ut:e rpoor turtle keeps drawing the figure over and 
over ,and over ... 

Students iknow I always have mo-r,e ,questions and 
ra1rdy giv .e a .solution. U t hey are concerned abou t 
it.he tur Ue being overworked, they must find a 
:method of stoppin ,g ithe extra work Th.eir question 
~s typkaUy, ' 'Does Logo have an IF (something is 
done} ~rHEN STOP sitatement? " My answer, as 
alwnys, is, "I don ' t know; you tell me.·· They try! 

TO .SOlJJAAIE 
IF DO:MIE THEIN STOP 
iFQIRWAiAD '50 
>AmHir 90 
SOUARIE 
END 

When thls proieecl,ur,e us callled, the turtle politely ex-
plains that i't doesn "t 'know· the w.o.rd DONE. That 
must mean ~t lmows UF. Sm:neome must decide what 
iiit means to he DONK 1•1he turde is DONE IF the 
f.ou:r sides of the squ,ar,e hav ,e 'been constructed. The 
studen ,ts need a way to count the sides. They try 
variable inputs: 

TO SCl.L!JAAiE :COUINT 
IF :.OO'UNT=5 THEN STOP 
IFOAWARID 50 
!RIGHT 9.0 
SOUAIRE :COUNT 
EIND 
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However. this procedure doesn't change the 
:COUNT. Thev ask, "Can we add in a recursive call 
like SQUARE- :COUNT?" I answer, "I don't know, 
try it!" 

TO SQUARE :COUNT 
IF :COUNT=5 THEN STOP 
FORWARD 50 
RIGHT 90 
SQUARE (:COUNT+ 1) 
END 

The command SQUARE 1 works! 
A solution ... and other questions.(There are so 

many possible questions that it is hard to choose 
one !) Can vou make it count backw ards and still 
draw a square? What happens if you call it with 
SQUARE 5? 

When students pick their favorite solut ions for 
teaching the turtle to d,raw a square and a triangle, I 
try another twist wit h the origin al recursive pro-
cedures. 

TO SQUARE 
FORWARD 50 

TO SQUARE 
FORWARD 50 
RIGHT 90 
SQUARE 
END 

_,.. RIGHT 87 
SQUARE 
END 

TO TRIANGLE 
FORWARD 50 

TO TRIANGLE 
FORWARD 50 
RIGHT 120 
TRIANGLE 
END 

_., RIGHT 118 
TRIANGLE 
ENO 

·what happens if these changes are made? The chal· 
lenge is to draw the figure yourself before you have 
the turtle draw it. 

These procedures are different, but most students 
don't find them terribl y exciting. Okay, make the 
FORWARD length variable. Can you tell what hap· 
pens with SQUARE 30 and TRIANGLE 70? 

TO SQUARE :LENGTH 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE :LENGTH 
END 

TO TRIANGLE :LENGTH 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 118 
TRIANGLE :LENGTH 
END 

These procedures are still boring. Make the 
:LENGTH change. Can you figure out what hap· 
pens with SQUARE 30 and TRIANGLE 70 now? 

TO SQUARE :LENGTH 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE (:LENGTH - 2) 
ENO 

TO TRIANGLE :LENGTH 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 118 
TRIANGLE (:LENGTH+ 5) 
END 

Now it' s exciting! But the turtle is being over· 
worked again! What is happening in SQUARE 30 
when the call hits SQUARE O? SQUARE -2? 
SQUARE -4? ... Students discover that FOR-
WARD -2 is the same as BACK 2. This is an inter· 
esting and usually unexpected result for most stu-
dents' first experie .nces with recursion! But by now 
they can supply some stopping action for these r~ 
cursive calls. One of many possible solutions is: 

TO SQUARE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH < 1 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE (:LENGTH - 2) 
END 

TO TRIANGLE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH> 100 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 118 
TRIANGLE (:LENGTH+ 5) 
END 

You must know by now that there are still ques· 
tions to be asked. What happens if one simple com· 
mand is added to each procedure after the recursive 
call? 

TO SQUARE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH < 1 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE (:LENGTH -2) 
PRINT [DONE] 
END 

TO TRIANGLE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH> 100 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 118 
TRIANGLE (:LENGTH +5) 
PRINT [DONE] 
END 

What does the turtle do if the SQUARE pro· 
cedure is called with SQUARE 30? Guessing before 
trying the command is essential at this point. 
Guesses are a commitment to understanding recur· 
sion. Until this example, all the recursive pro· 
cedures demonstrate TAIL-E ND recursion. The 
procedures have the appearance of looping. 
Students have the mistaken impression at this point 
that recursion and looping are identical structures. 
'rhe addition of one command after the recursive cal1 
effectively demonstrates that recursion is ,wt loop· 
ing. If the command is SQUARE 30, why is DONE 
printed 15 times after :LE NGTH becomes less than 
I? In the procedure the command PRINT [DONEl 
appears only once after the recursive call, SQUARE 
(:LENGTH -2)! The answer to the question require.s 
a better understanding of recursion. 

Investigate with a simpler call, SQUARE 6. 
Figure 1 describes what happens. 
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SQUAn E 6 
IF ;LENGT11<1 'rHEN STOP • (:LE:,.;GTH;6, ixnore this 
fORWARO G eommandl 
RIGHT 67 
SQUARE t:I.ENGTll-2t - e.111 to SQUAllE •I 

SQUARE ~ 
IF' :t.E:NGTH<l THEN STOP {:L£NGTll=4, ii;noro th,. 
FORWAUD-1 command! 
RIGHT 67 
SQUAkF: i:LENG'l'H-2 1 - c:all to SQUA1i£ i 

SQUARE 2 
If :I.ENG'ru< I Tm ~:-,; STOP t:LENGTH =2. 1gno,., 1hi, 
FORWAllD 2 com-ndl 
RIGIIT 87 
SQUAR~: (:l,t:NGTll -2) - c~ll to SQUARE o 

PRINT IDONEJ 
ESD 

SQUARI': 0 
IF :l..f:NGTH<l THEN STOP 

Since :l.E NGTH=O.necutc STOP and rtll.trn control I<> (he 
procedur~ that called SQ UA l!I•: 0 , SQLJAl!t 2 c,illod 
SQUAl!E 0. In returning to SQUAil[ 2 the unex«:utod 
tom mand s 3.re: -

Coimol i • returned to th• procedur u thal c'11!Ctl SQUARE 2 
or SQUAltE 4, In rewrning to SQUARE ·I th~ urwx«:utt'II 
comrnonds are: 

PRINT [DONEi 
ENO 

C,,ntrol ,s returned t<> the proccdus e :hot colle<I SQUA llE 4 
nr SQUA l'IE 6. In returning to SQU ,\R E 6 the unex <?Cutl'd 
commnnds ore-: 

PRIST [OO:S:~:1 
END 

-
When Lhi• END ill ('Xccutcd. the •ntire r,roc~ss i& t<-r· 
mir.nted. The finul rt, uli is" fi1,•ur ~ of 

FORWARD 6 RIGHT 87 
f'OHWAIW 4 RIGl-l'f 87 
f'ORWARD 2 RIGHT 87 

or.d th<> wore DONE printed thr('e limes . 

--

Figure L 

If the command has been SQUARE 30, the recur· 
sive calls would have continued until SQUARE 0 
caused the STOP to be executed. The STOP only af-
fects the current procedure, SQUARE 0. Then the 
process becomes one of backing out, completing 
each calling procedure and returning control to the 
previous calling procedure. With SQUARE 30, the 
backing out process causes DONE to be printed 15 
times. It's your turn to explain what happens with 
TRIANGLE 70. 

Once when I was teaching th.is concepl, the stu· 
dents expressed the feeling that while the idea was 
·new, they wondered what good it was. I suggested 
that they might try to rotate the original design 

created with SQUARE 50 (without the PRINT 
[DONE]). They developed th.is approach: 

TO SQUARE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH <1 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE (:LENGTH - 2) 
END 

TO ROT ATE.SQUARE 
REPEAT 4[SQUARE 50 RIGHT 90} 
END 

They brought the solution to me wondering. 
"What good is recursion if you get lost and can 't 
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BACK OUT.'' The words "BACK OU1'" suddenly 
sparked my curiosity. If recursion was all I had told 
them, then it must be able to be used to "BACK 
OUT." I was so intrigu ed with my discovery that I 
took the keyboard from t he students and began to 
EDIT SQUARE. 1 wondered what it meant to 
"BACK OUT" of the squar e-like figure. It occurred 
to me that backing out meant to go in the opposite 
direction, doing the opposi te t hings. Using this idea , 
I edited SQUARE. 

TQ SQUARE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH < 1 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE (:LENGTH - 2) 
END 

TO SQUARE :LENGTH 
IF :LENGTH < 1 THEN STOP 
FORWARD :LENGTH 
RIGHT 87 
SQUARE (:LENGTH - 2) 

.. LEFT 87 
BACK :LENGTH 
END 

The critical discovery was that each calling pro· 
cedure remembered what value it was using for 
:LENGTH. SQUARE 30 used :LENGTH=30: 
SQUARE 20 used :LENG'fH=20; SQUARE 10 
used :LENGTH=l0. In backing out of the pro· 
cedure calls, the turtle was backing out of the 
design. With this addition to SQUARE, 
ROTATE.SQUARE becam e: 

Applying the same ideas to TRIANGLE , this de-
sign can be created. Can you figure out how? 

One Inst challenge tthe stud:ents itn my classes 
know that there is no such thing): 

If you can turn right in making SQUARE ,,, why 
can 't you turn left? You probab ly thoug 'bt that turn-
ing left was much too simple a S!Ol\1]tion for tlii.e prob· 
lem at the beginning of the artiide (how many dif· 
ferent ways can _you make a s91uare·n. But wha.t if 
you do left turns in some recursions wi th SQUARE, 
say SQUARE.LEFT , and right t:uirns in others, s,ay 
SQUARE.R IGHT ? Can you creaitte t.hilS! design? 

lrrj'/J§:~.:::r:=-:=A~ /"" ~, -~ --g· -"' "\.' t-• ?'-,_,,,,.... , .. _ wi /-,~~-\-l 
8-, \ \:,,:rt f , • . / 1 ,,~ j ~"°' '- ... /;: -.·I J l \ \ ~.:~ , ,.J J-' '.~.r -~ t~/? I \ \ ',, -:;<::.::3 ~JI'$-==- , 
~\: \ I , ,'-;ii; --.... t:%- ,. . I 1.,1.· '= .. -.-- , .. ,,..___, \1 11· ......... ---· . . . / /"'"•,:{-, ~, ~,-/:r\'~-~J , \iK",/_, ~~;11,4'~·" ~.,;;J1-~, r\·i\ "-··.r:...~-~'"~~l-=t._fl j ) -... ..,.,.----T··-- .... _ ,, i L:.:-'_,...., --w(,Lf 

Although my students were: ]mpressed wit h the1 
whole new field of designing ,;vit.h tecursio1nt,. they 
recognized that asking questions and Rooking for 
other solutions was a significant part of the, le:arning 
process with Logo. The spark of am. idea r recefoed! 
from their comments and questions; startled t.hen-u" 
They seemed amazed to see rne s:triu.ggte for. a soht· 
tion. Perhaps they learned a more important idea 
than recursion-they observed a teacher ,v1test llnng 
with a problem ·and reco gnizedl sirn ,iilarities with 
their own struggles. They saw thait U1e pt·ocess was 
perhaps more exciting than the e,nd product - a most 
surprising and rewarding diseo:ve.ry. Wv,th a ques~ 
tioning frame.work there is no limit t-0 the expfora .· 
tions. challenges and excursions with . logo and re· 
cursion. END• 

/Margaret L. Moore, Assistant Professor, Dept. of 
Science and Mathematics Edu.cation, Oregon St'at·e 
University. Corvallis, OR 97331.} 

Computers i:n the, 
NEW Curric-uJlmn 

February 29·1\ilarch 3, 1984 Ausdn, Texas 
This Texas Computer Education Association 

State C<mference features Artiruur. L.uellir·manm. 
who will keynote on Thursday mon1ing ;, aiml 
Jim Poirot, who wjll speak in ai foot.ure.dl ses· 
sion on teacher training on Fr-iday 1noliir1Lit1g. 
Pre-conference workshops wm be belld. on We~-
nesday. 

For further information, contact . 'FCEA· 
State Conference, P.O. Box 2~'13'. ltustin, TX 
78768. 



Microcomputers and 
Health Education 

Now available to you-an indispensable guide 
for incorporating microcomputers into health 
education cunicula, written by leaders in the 
health education and microcomputer fields. 

This special issue of Health Edumtion offers readers: 

r-,---...... l.., 

j~----,,,l .... 

•••••••• • ••••••• 
• ideas for incorporating microcomputers into the curriculum; 
• the latest software applications; 
• criteria for evaluating software; 
• help in becoming computer literate; 
• advice for choosing your own microcomputer; 
• and much more. 

Ide:il for use in professional preparation courses as a supplemental text, for 
graduate health education courses, and as a reference in your own 
professional library. 

Order copies for yourself and your students today. 96 pp. (240-27112) $5.40 
each, American Alliance members, $6.00 each, nonmembers. 

I. 

------------------------------------
ORDER FORM DISCOUNT POLICY· 10 or more copies or a single title are eligible for a 5% discount. 

ALLIANCE MEMBERS Please indicate your member number in the space provided. 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING (All orders shipped UPS) Orders 
with check or money order uses the following chart to calculate 
your shipping charges and add these to your subtotal due. 
Order s with VISNMa sterCard or Purchase Order. actual 
shipping will be added . 

Stock Number Quantity Price 

Less than S 10.00 .. 1 .50 
S10.·S24.99 .. 2.50 
$25.·S49.99 .. 3.50 
SS0.-599.99 = 5.00 
S100. or more = 4% of total cost 

Tit.le Discounr Cosl 
240•27112 Microcomputers and Health Education S 

Member I _ ·--------
SHIPPINGS 

!>~ Sai~s ta11 (M•:'\"1.!nd Cu1.tomet1 On 1> $ 

Orders must be accompanied by payment or by official purchase order (institutions only). TOTAL S 
Metl'oOd or Payment: 
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Mas:e1 Charge C VISA DDODOOOOOODODODDD S,gnature or card holder 

SHIP TO ______ _ BILL TO (institutional orders only) ________ _ 
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CITY-STATE-ZIP coo.._ ___________ _ CITY·STATE·ZIP C001:..... __________ _ 
Fo, more ,o!orr.iat1on conlac: Amencan Alha"ce Puchcat,on Sales (703) 47&-3481 
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Problem Spaces in a 
Project-Oriented Logo Environment 

by 
Glen Bu ll and Steve Tipps 

/Editor's Note: This article will also appear in the December- and Januar.v issues of The National Logo Ex· 
change. This article may be reprinted provided full credit is given the authors and TCT./ 

A re ce nt review in Consumer Reports 
characterizes Logo as a language that has gained a 
wide following among educators as a way to teach 
programming concepts to children before they have 
sufficient reading, writing, and math skills to tackle 
t he BASIC language. ' 

Programming concepts are readily learned 
through Logo, but Logo is more than an efficient 
way to introduce programming. Such misunder· 
standings about Logo are not uncommon. Many in· 
troductory texts discu ss Logo solely as a ''language 
for children.. or as a "way to teach computer 
literacy." These statements unduly re strict Logo's 
intent.. both as a language and as an educational 
philosophy. 

"The challenge to the Logo 
community is to provide 
projects which involve 

learning about content or 
subject matter without 

resorting to direct 
instruction with the 

computer as a teaching 
machine. Logo should make 

the computer a learning 
machine." 

Using Logo also develops probl em-solving skills; 
the struct ure of the language encourages a modular 
approach to problems. Features such as a resident 
screen editor facilitate a strategy of successive ap· 
proxima tions to a solution. since procedures can be 
altered in seconds. 

Logo can also be a vehicle for learning content. 
Papert presents th e imagery of learning math in 
"Mat.bland'. in the same way that it is possible to 
learn French through a stay in Franc e. Acquiring 

'"The Computer as Teacher." Consumer Reports. Vol. -18 
(November 1983), p. 617. 

programming and problem-sol ving skills, and devel· 
oping concepts in subjects such as math and Eng· 
lish are all important parts of a Logo environment. 

Of these three, the potentia l of Logo as a mean· 
ingful way of learning content has been neglected. 
Using Logo for learning subjects ranging from be· 
ginning reading to college physics have been 
imagined, but such application s. though being ex· 
plored, ar e not yet in widespr ead use. Classroom ac· 
tivit ies which use Logo to explore and develop con· 
cepts in subje ct areas are needed as alternatives to 
traditional didactic teaching styles. Otherwise , th!J 
Logo environment is incomplete. 

PROJECT-ORIENTE D LEARN ING 
Consider the following proposition: 
"Effective Logo learning is project oriented." 

In a project, the content to be learned is embedded 
in a goal meaningful to the learner . The need for per-
sonally satisfying goals can be found in initial use of 
the REPEAT statement. The first need for repeti· 
tion can be induced by a desire to avoid repeated re· 
typing of an instruction, but children soon discover 
great joy in the unpredictable effects of randomly-
typed commands repeate d a large number of times. 
These seeming ly random instructions often produce 
beautiful and symme trical designs. Some explora· 
tion of this type must be encouraged. However. 
failure to go on to purpose.ful activity will produce a 
row of children gazing in stupe fied boredom at 5,000 
shifts in the background color of the screen. 

To return to Papert's imagery, French is most ef· 
fectively learned when it is embedded in another 
context and is not in itself the primary goal. Yet 
even the presence of the French environment is not 
enough-American s in Paris have survived on ham· 
burgers from American hamburger chains. 

Subjects such as mathematic s and English are 
also learn ed best when embedded in a meaningful 
projec t. To the st udent usin g Logo, the subject. mat · 
ter content learned should simply be somet hing 
which must be understood in order to do something 
else which the student wants to accomplish. 

Finding projects and applications which addre ss 
specific conte nt areas seems to be a prime difficult y 
in implementing Logo-based school program s. The 
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problem stems from perceptions of limitations and 
insufficient illustrations of classroom use rather 
than the language itself (any memory limitations 
aside). The relative newness of Logo on widely avail· 
able microcomputers means that most teachers and 
students have not pushed the boundaries of Logo 
beyond turtle graphics. The notion that teacher s~ 
lection of specific content invalidates the discovery 
principle is also an inhibiting factor. 

Removing these barriers permits a broader view 
of Logo and makes opportunities for learning con· 
tent areas with Logo more apparent. 

PROBLEM SPACES 
Two dimensions are important in defining how 

Logo might be used in schools: 
• Who provides the idea for the project? 
• Who solves the problem and who programs the 

solution? 
A twa.dimensional matrix defines four possible 

problem spaces in a Logo environment: 

Implementation 
(Solution) 

LEARNER 
FACILITATOR 

Source of the Project 
LEARNER FACILITATOR 

r-· - .. ,. ... _ ••• ·-····-- -- •• -------, 
l I : Ill '1 ' . r····'ii·····-·r·····-·iv··-·1 
l ...... ·-----·-J----··--·------J 

I. Learner-Oenerated/Learner-lmplemented 
Problem Spaces 
In a Type I project, the learner generates both the 

problem and the solution. This is often considered 
to be the most natural, "Logo-like" environment. 

Even in Type I Problem Spaces the teacher has 
considerable control over the content to be learned. 
If the teacher supplies the set of primitives dealing 
with turtle graphics, the learner is apt to develop 
projects which involve geometry, physics and trig-
onometry. If the teacher supplies primitives which 
can be used to take apart and combine words and 
sentences, the learner may embark upon poetry 
generation and other projects which involve a 
natural language. 

If the teacher supplies tailor-made procedures, the 
learner is apt to explore that particular set of ideas. 
A BOUNCE procedure modeling reflection of light 
rays or billiard balls would encourage exploration of 
vectors. 

The underlying structure of Logo encourages strat· 
egies such as patterning, modularity, comparison 
and approximation. At the same time, the learner 
discovers the possibilities and limitations of the 
rules which govern the natural microworld of the 
turtle. This world offers opportunities for learning a 

new vocabulary, enhancing thinking skills and dis-
covering a consistent rule set. 

Ideally, each new project inspires further learn· 
ing. Each bug, error or "what if" demands satis· 
faction and solution. The need for REPEAT begins 
with pattern recognition. The rationale for pro-
cedures is developed when Logo users need an easy 
way to recall previous events and change them. Im· 
plementation of REPEAT statements or of the 
editor cannot be transmitted telepathically. Pro-
viding information about the vocabulary and struc· 
ture of Logo is the facilitator's responsibility. A 
facilitator must at times instruct. 

The natural learning space of exploration in Logo 
is not without difficulties for both learners and 
facilitators. This environment of exploration de-
mands a non-authoritative role for teachers. When a 
learner asks, "Can I accomplish this?", the answer 
may be, "How do you think that might be done?" or 
"Show what you want the turtle to do." These 
plies are invitations for learners to extend their 
skills. Some people discover new applications for 
known skills as they describe their intended. goal. 
Others seem to refuse the challenge of thinking 
about their own question. They are discouraged 
because Logo is not automatic-like a video game. 

II. Learner•Generated/Teacher-Facilitated 
Problem Spaces 

In a Type II Logo project, the learner may gen-
erate an application which requires skills beyond 
those possessed. The teacher can choose to direct 
the learner to an area which is more consonant with 
that learner's existing level of computing skills. 
However, there can be value in working out the de-
scription (and, if possible, a solution) of the problem 
in English, even if someone else codes the program. 
A system analyst, for example, may work out the 
flowchart or pseudocode for a problem that is coded 
by a team of programmers. In a Type II project, the 
learner fills the role of system analyst, and the 
teacher serves as programmer by providing the ac· 
tual coding. 

Beyond the skills required for development of the 
logic underlying the solution, two other benefits 
may result from a Type II project. The learner may 
have the opportunity to observe firsthand the false 
starts and problems encountered as the teacher at· 
tempts to code the problem. When a learner asks 
how to do something which is not immediately ap· 
parent to the teacher, the question may become the 
basis for a cooperative project. This type of col· 
laboration is not possible when the learner senses 
that the teacher already knows the answer. 

The second benefit is the possible introduction of 
a new command or concept in a meaningful context. 
The teacher's version of the program can serve as a 
model or exemplar which the learner can use to 
generate solutions to similar problems. 

l.' 
i. 

,, 
'' 
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Uil. Tcacher-Generate.d/Lennte11-Imoiemented 
Problem Spaces 

Some children invent U1eir own proj 1e.c'ts., while 
others languish for lack :of dir;ectfon. One reason fo;r 
tfa-:ing of Logo Is a ~ow :skm ievet Another is lack of 
1nt,er,esting examples. Potential solutions for ennui 
in Logoia:md a.re ideas which build :skills ,or provide 
models for exploration, 1'he teach.er generates n pro-
ject fo.rr s1tu dent solution :in a "lj:-p.e [U prnMem 
spo.ce. 

A Type III project can bec,om-e a stat:ic model. 
Askfrilg students to type in a POL Y:SPI proc·edur:e 
whiclh they ,don't understand is not a valid Type 1H 
p.rq}ect. Th~ :~mhlem iis not wiUit POl. YSPJ, but 
w,ith the sl:mr'.t -drcuJtin;g :of the lean11in,g :in 
POL YSPI Lh:rough imposition of a soiutio 'n. 
1'ea .dil'ers g, ounde.d in ,the p-urpos,e of Logo d o n10:t r .e· 
quir,e a rigid scope and sequence ,.chart with :flixed ac-
,tivities : ibesi,des. students aAreardy .rece :ive enough 
p:ra,c,tfoe in doin,g thiings ,they don 't 1mderstand. 

T,eachers do need many open-eil'ilded irloos and pr ·o-
jects. Characteristic of a ,good Ty pe 11·1 proj.ec.t i.s a 
dear obj.ective which can be r-ead1ed iil1 a :ll'arfoty of 
ways. A. didacUc appr,oach ,ca:n 1involv1e a specific 
suggestion.: 

"Place a S'q,uare inside a cirde." 
A less strudured appronch could include the sug· 
gestion for a ralil.ge of projec:ts appropriate for the 
learner. using one procedure as an e:x,ample.: 

''This iprooedure places a diamond in a circle. Can 
you create other shapes which fit .inside? What 
other .shapes couM fit inside each othe ,r? 
Lo:n,g·mnge cooperative pr-oj ect:s may ·b~ ,even less 

.str,uctur ,ed. '.r'he t ,erm p:robien1 schemes has bee.n in-
-vent,ed to describe licmg·ra.ng,e elassroom )P.roj,.ects 
whld1 1emphasiz.e app liention:s of Logo in content 
,areas. A. class pr.oje.ct to create :a va1~irety of in-
creasing ly sophis ,ticated pro .grams to generate ran· 
cl.om se:nte nc,es accordin g to linguistic rules is an ex· 
,ample of a prob.l,em .scheme. 

In tMs instance the teacher has deliberately 
chosen a ,context which r,equires deliberat ion on the 
natu.11e ,oif Engilislh syntax. The ;incongrulities gener· 
~,ted wilJl inev itably cr-eat·e questions nbm1it the ways 
in which words work no,geth.er. Such. projsects lmve 
,m id:eal .Lo,go flavor, because tlrn ideas spa 1rked can 
lead fo o variety ,o[ diredio.n:s. Th.is si1,:untion may he 
as threat ,ening as a non-authoriita ,tive roA,e for some 
t ,eacher ,s . The teacher <liretiti.'ng the project mu'St 
have .a firm grasp of the potenitia~ subj,ect mat ,ter 
remiberlde,d in d ie project!.. 

Te,achcr-s :need expianilfeions of how ,c,ont ent em· 
bedded in ,a :pmj ,ect ,can be develo ,ped in a da5:s1r~o.m 
setting, Discussions of sub ject matter are 1n~ssmg; 
th.e ,emph asi s is ,cm pr-ograrruning cO'noeiPJt:S. re91u11recl t:o 
oo.ncluct :a pro}ect. For example, ANIMAL 1s a w-e11l· 
.known program :in which the computer attempts to 

gue.ss an animal by asking questions such as: 
• Does 1the arumal have four legs? 
• Does it bark? 

The pmgram mak,es a final 1:,ruess about the animal. 
.asking~ Is iit a dog? Or :is J,t an elephant? 

This is a potential proiMem scheme for the class-
-room. When ,deve1loping this pl'oject, a class will dis-
cover \Yhy· .some nouns !hav,e ithe article "a" before 
them. while others have the article "an: · Members of 
the dass c.an become ling,uists, attempting to dis-
C0'-'1e.r patterns w'h:icb govern sentence structure. 
Qu~stions arise: ••'Why do vowels exist?" "What is a 
'Vowel?'' fo tlli s type of p11oject, the cJass confronts 
:na'.tl\.lraa rules found in t!h.e E.ng!lish language. rather 
thau dis:a:ssoch11ied rufos memorized by rote from a 
w·orkbook. 

The grea 1test )POtsentfol iof Logo in a classroom is its 
possnible use for elim[.nation of dJsassociat ed learning. 
This potential wm be neglected as long as extensive 
iUusitr.aition:s of hmv Lo,go can be used to learn specific 
,co111lien.t are not avaRa'ble. 

IV. Teacher-Generated/T ,eacher•lmplemented 
Problem Spac ,es 

The teacher suppli ,es hoth ,the idea and the im· 
pfoinenta ,tfoiil of the project :in a Type JV situalion. 
At :first ,glaince, 'l'yp ie [V problems seem to be at 
odds with Logo phUosophy. but problems of this 
sort may be worthwhHe to illustrate a new capa-
bility df 1tlhe lla.in .. gu:age or to seed new student· 
generated prob lems. 

If a studen ,t has only seen turtle graphics, a pro-
,g:ra:m which uses list processing to manipulate 
E ·ugfrsh or to ,graph a linear eguation may be a 
revei-ation. Music .generators can provide ''hooks" 
for stmle 'rnit:s to create p ,rocedm· ,es for their own pro· 
je .c,ts. ''rom Lou.gh 's /Th e Natio .r.ia.l Logo E:cchange) 
a1Jphalbest pr,ocedu,r,es ,u:se ltihe turtle to draw letters 
which ,can be us ,ed in student )Projects . 

'Templates pr ,ov!ided by teachers also may be a 
'fype IV p.rojeet .. A :poetry formatter which asks for 
words to :complete a lmiku or cinquain form might 
1entice students to ex ,plor:e thO'se forms. The ques-
tions, asked in a filHn .;t he·blanks way, make ap· 
parent the form of the poetry. . 

When teachers .first le.am Logo, they gravitate 
itowa;r,d another !kind o.f 'I'yl"'e IV project-drill-and· 
practice or tu\torial pro,g;r.ams, whi<:h are ea~y ~o 
wa·i1te i:n Log ,o. Teach~r:s develop th~1r own skill~ m 
pro;girammin ,g l..ogo wiiitb such ;p.roJ.ects, but usm? 
tl1e:m in dass to teac h content is inherently anti· 
Log,o and has nothing ,to .do \..-·ith Logo for student 
u·se .. 

A CALJL FOR TYPE IU PROJECTS 
Valil,d projects from ail four jproib~em spaces shoul

1
d 

lbe used in a complete Logo e:nv1ronment. Logos 
potential is reduced 'if i.t is rest 1rl~ted to one typ~ of 
problem. 'Iype I problems permit free explorat10n 
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and play. Type II problems invite teacher-learner 
collaboration. Type IV projects expand the use of 
Logo in areas which exceed the learner 's program-
ming skills. Type III projects are valuable because 
they are particularly suited to the use of Logo in 
learning subject matter. 

Logo with Content 
Where are the projects in Logo which focus on 

learning experiences in algebra, social science. in-
dustrial arts and other content areas? 1'he Logo 
community has avoided describing Logo projects of 
this kind for fear that descriptions might become 
recipes-explanations that shift into rigid lock-step 
programs deemed to be "the right way to do Logo" 
or "the right thing to do with Logo. ·· A written 
description of a proj ect tends to captur e produc t 
rather than process. It is a still picture rather than a 
film. 

Some teachers do not recognize that using Logo to 
teach a subject is even a possibility. A high school 
math teacher asked, "Can Logo help me teach aJ. 
gebra?'' Other teachers realize the potential but find 
it difficult to develop methods of using Logo to 
teach specific concep t s. How can Logo be used to 
understand multiplication of polynomials? Tradi-
tional methods have focused on mechanical tech· 
niques which can be used to obtain the answer 
without under stan ding th e process. 

For example. the solution to the following opera-
tion can be determined with mnemonic FOIL (First, 
Outer, Inner. Las t) which specifies all possible 
paired combinations of the elements: 

(5X + 3) (2X + l} becomes 10 x~ + 11 X + 3 
The teacher who attempts to present this concept 
through Logo is first tempted to create a tutorial 
with Logo. After recognizin g the discrepancy be-
tween the intent of Logo and t his tutorial approach, 
the second effort may involve the use of Logo to 
create a graphing tool. This becom es a Type I pro-
ject for the teacher, bu t is a Type IV tool for stu-
dents. From the student 's perspective, it doesn't 
matter whether the graphing tool is Y.-Titten in as· 
sembly language. BASIC or Logo. Calling the 
graphing tool a microworld doesn't alter the situa-
tion. 

A Proposed Model 
What is needed is a project which will allow stu-

dents to use Logo directly to exp lore the meaning of 
·polynomial multiplication. One approach involves a 
geometric method utilizing turtle graphics. A sec-
ond technique might be based on exploration of the 

:-:, 

distributive law using list operators. Severail s;t:J(ges 
are likely before a Logo project actualh y reaches th e 
classroom. Implementing content-laden p:rrojects 
may include: 

• Recognition of the potential of using Logo for 
learning specific concepts 

• Identification of a concept 
• Determination of avenues of attack with Logo 
• Developiment of the problem scheme 
• Use in the classroom 
The fourth stage involves the design of an ex· 

perience in teaching without telling. A tme Logo 
J>roblcm demands inquiry and discovery. 

A model problem scheme in the Type HI c.ate:gory 
(teacher generated /student irnplementooj should 
contain a full Engli sh description of the problem 
with a var iety of possible direc tions iin \:Wmcb tlh!e 
project might go. Explora tion of area is cme possible 
direction for binomial multiplication, bu t others 
might be suggested. The teacher need s an under-
standing of the concepts potentially embed lded im 
the project. Given the nature of Logo, this fre-
quently includes more than one subject . area. With 
t he dis tributive approach to binomial multip tica· 
t ion, compound words and sentences as well as com-
binatorial theory are outcomes. 

The project would not include a full programming 
implementation to reduc .e the temptatfom: to ll!Se 
the project in a static, cookbook-like fas hfon .. At 
most. key programming ideas or program stubs 
might be suggested. The challenge to time Logo, com · 
muruty is to provide projects which i.nvoh1e learning 
about content or subject matter without resor ting 
to direc t instruction with the compute ·r as a t.e;..1ch-
ing machine. Logo should make the eomputer a 
learning machine. 

Problem schemes in many subject areas are es· 
sential if Logo is to go beyond compu t~r literacy. 
This is a complex task-we still do not. have fuUy 
realized Logo projects for binomial mUtltiplicationi, 
and hav e only arrived at our present understand iing 
after several weeks of t hought and sharilitg ·with high 
school mathematics and science teachers with 
strong Logo backgrounds. No single teacher wm 
have the resources to crea te a series of projects 
spa nning a school year. The challenge. to the . Logo 
community is to jointly develop and shaxe ideas for 
projects of this kind. rno,a 

(Glenn Bull and Steve Tipps, School of Educatfon, 
University of Virginia,, Charlottesville, VA 22903./ 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
Doris Carey 

Apple Logo: Sample Program Disk and 
Tool Kit for the Apple II Family (1983) 
Logo Computer Systems, Inc .. 220 Fif th A vc .. Suite 

1604, New York, NY 10001. 
Cost: Variable. The software is available from your 

Apple dealer. Some dealer s will copy the program 
onto your three blank diskettes ; others may 
charge a minimal fee for a copy of the diskettes 
(with the fee covering the cost of the diskettes). 
The documen tat ion can be pr inted ou t usin g Ap· 
plewriter. (Your Apple dealer may be willing to 
print it out for you free or for a sma ll fee.) The 
disks and documen tation can be obtained by send-
ing $12.95 to Logo Computer Systems, Inc. For 
the docum entati on only, send $3.25. (Both prices 
include postage and handling.) 

Hardware Required: Apple II , Il+ , Ile 
Addi tio nal Require ments or Features: Apple Logo 

Disk 
Reviewed by: Larry Francis, 2626 Th ompso n Creek 

Road, Applegate, OR 97530. 

It would take a large pamphl et or a small book to 
adequately cover this package of extraordina rily 
useful programs which Apple and LCSI have gen-
erously placed into the public domain. Fortunately, 
such a thing alrea dy exists, bo t h in booklet form 
and on disk, so that you can get yourself acquainted 
with the kit and then make any cha nges yo u wish, 
ta ilorin g it pr ecisely to fit your needs. I borrowed 
the booklet from my Apple dealer an d found it so 
convenient that I've sent $3.25 to LCSI to get a 
copy of my own. (A book's an awful lot easier to leaf 
through than a disk) In this review I'll recap the 
kit 's contents, highlighting TEXTPRO. a toy word 
proce ss or , and MUSIC-two programs I found im· 
mediately and especially useful. 

The "Sample Programs" disk con ta ins stu dent · 
written pr ograms, demonstration graphic s pro-
grams, langu age programs, games and sim ula tions. 
FIRST .DEMO and POLYS in tro duce the disk and 
turtle graphics, particularly th e exploration of incre-
mental changes in simple recursive proc edur es. I 
modified POLYS to include INSPI IO 1 10. one of 
my favorites from Harold Abelson ·s excellent book, 
Apple Logo (BYTE /McGraw-Hill , Pe terborou gh, 
NH, 1982}. There follows a series of eight nice stu-
dent-wri tten procedures of widely differing elegan ce 
and_ complexity. Both teachers and students ought 
to find the documen tat ion 's brief di scussio n of these 
projects stim ulat ing and helpful. An add ition al stu· 

dent project, AN IM A TE, is includ ed in the more so-
phi sticated graphics program s that make up the 
next nine files on the disk. My favorites were 
GONGRAM S, ROADRUNNER and MONDRIAN. 
GONGRAMS, also my children's favorite, draws 
beautifully-colored designs on the scr een. There's 
nothing interactive abou t it -it's just lovely to 
watch and enjoy. ROADRU NNER makes a nice use 
of SE'l'BG 6, draws houses in perspective a nd land-
scapes the whole scene with a liberal pla nting of 
recursive trees. Th e turtle is given a cute new role in 
ROADRUNNER and ri ses, beeping , to the occa· 
sion. In MONDRIAN. the turtle crea tes randomly 
generated "paintings " that also depend partly on 
the value of a variable input by the user. 

Next come seven langua ge programs. The first 
few of thesl:! generate phrase s, rhymes or sente nces 
from thei r own lists or new ones input by the user. 
To speed up SILLY, t he first of th e series, I inse rte d 
a procedure, S, to save the tr ouble of typing PRINT 
SILLY each time: 

TO S 
PRINT SILLY 
END 

SI LLY was fun. but I wanted to make its lin-
gui sti c produc t a little more complex by connecting 
some verbs and preposition s with a period (e.g .. 
FISHED.FOR, MOONED.AT. etc.). 

WORDGAM E, the next program, is an excellent 
example of the way Log o can transform what nor -
mally would be a drill and practice s ituat ion where 
the computer programs tho child, into an inter act ive 
exerci se in which the child is respon sible for the raw 
materials of the curriculum while the program pr o· 
vides t he structu re . Logo· s list-processi ng 
capa bilities make it easy to build langua ge micr o-
worlds in which children can acquire a concrete, 
manipulative feel for linguistic structure by literally 
playing with their own language. It wouldn ' t be 
hard to expand WORDGAME 's lists of nouns and 
verbs to include adverbs, adverbial phrase s, and so 
on. 

I liked the third progr am, LANGUAGE.PLAY 
so much that I decided to enhance it \\;th a test for 
singular an d plural nouns and verbs so use rs could 
~nter both nouns and verbs in eithe r singu lar or 
plural form and still ha ve the randomly generated 
sentences come out grammatically correct. Another 
addition was the separate listing of singular and 
plural articles. In keeping with Logo's low·thres· 
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hold, high-ceiling philosophy, I want students to be 
able to use and enjoy thi s neat program with only a 
bare minimum of prerequi sites (i.e., without having 
to worry about understanding and being able to 
classify noun s, verbs and articles into singular or 
plura l forms). Accordingly, I inserted an a/an dis-
criminating procedur e and .restricted possible ar-
ticles to the, a and a1L Another problem was 
teaching Logo how to make plurals corr ectly , when 
to add -s and when to add •es, and how to reduce 
plural noun s and verbs to singu lar form. i.e., when 
to sub tract ·s or -es. (For a complete listing of my 
revised edit ion of LANGUAGE.FLAY , send a SASE 
and $2.00 to Larry Francis at the address above.) 

RANDOM.POETRY uses lists of nouns and 
rhyming verbs to create a series of two-word 
rhymes. One of the rhyming verbs. alone, isn't a 
verb at all. but since these procedure s are so easily 
modified , it's easy to £be. In PIGLATIN. s tud ents 
should be remi nded that it 's important to mark ob-
jects with beginning quotes (for words) or with 
bracket s (for lists) , so Logo knows they are objects 
to be manipula ted and not commands. 

The "Games and Simulations " section of t he disk 
includes eight files. ANIMAL.GAME is a dandy 
and appears to be the same as the Young Peoples· 
Logo Association version. with the welcome addi-
tion of an introductory 1NFO message. It does . 
however, share a small error-tra pping prob lem with 
the YPLA vers ion. \<\'hen ANIMAL.GAME has 
failed to guess the name of the animal you were 
thinking of, it asks you the animal's name so it can 
start a new branch on its tree of knowledge. If you 
press RETU RN v.ithout entering anything , ANI-
MAL.GAME promp ts you with a cute "C'mon. 
what was it really?' ' So far. so good. But when you 
finally do identify the animal. Logo respond s with 
an " I DON 'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH (what-
ever you entered) " error messa ge. I spent more than 
several hours trying to untangle things and trop 
that lit tle error so that I could pre sent it tri· 
umphantly here in this review, but I failed miser-
ably . There are still at least a few elements of Logo's 
flow of control and variable-hand.ling mechanism s 
that remain mysterious to me. Anoth er program. 
LUNAR.LANDER. just plain didn 't work un til I 
changed FENCE to WINDOW, elimina ting the 
OUT OF BOUNDS problem that kept the program 
from running. DYNAT URTLE . an especially nice 
simulation of a "Newto nian object," was marvelous. 
The only problem I had was me- I had a heck of a 
time steering that Newtonian turtle in the dfrectionl 
wanted it to go. Somebody ought lo add a congratu· 
lator y message for those who succeed in landing the 
tu rt le in the target area and maybe a procedure that 
u~es the text section of the splitscr een for a running 
display of t he t.urtle 's heading and distance from the 
target's cent er. 

I've found it very instructive, often fun and 
somet imes devilishly frustrating to get into 'these 

program s and fiddle with them, dressing some up 
with a few frills, adding some color to oth ers. maybe 
even attempting exten sive additions or wholescale 
remodeling . These disks are especially valuable for 
just this kind of activity. In concept and execution. 
the programs are generally marvelous and neat. 
Besides their prac tica l utility . t hey are gold mines 
for the curious Logo user and would-be programmer 
who wants to pick up a few new slick technique s and 
gambits. In this context. I ought to mention a funny 
book, Ho w Tom Bea t Captain Najork and H is H ired 
Sportsmen (by Russell Hoban, illustr ated by Quen· 
tin Blake) because of the way it celebrates this very 
notion of "messing around. " Even the most casual 
look at the lives of great figures in every discipline-
Einstein, Bourzaki. Dorot hy Sayers , Beverly Sills. 
Chet Atkins, and of course multitude s of others-re-
veals the importa nce of being able to be playful with 
t he materials of one's art or craft. The e:Kemplary 
programs on these two disks create environment s in 
which children can play with math , langua ge and 
music in inte llectually st imulatin g and academically 
worthwhile ways. Ent irely apart from the ra ther 
crass goal we teachers sometimes have of raising 
children 's achievement in school, these microworld s 
introduce kids to the intrinsic structure and beauty 
of the subjects themselves. 

I really like being able to change these program s 
to suit my needs or my fancy. Impenetrable ready-
made materials. ' 'teach er-proofed' ' and impos sible 
to modify, besides being inflexible, carry with them 
the implication that teachers are pretty dumb and 
not likely to get much smart er very soon. These ex-
pectations, subtle or not. are not only bad for our 
own self-este em and accordingly inhibit our own per-
sonal and pro fessiona l growth, they foster the most 
appallingly rigid ideas about curricula. limiting the 
play of our students' imaginations (not to mention 
our own) and hampering their individual and collec· 
tive preparedne ss for whatever surprises await us 
homo sapiens. 

There are a couple of programs on th e TOOL KIT 
disk that I would tran sfer to th e SAMPLE PRO-
GRAMS disk: TEA CH and ZOOM. These programs 
allow the beginning user to explore turtle graphic s 
an<l even, in TEACH, to define what the user has al-
ready drawn as a procedure. The TOOL KIT also 
contains a treme ndous assortment of handy pro-
grams. some that facilitate floor turtles, plott ers 
and pr inte rs, others that save pictures. make primi-
tives, plot curves , manipulate sets , and insert 
remarks in Logo programs. There 's even a Logo as-
sembler. Out of all this, t he two files that my kids 
and I most enjoyed and that should be most im-
mediatel y useful to t eachers arc TEXTPHO . a toy 
word proce ssor. and a series of files called MUSIC . 

My family and I found TEXTPRO ~asier to use 
than Bank Street Writer !though cer tainly not as 
powerful) and. since it was part of the public domain 
and we already had Apple Log o. much less expen· 
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sive. After becoming familiar with word processing 
using TEXTPRO, our whole family graduated to 
Applewriter I I on which Veronica. now in four t h 
grade. does much of her home work. As the docu· 
mentatioo explains , TEXTPRO can only handle 
about a screenful and a half of text at any one time. 
If you enter more text than t hat, y ou get a TOO 
MUCH TEXT messag e when you exjt the editor 
with CTRL-C and you lose wha t you've jus t ent ered. 
"There are ways to get around this problem, " says 
the documentation. "but they are trick y to use." 
Nothing could have been more titilating to this re-
viewer (who wants to know how to use the tricky 
ways most of alll. 

I couldn 't resist calling LCSI and was fortuna te to 
get to talk with Mark Jeffery. TEXTPRO 's author. 
Mark was particularly helpful in elucidating this 
problem, the same one on which t he documentation 
was so coy and obscure. He told me that the diffi-
culty arises because Logo has to rem ember your 
original definition as well as the version you 've jus t 
finished working on in the editor. This may be a com-
mon cause of those dreaded OUT OF SPACE mes· 
sages in complex programs. One good way to get 
around t his , Mark expla ined, is to go to the top line 
of your procedure in th e editor and then open a new 
line by pressing CTRL-O. On this new line you 
should enter th e command ER (erase) name as in the 
example below: 

ER "WHATEVER 
TO WHATEVER 

In this way, you can create your own customized 
version of T.P.INFO and maybe trick your way out 
of some of the other knotty workspace problems you 
encounter in Logo from time to time. 

Since our fanlily enjoys playing music as well as 
listening to it, and since both Veronica and Wayne 
are becoming fairly proficient on the penn ywhist le, 
a "low-threshold, high-ceiling '' instrumen t if there 
ever was one, I was especially an ... xious to try out the 
MUSIC procedures. Upstairs. next to th e comput er, 
we have a little Yamaha electri c keyboard for plink-
ing out tunes before writing them into procedures 
using NOTE. Since we're not especially adept at 
reading music and since we do have an electric 
keyboard nearb y, we found th e COMPOSE pro-
cedure ra t her cumbersome to use . We couldn't get 
the list of note s named TUNE into the editor where 
we could use it to define the procedures that would 
play the song. We found it easier firs t to use 
keyboard, paper nnd pencil to get the tune down and 
t hen enter the editor and use NOTE to wri te the pro-
cedures that would play the tune. This leads me to 
suspect that the ultimate low-threshold Logo music 
program is still waiting to be written. I'd like to see 
one along the lines of TE XTPRO that would a.llow 
kids to plunk out their t unes, perhaps on t he number 
keys, define it post facto as in TEACH , aud edit it in 
procedural rather than lis t form. Bu t ev en so, jus t as 

they are, without any improvements or embellish-
ments, th ese MUSIC tools-especially NOTE-
have made it possible for us to appreciate and do 
mu sical composi t ion in a structured. modular way. 

Perhaps the most useful thing l learned from this 
gargantuan package, even more useful than the 
era se-before-exiting-the-editor gambit , was how to 
use the name STARTUP: by typing MAKE 
"STAR'l ' UP [INFO] and then defining TO INFO 
such that it prints instructions on the screen, you 
can write slick. uptown introduc tions for each of 
your programs th at are displayed au t oma t ically on 
the screen as soon as the program is loaded. You can 
set things up so the user can get things rolling on 
his/her own by pressing RETURN or typing a sim-
ple command. Kids often like to be left alone to ex-
plore a microworld for themselves. But without in· 
structio.ns. explora tion can become more than 
heroically difficult , and some form of hovering adul t 
becomes necessary. I think we often fail to realize 
how quickly our availabl e assistance becomes ob-
noxious to poten tial recipients and how much of 
their mental workspace gets taken up just wishing 
we would go away. Liberal use of MAKE "START· 
UP [INFO) and clear ins tructions can deliver kids 
and teachers from each other's unwanted company, 
freeing bot h for more worthy pursuits. 

This latest offering from LCSI provides a wealth 
of exemplar y programs for our kids and us to use. 
emulate and modify; extends Apple Logo 's capa-
bilities to include word-processing and music com-
position; and doesn 't cost anything at all (beyond 
the price of three blank disks and some fan.fold 
paper). It has to be one of the more stunning recent 
developments in the Logo craze. 

Logo (1983) 
Commodore Business Machines Inc., 1200 Wilson 

Drive, West Ches t er, PA 19380. 
Subject: Computer Programming, Computer 

Literac v 
Target Age Group: K-Adult 
Hardware Required: Commodore 64, disk drive 
Cost: $99.50 (Discounted as low as $45.67.) 
Reviewed by Richard W. Haller, University of 

Oregon 

Most readers of The Computing Teacher are al-
ready familiar with Logo through reading about it if 
not through using it. This review does not a t temp t 
to critique Logo in general , assuming that the 
reader is interested in Logo and wishes to know the 
values and defects. if any, of this particular imple-
mentation. I am an experienced programmer with 
teaching experience at the university level ; however. 
my 14-year-old daughter, Sarah, sat down with th e 
manual and worked through the material as much as 
possible on her own. Her comments are incorporated 
into this review. Her previous experience with com-
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puters was limited to game programs. 
Th.is version of Logo represents an exceptional 

value , both in comparison to other software availa· 
hie for the Commodore 64 and to versions of Logo 
available for othe.r microcomputers. It was <level· 
oped for Commodore by Terrapin, Inc. , who earlier 
developed a highly-regarded version for the Apple I I. 
Indeed, the C-64 version bears a strong family re· 
semblance to the earlier Apple version. The major 
difference is that the C-64 hardware cost is roughly 
one-third that of the, Apple. 

In addition to providing all the Logo primitives 
and procedures one would expect, C-64 , Logo sup· 
ports convenient use of the 64 's unique "sprite'' 
graphics and three-voice sound synthesizer. As a 
matter of fact , it is much easier to write programs 
using these features to advantage in Logo than it is 
in Commodore 's own BASIC. Likewise, the DOS 
command allows the user to issue Disk Opera ting 
System commands from within Logo more conven· 
iently t,ban from BASIC. The screen editor em· 
bedded in Logo (which is superior to that provided 
with BASIC). coupled with intelligible error mes· 
sages and solid debugging capabilities (e.g., 
TRACE, PAUSE , CONTINUE). make program de· 
veloprnent a pleasure. C-64 Logo (like Terrapin Logo 
for Apple) even contains a package of procedures al· 
lowing the user to write assembly language subrou· 
tines that can be called from a regular Logo pro· 
gram. The overall effect creates an environment 
where the development of programming skills is per· 
rnitted and encouraged. 

1'he materials supplied include one copy of the 
Logo system itself on a single diskette, a second 
diskette \\'ith over fifty demonstration or utility 
procedures written in Logo and a 350-page tutorial 
and referenc e manual. The manual, aimed at secon· 
dary school students and abo ve, is excellent. (A 
Logo Prim er, aimed at elementary students, is 
being developed. The motivated st udent or teacher 
should be able to successfully master all the materi· 
aJ ·wit h virtually no previous background in compu t· 
ers and with only occasional assistance. The quicker 
student may find. as my daughter did, that some of 
the sections move rather slowly. On the other hand , 
most students working in the sprite section will 
probabl y need some teacher assis tance. . 

Numerous suggestions for interesting projects are 
provided in addition to examples which are worked 
out in detail in the text. The teacher wiJI find tha t 
most of the work necessary to develop a Logo course 
has already been done. An added instructional bene· 
fit is that both examples and projects are in large 
part self-grading ; tha t is, since they are programs. 
either they work or they don.'t, and the error mes· 
sages and errant probrram behavior tend to encour· 
age and facilitate users in correcting their own prob· 
!ems. The major responsibilities of the teacher are to 
encourage good programming style, resolve ambigu· 
ities or gaps in the text and provide an occasiona l 

hint. 
I have two major criticisms of the C-64 Logo pack-

age. First, only one copy of Logo is provided , and it 
does not seem possible to back it up. While the re· 
plac ement cost of 85 for a damaged diskette is quite 
reasonable , the user is without a functioning Logo 
while wait ing for the replacement. I would rather 
see a back -up copy provided with the package, even 
at a higher cost, with replacemen ts available as 
needed. This is particularly true since one is warned 
not to leave a disk in the drive while powering up or 
down. In a classroom environment, particularly 
with younger children, accidents are only a matter 
of t ime. Since younger children are one of the tar-
gets of Logo, it. makes more sense to anticipate and 
provide for this ,possibility. 

My second criticism is the turtle display. A trian· 
gle to represent the turtle's locat ion and orientation 
is a Logo tradition. Even \.\-i th the "bo ttom" side of 
the triangle drawn twice as thick as the other two, 
the orientation of the tur tle is only clear when it is 
facing one of the four major compass points 
(NSEW). Because of the limited dot resolution of the 
video display (320 horizontal and 200 vertical), the 
rotated turtle shape is distorted and it is virtually 
impossible to decide which side is the bottom and 
therefore which vertex is the "head.' ' I suspect that 
this probl em is not unique to the 64. but will be char· 
acteristic of all home computer implementations 
due to the limited dot resolution. I would prefer a 
shape for the turtle that is less ambiguous in its ori· 
en tation when rota ted. 

I used Commodore 's 1701 color moni tor. An addi· 
tional problem I encountered was that many lines 
did not have consistent colors. Depending on the 
background and pen colors chosen, lines can change 
their color with location and orientation to the ex· 
ten t tha t one would not be willing to bet wha t color 
th ey were intended to be. For example, a single ver· 
tical line can have a completel y different color than 
it is supposed to, depending on where it is drawn. 
(DOUBLECOLOR mode will. however. help t his 
_problem at the cost of decreased resolution.) I had 
t he most success with yellow or black on a white 
ibackground and the leas t with red on a black back-
ground. You will wish to experimen t. It is poss ible 
to change the defaults for the DRAW and TEXT 
modes to your own choice, as well as change them 
dynamically. 1 found the "prismatic " white letters 
on the black background while in EDIT mode par· 
ticularly distracting. I did find a discussion on h_ow 
to change them. On the other side, rather than bemg 
annoyed as l was, my daugh ter found the unstable 
color effects in the DRAW mode deligh t ful. How· 
ever, if you are going to concentrate on geometric 
figures or graphs of functions, you may wish to use 
a black and white monitor, or turn the color control 
on your color monitor all the way down. {Editor's 
note: Commodore Business Machines Inc. in.forms 
u.s that the "chroma' ' effect described by Richard 

I 
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Haller can be reduced to a minimum by plugging the 
monitor into the back of the computer rather than 
the front.} 

Some minor cri tici sms . The material on work-
space management could be bett er organized and 
given more emphasis. It turns out th at it is possible 
to copy a procedure by editing it s name and redefin-
ing it. 'l'o get th e effect of renam ing . you copy and 
then erase the old version. This is not obvious in the 
man ual. Information on how to "clean up " your 
workspace via the ERASE command, especially its 
selective use. is listed under "Defining and Editing 
Procedures " instead of ··Filing and Managing 
Workspace." I would hav e preferr ed more emphasis 
on saving selected procedures. If you forget to sur-
round the SA VE command and il s list of selected 
procedure s to be sav ed with the required par enthe-
ses. no error or warning is generated. Instead. the 
whole workspace is save d. Thi s can lead to mysteri-
ous problems in the future if you recall the sav ed 
material. thinking it only contains th e procedures 
you meant to save. 

The manual st ates th at "sprites can do anyt hing 
that the turtle can do ... Trus is not completely cor· 
rect. In particular , unlike the turtle, sprite shap es do 
not rotate in respon se to RT or LT commands. A re-
lated problem involves the behavior of the STAMP· 

CHAR command. Since this was implem ented with 
the 64 · s built -in screen memorv structure ra the r 
th an att empt ing to simul ate a true bit -mapped 
graphics scr een. no t only do the characters or graph-
ic sy mbol s not change their orientation to match 
that of the turtle, but they are restricted in their 
possible loca tions to one of the 40 by 25 possible 
character location s in th~ 64 's text screen display. 
The turtle or sprit es can take on any of the 64 lo-
cations within the 8 by 8 dot matrix that forms 
each character location. As a result, moving the 
turtle and stamping another character will not al-
way s work as expected unl ess one moves in incre-
ment s of 8. These are perfectly rea sonable limita-
t ions and are found in other home computer ver sions 
of Logo-I just wish they had been explici t ly and 
prominently st ated. Adding these capabilities to 
Logo by creating new Logo pro cedure s would make 
a nice advanced project. Of course, the ultimate re-
sults would be sub ject to the same distortion prob -
lems as the rota te d turtle. 

Overall. this is an exceptional value. Anyone who 
is seeking a friendl y and stimulating environment in 
which to learn or teach programming skills would be 
hard put to find something bett er. And th e pri ce (in· 
eluding hardware) is uery right. 

No 1.,hreshold, No Ceiling ... Really! 
by 

Dr. Whatson and Shurlook 'olmes , YPLA, PC, DR, WMI 
as told to 

James H. Muller 

" Dear Dr. Wha ts on, isn't it nice to be rid of th ose 
dreadful animals. Tha t t urtl e! Wha t's his name'! 
Logy , or some such abomination. And that dreadful 
rabbit, Morf. How insufferable. 

"I do mean, after all . Everyone know s of the lago-
morphs, that lower order of gnawing mamm als with 
two pairs of very nasty incisors; and tho se horribl e 
ears-always dropping into the tea. I mean, \\'hat-
son, just how ... how colonial!'' 

"Now 'olmes, tolerance, tolerance. Ever yone has 
to have his /her due. That turtle and rabbit have 
done an admirable job with what they have had to 
work with. But now we will have a chanc e to show 
what can really be done with the Logo languag e." 

"A h, yes, the PC. Fascinating device. And it is 
a~out t ime someon_e gave us a version of Logo that 
will really accomphsh something worthwhile." 

" Plea se. 'olmes. Don 't be so chauvinistic. While 
previous versions have not been able to do as much 
as the new versions of Logo for the IBM PC, they 
have much to offer, especially to youn g people ." 

" But, dear Whatson , that is the whole problem. 
Everyone trunk s that Logo is just a children's lan-
guage. a common 'toy.· And it's just because they 
hav en' t had the chance to do any really product ive 
work with it. They keep finding them selves ·out of 
Space. "' 

"Tis true , 'olmes. Logo is far more than ju st a 
children's language for drawing pictures and creat-
ing word games. Most importantly, it gives you the 
chance to manipulate number s. character strings 
and entire lists with an ease offered by no other 
language I know of. And look what you can do with 
recu r sion! Now three companie s have combined the 
pow er of Logo with the 16-bit microprocessing of 
the PC to give Logo programmers th e true feeling of 
'no threshol d and no ceiling.· 

"I believe the first company to announ ce Logo for 
the IBM PC was Digital Research. Inc. of Pacific 
Grove, California. Tney are best known for the de-
velopment of the CP/M operating system. But now 
t hey have come out with an excellent version of 
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Logo: Of course. it uses CP/M-86 as its operating 
system, rather than PC/DOS as used by the other 
two versions. 

"The second company to announce Logo for the 
IBM PC was Harvard Associates of Cambridge , 
Massachusetts. These people have worked with 
Logo for quite some time. They're the same people 
who offer the Tasman Turtle." 

"Now, Whatson, you know how I detest those 
pesky animals running all over the place.'' 

"This isn't an animal, 'olmes. It is a small robot 
that moves around the floor on command from the 
computer. It just happens to look like a turtle. 

"The third company offering Logo for the IBM 
PC is Waterloo Microsystems Inc., of Waterloo , On-
tario, Canada. Development work has been done at 
the University of Waterloo. Waterloo Microsystems 
Inc. also offers a unique operating system and 
software development system called the \Vaterloo 
Portnt:· 

"Whatson. good fellow. we all know Logo is Logo. 
And the PC is the PC. So why bother explaining 
what everyone already knows?" 

''Some day. 'olmes, I hope you learn more to do 
with your head than just look through that silly 
glass. Think. man. think!·· 

* • • 
Dr. Logo and Waterloo Logo are both extensions 

of Apple Logo. Both use many of the same primitive 
commands plus a number of new ones which are 
very useful in editing and debugging procedures and 
in managing the workspace. PC Logo is a bit closer 
to the MIT versions of Logo. 

Undoubtedly the most significant differenc e be· 
tween these versions and those available on other 
computers is the amount of free workspace avail-
able. PC Logo requires only 64K of memory but will 
address 192K. Dr. Logo and Waterloo Logo both re-
quire 128K of memory-however. Dr. Logo can ad-
dress a megabyte of memory (that 's one million 
bytes!) through a hard-disk system and 192K 
through floppy disks. That 's many times the 
workspace available in other systems. That also 
means that truly useful programs can now be writ-
ten in Logo without running out of space. Inter-
active business graphic procedures. statistical 
analysis using recursive procedures and data base 
management systems using list manjpulation are 
among the possibilities. 

To help the user take advantage of this work-
space, all three versions offer extensive editing com-
mands. Dr. Logo offers a ''Hel,p " function which is 
particularly useful. When heavily involved in a com-
plex procedure. users can ask for help and have each 
Dr. Logo primitive listed and defined with a short e.x-
ample of ·its use. In addition, users can also change 
the order of procedures, cross-reference procedures 
and add and delete comments. Another nice feature 
added to Dr. Logo is the TRACE command. This is 

particularly useful in debugging complex pro· 
cedures. 

Dr. Logo and Waterloo Logo both allow the use of 
two displays, a monochrome display for text and a 
color monitor for graphics. Of course, both the 
monochrome and color graphics adaptors have to be 
in the PC to use this feature. A color graphics 
adaptor is required to display graphics using PC 
Logo. 

The graphics resolution of all three versions is 
superior. In certain versions of Logo. it is difficult to 
ascertain the true heading of the turtle. In some. the 
turtle only turns in 15-degree increments. (For ex-
ample, entering the command .RlGHT 5 would show 
no change in the turtle's heading.) All three of these 
packages are quite precise, especially when coni1ect-
ed to an RGB monitor. There is lit tle difference us-
ing a composite monitor , however. 

All three versions incorporate a FENCE com-
mand. Dr. Logo and PC Logo give you the choice of 
allowing the Turtle to stop at the fence, to go 
through the WINDOW or to WRAP. Waterloo Logo 
does not allow wrapping. Unless the WINDOW 
command has been entered. a message will appear 
stating. "The turtle canno t go past the fence.'· Some 
will criticize the lack of the wrap feature on the 
grounds that this gives children the opportunity to 
experience the effects of big numbers. Using the 
FENCE, however, channels their thinking more into 
procedural development on the screen, using 
numbers, distances and visual references which 
have a well-defined relationship to each other. How-
ever , I would still prefer to have the choice. 

Two other features of Waterloo Logo are particu-
larly useful, especially to young programmers. 
PAINT fills in an area in the same manner as do the 
FILL procedures which have appeared in YPLA 's 
Turtle News. A SOUND command generates music. 
The documentation presumes you know the fre-
quencies for each tone, however. Dr. Logo includes a 
TONE command for music and sound effects. which 
is considerably easier to use. 

All three versions have commands for printing 
gTaphics and procedures. PC Logo and Dr. Logo 
both have commands for using light pens. joysticks 
and paddles. The PC Logo reference manual in-
cludes a section on accessing other peripherals, in-
cluding modems. 

PC Logo is priced at Sl 99.95 and comes with a ref-
erence manual and tutorial guide which are very 
well-written and quite easy to understand. And. like 
MIT Logo, the package includes ·both language and 
utility disk. A back-up provision is included so that 
the language disk can be copied once. The language 
runs with DOS 1.0 or greater. However, DOS 2.0 is 
required to print out graphics. 

Dr. Logo includes a comprehensive reference 
manual and tutorial along with two copies of the lan-
guage disk. Hank Ke.tcham. the creator of cartoon 
character Dennis the Menace. has created a cartoon 
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INTRODUCING 
THE BASICS 

OF BASIC 
The easiest way 

to learn Programming for 
People of any age 

For years. schools have been depending on us to 
help them create great lesson plans with our com-
puter software and A.V. materials. Now we've 
developed a series of res.sons which makes learning 
BASIC programming easy and reduces your plan-
ning time. No need for your studenrs to struggle 
through difficult manuals. With our programs, all 
student learning is done right from the computer 
and you. We also Include an extensive Teacher's 
Lesson Planner to assist you. 

• Programm ing in Direct Mode • Strings and 
Numeric Constants • Input and Conditional 
Statements • Formatting the Output • Loop-
ing and Branching • Mathematical Func-
tions. Arrays • Error Messages and Disk 1/0 
• And much more 

AND BEST OF ALL, 
WITH OUR NO RISK GUARANTEE, 

HOW CAN YOU LOSE? 
Only S99 

Includes arr 12 programs. 4 d1.si<s. free oack·ups ano 
Teacner's Lesson Planner. 

Order Code #CC4001A !Apple 11/lleJ 
lfCC40011 flBM-PCj 

!Available soon Commodore 64. TRS-80) 

Call or write: ·!!······· .-....... . 
FOCUS MEDIA. INC., 

839 Stewart Ave., Garden City. NY 11530 
800-645-8989 Except NY 

516-794-8900 Call Collea 
~----------- ------ -- ------~ 
1 Focus Mrdlil Inc . 839 Stew.irt Ave .. Garden City. NY 11530 1 
1 ,,,,,,.. ""d '"' t. "~~,, ""'' - cc•OOtA o 10M ".:: - cc•oon 1 t tnc1::,se-o 1s d cti,ck ror i9~ (S,wc sn,p:pmg & n.-1ncU1ngJ, 
I l' h:a$t btll m:,< i<h~o• 1300 4~ for $"'l1p~in9 & ,,.,nc,Ungl I 
I I l .._.,.,., ________ r,u, ________ I 
I knoo1 ________________ I 
I A<1<1r,1s ________________ I 

I ~i.ttturc , _______ v,w•------- I I £,;,,, o.,. _______________ I 

L---- ------------- --------~ 

character, Dr. Logo. This character explains Dr. 
Logo in a special Dr. Logo tutorial. The package is 
specially priced at $99.95 throughout 1983 and is 
8149.95 starting January 1, 1984. 

Waterloo Logo comes with a 100-page tutorial and 
reference guide. The lis t price is $180 with quantity 
discounts available. Some people may be concerned 
because of the lack of documentation. However, 
with all of the material available for Apple Logo, 
Waterloo Logo users should have no problem learn· 
ing the language. The original version would not run 
on the new PC models or on the XT. Reportedly, this 
is being corrected. 

* • • 
''Whatson, you have really whetted my appetite. 

Tell me more about Logo for the IBM PC!" 
" Unfortunately. 'olmes, this is all we have time 

for now. I know we have just scratched the surface. 
We haven't even talked about the IBM Logo 
package. But all three of these we have discussed 
have a lot to offer. It depends on what individual 
users want. what features thev seek and where, how 
and who will use it. All three have good features 
with distinct advantages . And just like the many 
other versi ons of Logo, each has some features miss-
ing. There is no perfect package yet." 

"We ll! If you're not going to tell the whole story. 
why bother?"" 

"Because, dear 'olmes, people need to know they 
have more choices. Let them go and look at these 
packages. Let them see that now. through the pro· 
cessing power of the I BM PC. there is Logo to 
challenge even' the most active imagination; no 
threshold and no ceiling-really!'' 

[James H. Muller, Young Peoples· Logo Associa· 
tion, 1208 Hillsdale Dr., Richardson, TX 75081./ 

Bulk Mini-subscription 
Educators running inservice or preservice 

courses for educators can purchase bulk mini-
subscriptions to The Computing Teacher. A 
mini-subscription is four issues at a cost of $5 
within the U.S. or S7 outside the U.S. An order 
must consist of a minimum of 15 mini·sub-
scriplions to one address. The order must in· 
elude information on who is teaching the 
course, the nature of the course. when the 
course starts and when it ends. 

Place orders with Inservice Department, 
ICCE, University of Oregon, li87 Agate St .. 
Eugene, OH. 97403. (Save $2.50 by sending 
payment with your order.) 
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COMPUTERS IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
Linda F. Ettinger 

/Editor's Note: Art teachers are frequently ashed to recommend microcomputer hardware and software for 
use in art teachirig and computer graphics. And if they aren 't asked, many art teachers are curious about 
pot ential microcomputer applic atio ns in art teaching and would like to participate in the purchasing of 
micr ocomputer equ ipm ent at all school levels. In this column, high school teacher Richard Adams presents 
a frank comparative analysis of three currentl y available computer graphics packages-Graphics Tablet. 
Versa Writer and the KoalaPad. Adams' insight into the practical applications and conside ration s of these 
pac/wges will be helpful to art teachers faced with the tash of selecting appropriate computer graphics 
packages for schools./ 

Low-Cost Graphics Tablets 
by 

Richard C. Adams 

One of the reasons many of us bought an Apple 
comput er when we did was the idea of doing high 
resolution color graphics. 

We got our machin es and found that we could in-
deed plot from point to point with the HPLOT com· 
mand and use seven colors, two of which were black 
and two white. We soon found that HPLOTting was 
satisfactory for plotting mathematical functions 
and abstr ac t designs but really wasn't all that neat 
for real free-hand artwork. It took so mu ch plan-
r1ing! We then learned to hook up two game paddles 
(while they still worked) and practiced the fine art of 
Etch-A-SketchTM on the screen. We got a joystick 
and that helped, but it still left something to be de· 
sired. 

Then we heard about the Graphics TabletTMi that 
Apple Compu ter developed a number of years ago. 
It had a real sty lus that you could use on the surface 
of the tablet, and you could draw in any of the col-
ors. Not only that, you could calibrate it to find 
circumferences and areas of closed figures-that 
was something you could tell the math department 
about! However. it had two main problems: First, if 
you set a disk down on the tablet surface with its 
buried, electrified wires, the disk you picked back up 
was blank. Second. it costs $795.00! 

I have found two capable and less expensive alter· 
natives to the Graphics TabletTM. They have both 
been reliable and have suited the needs of students 
in art, biology and physics. Science and geography 
teachers are also using them. 

The Versa Writer n12 is one of thos e amazingly sim-
ple "why didn't I trunk of that?" designs. Basically, 
it is built like a human arm. There is a 12xl4 sheet 
of white plastic with a "shou lder joint" ' at the top 

and an "elbow" joint in the middle of the arm. A 
clear plast ic disk with a spot in the center is where 
the "hand ' " would be. There are variable resistors 
(potentio meters ) in the shoulder and elbow. Any 
plac e on the surface has a unique pair of resistances 
that the Apple or Atari or Atari gam e paddle port 
can read. 

That mean s that you can sketch something. or 
take a picture you find and lay it down on the plas tic 
su rfa ce and go over the lines with the disk. As you 
draw. the lines appear on the scree n. You can scale 
the drawing up or down from one-quarter size to 
four time s the size as you draw (the x and y a.ices are 
scaled separat ely so you can distor t the image if you 
wish), move the drawin g later to anywhere on the 
scree n or rotate it. You can "draw" in any of six 
"'brus h'' sizes. A "micros cope " mode is available for 
changing your dr awing by ind ivid ual pixels. 

Then it is pos sib le to fill in the open areas in any of 
212 colors. That's right , 212 colors! VersaWriter 
software does this by mixing those same seven col-
ors. You can have, for exam ple, an orange from the 
palest sand to pur e orange and even dark orange 
with pixel-by-pixel mixing with black. Then all 7 of 
the primary colors can be mixed. The result is 212 
colors for filling. The filling routine is not the best; 
you sometime s have to fill small er sections with a 
second keypress. You can label any part of your pic-
ture in several alphabets, left to right. right to left, 
up, down, diagonally, or however you want. 

For your math friends, there are still the functions 
of scaling distances and finding areas of closed por· 
tions. 

Whnt really got me, however, was the shape table-
making part. If you've ever made up a shape table 

I 
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by hand, you know mental discipline. Several pro-
grams are writt en that enab le you to '' draw ·· some-
thing in lo-resolution and then have it converted to a 
shape, but you still have to worry about the vector s 
you use to dra w it with. With t he Versa Writer, you 
take a shape or par t of a picture that you like, put a 
mark at the upper left-hand corner and another one 
at th e lower right-hand corner, press a key and you 
have the shap e all done. It will even preserve the col· 
or(s) that you used for th e drawing! 

Quit e a number of shape tables are included on the 
disks that come with it , including architectural sym-
bols, plumbing. electrical symbols, electronics, land · 
scape archi tecture, chemica l symbols and chemical 
apparatus. so you can use t hose for Compu ter Aided 
Design. 

The VersaWrit er·s mode of input is especia lly 
designed for people like me who can 't rea lly draw 
freehand, but who are good at making drawings 
with a ruler, compass and maybe parts of drawings 
that someone else did. The sof tware with the Versa 
Write r allows you to manipulate drawings of any 
kind and mak e the m much mor e useful. 

If you still want to hav e the pencil in your hand Lo 
do freehand work , I offer my other favorite device, 
the KonlnPad Touch Tablet.' 

1 know, the pictures in the magazines show the 
cute koala and you 're sure it can 't really be anythi ng 
a gmwn-up could stand Lo use without biting on a 
lemon first. 

The KoalaPadn 1 does work, and I like it a lot. The 
pad it self has a writing surface which is 4.25 inches 
square. Two bars at the top signal drawin g modes to 
the computer. If you have an Apple , the drawing 
surface corresponds to PDL(0) and PDL(l). with th e 
bars on top being the padd le bu ttons . For the IBM . 
the surfa ce is Stic k(0) and Stick(l): for the Com· 
modore 64, the surfac e is Peek(54297) and Peek 
(54298); VIC-20 is Peek(36872) and Peek{36873); for 
the Atari Paddle(0), Paddl e(!). St ick(O), Strig (0). 

!vlicro-lll ustrato rTM is the program includ ed that 
does the dr av.ing. You can use your finger or the 
stylus t hat is included . You have your choice of 15 
actu al colors (not counting the duplicate white, 
black and gray), 8 " brush " sizes and 13 drawing 
modes on the menu which are chosen by moving the 
cursor to that bo:ic and pressing t he bar. 

The D raw mode works by holding down the bar 
and drawing with the sty lus. Point and L i11e are 
easy to unde rstand . L ine allows continuous point to 
point st raigh t lines to be connected. Ray mode will 
draw lines from the same point to any other place. 
Pill mode uses a very fast and complete filling 
routine. Frame and Box. allow you to draw either 
open rect angles or filled rectangles, with Circle and 
Disc accomplishing the same thing for circles. Erase 
will clear a screen to any color. Normal and lvfagnify 
allow you to see t he whole picture or a pixel-by-pix.el 
form. Storage will save a picture on a disk, and since 
they're stored in a stan dard form at. they're acces · 

sib le to most graphics utilities softwar e. There is 
also a limited Help option. 

Does the KoalaPad package allow circumference 
and area ? No. Can you do sha pe tables? No. Can you 
rotat e. scale or move the pict ures? No. Can you label 
the pictures with an alphab et? No. K oala.Pad Touch 
Tablet does not do aJI the things that the Versa 
Write r does , but it also costs conside rabl y less. 

I own both of them because t hey complem ent each 
oth er well. For freehand drawing an d thing s using 
box es, discs, circl es or square s. I '11 use t he 
Koa/aPad. For copying drawings from a sheet of 
paper. making shape tables, and more elaborate 
manipulations of draw ings already made (even those 
made with the Koa/aP ad), I'll use the Versa Writer. 

With the two together, you have many more func· 
tions than the Graphics Tablet ·with routines that 
are easier to use. an d the cost is still about half. 

On the othe r hand, you lose the cap ability of wip· 
ing out a dis k ju st by setting it down on t he tablet. 

END• 

/Richard C. Adams, Pleasant Hill Hig h School . 
Pl easant Hill. OR 97455./ 

/Linda P. Ett inger, Dept. of Art Education, Univ. 
of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403./ 
FOOTNOTES 
1. Graphics Tablet from Apple Computer Inc. and Apple dea lers. 

Apple II+, recently for lie. S795. Appl e is introducing a re· 
vised version of this product. 

2. Ver.~a Writer from Versa Computing, Inc .. 3541 Old Conejo 
Rd .. Suite 104, Newbur\' Park , CA 91320. 18051 498-1956. Ap· 
pie 11. II+ or lie, At.a;i 800. S299.00. 

3. KoalaPad Touc:h Tablet from Koala Technolog ies Corporation . 
4962 El Camin o Real. Los Altos. CA 94022. (800) 22i -6703: 
(800) 632 -7979 (in Calif) . Apple JI, 11 +. He : At.ari -100. 800: 
I Bl\l PC : Commod ore ().I; VJC-20. Price s range from S99.95 to 
SI 2-1.95. 

Educational Equity and Excellence 
for a Nation at Risk: 
Programs That Work 

June 20-22, 1984 Kalispell, l\llontana 
The central theme of this trurd nnnual con-

ference is arou nd programs that. work in 
schools and the communi ty and business world 
in t he areas of race. sex., national origi n, dis· 
ad van taged and handicapped. as well as pre-
sentat ions which demonst ra te effect ive cooper-
at ion betw een education and the business 
world. 

For fur t her infor mation, contact Raym ond 
E. Wong, Educatio nal Equity Specialist, 
Moun tain West Desegregati on Assistance 
Centers for Rac e and Sex , Weber State College. 
Ogden, UT 84408; or contact Judy ,Johnson. 
Assistant Supt., Office of Publi c Inst.ruction. 
Capitol Bldg .. Room 106, Helena. MT 59620. 
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{Editor's Note: This article is an exce rp t from Logo in the Classroom, a new IC CE publication writt en by 
Shi rley Torgerson, !vfary Ka y l(riley and Janet Stone. Twenty-three session s introduce s tuden ts to Logo in 
the cont ext of the elementa ry curriculum . The 8½xll pack et conta ins detailed inform ation on classroom 
management technique s for getting started and facilitatirig stude nt use of limit ed compu ter resources . Six 
dialects of Logo are included which will enable teache rs to adapt oth er Log o ma terials to the dialect they are 
usin g. Different student worksheets are included in th e packet for each uersion./ 

"The child cannot .• • reconstruct a perspecti ve poim of i•iew until he has himself occupied the 
position to which it corresponds. This is because thought can only replace action on the basis of the 
data ll'hich action itself provides. • ·• 

Jenn Piaget and Barbel lnhclder 
The Child's Concept of Space 

OBJECTIVE: To introduce st udents to the Logo primitives FOW ARD, BACK. RIGHT and LEFT 
through self-involvement in spa tial relati onship activities. 

CONCEPTS/SKILLS: An understanding of commands as directed movement in space using self as a 
point of refer ence and conceptualization of commands for future identification with the turtle. 

FACILITIES IMATERIALS: Overhead, chalkboard or tagboard st rips labeled FORWARD, BACK, 
RIGHT, LEFT; playgro und (gym, hallway , etc.); 5x8 card. envelope and sheet of paper for each group 
of 4.5 stud ents: stu dent copies of problem sheet. 

PREPARATION: Make 5x8 card s with directions to envelopes located on the playground (gym, 
hallway, etc .). Number corresponding card s and envelopes. For each envelope, prepare a sheet of pap er 
with an assignment to write dire ctions to ano ther specified location. (Sample 5x8 card and assignment 
sheet follow the Activity Section.) 

PRIMITIVE CHART: 
APPLE ATARI 

Logo Vers ion Logo Computer Ata r i. Inc. 
Systems, Inc. 

Computer Apple II Atar i ·IOO 
Apple Ile Atari 800 

Primitives FOnWA RD FORW AR D 
BACK BACI<: 
RIGHT RIGHT 
LEFT LEFT 

COMMENTS: One ol the central ideas in using 
Logo to explore geometry is that the tu rtle uses 
itself as a point of reference as opposed to using a 
Cartesia n coordina te syste m. Student s ' act ual ex· 
perience in walkin g th e commands will help them 
later in identifyi ng with turtle movements on the 
screen. espe cially as the gra phic displays become 
complex. The younger the student, the more essen-
tial the self-involvemen t in spatial activitie s. Some 
variation s of t his activity are listed at the end of 
this session-however, since debugging a procedu re 
is often facilitated by knowing how to "p loy tur tle," 
•R eprinted by permission of Humanities Pr ess Inc ., Atlantic 

Highlnnds, NJ 0i716. 

MIT Tl TRS-COLOR 
Terr apin & Texa s Instrumen ts Tand y Radio Shack 
KrcU 
Apple II TI 99/4A Rndio Shack 
Apple Ile 
Commodore 6•1 

Color Computer 

FORWARD FORWARD FORW ARD 
BACK BACK BACK 
RIGHT RIGH T RIGHT 
LEFT LEFT LEFT 

some walking of the commands is recommended. 
The commands RIGHT and LEFT only change 

direction in pla ce; there is no movement forward or 
backward . It may be necessary to call attention to 
this. 

Student s usually turn 90° when asked to turn 
RIGHT or LEFT. Make sure t hey use a 90° turn 
when following RIG HT or LEFT command s, but do 
not call attention to it unneces sarily at thfa time. 

PRELIMINARY ACTIVITY : 
Print the words FOR WARD. BACK. RIGHT . 

LEFT on the overhead or chalkboard, or use labeled 
tagboard strip s. Discuss the meanings with students. 
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ACTIVITY: 
Part 1 

Ask the students to stand . move FORWARD 2 
steps , BACK 1 s tep, tum RIGHT (emphasize that 
there is no forward or backward movement). FOR-
WARD I ste p, BACK 2 steps. turn LEFT. then 
FORWARD 2 steps. etc. 

Explain to the student s that they can move from 
one place to any other by using only these four com-
mands. Ask one student to stand. Give commands 
to dire c.t that student about the room to various 
locations. The n let a student give the commands for 
moving anot her student to a specific location. 

Students also need to see the written commands. 
Write on chalkboard, calling attention to the single 
line . vertical listing format: use of capital letter s; 
and the EN D command: 

FORWARD 6 
RIGHT 
FORWARD 3 
RIGHT 
BACK 1 
RIGHT 
FORWA RD 3 
LEFT 
FORWARD 6 
END 
Have a student walk the dir ect ions. When stu-

dents demonstrate an unders tan ding of how the 
directions are written and followed , give the as-
signment below: 

Part 2 
Have each student bring a pencil, and then form 

them int o groups of four or five. Number the group s. 
Tell them that each group will be given a 5x8 card 
with directions to a different location on the play-
ground (or gym. hallway , etc.). If they follow the 
direct ion s correctly, they will find the re a.n envelope 
with their group nuruber on it. Insid e the envelope 
they will find an as signment asking them to write a 
set of direction s to a specified locatio n. 

Pass out each group's 5x8 card. Make students 
aware that the directions on the card are given using 
onlv FORWARD. BACK . RIGHT. LEFT . 

Since each person's steps are differen t in length , 
tell the students just to walk normally, and they will 
come fairly close to their envelo pe. When they find 
it, they should open it, rea d it and complete th e as· 
signment. Suggest that when they write the com-
mands FORWAR D, BACK , LEFT or RIGHT. they 
should use a new line for each command , simi lar to 
the directions given on the 5x8 card . 
Variations for Part 2: 
• Use a hundreds chart. Play addition or subtrac-

tion games. Example: Begin at 40, heading north. 
FORWARD 3 SPAC ES (add the numb er in this 

block to 40) 

LEF'l' 
BACK 6 SPA CES 
RIGHT 
FORWARD 1 SPACE 

END 
What is the total? 

(add to previous total) 

(subtract the number 
in this block) 

• Secure a supply of city map s. Have students begin 
at a specified point and follow directions of FOR-
WARD 3 BLOCKS, RIGHT, FORWARD 6 
BLOCKS, LEFT, etc. Student s th en identify the 
intersection by st reet name s. They, in turn, can 
write simil ar directions for returning to the 
original position. (This activity would correlate 
well with a social st udies and map sk ills unit .) 

SAMPLE 5x8 CARD : 

Group 1: 
Start at tethe rball pole facing the school. 
FORWARD 20 
LEF T 
FORWARD 15 
RIGHT 
BACK 8 
RIGHT 
FORWARD 20 
LEFT 
FORWARD 8 
END 

Remember, each 5x8 card should include the 
group number and directions to a different location 
in the same general area. 

SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT SHEET: 
Complete the directions below using only the 

four com mand s FORWARD, BACK. RIGHT 
and LEFT. 

Start at the point where you found your group's 
envelope, and go to t he bike rack . 

Begin by facing north. Tell how many step s 
you take when moving FORWARD or BACK. 
Remember to write only one command on each 
line. 
Write END when your directions are complete. 
Sign your nam es at the bottom of ~his sheet. 

DIRECTIONS TO BIKE RACK 
FORWARD __ _____ _ 

ASS IGNMENT: Have students complete the 
problem sheet for this session. 
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PROBLEM SHEET 
"Will Hungry Mouse Rench the · Food?" 

Below is a 9 cm x 15 cm room .• Just inside the door and immediately to the right is a wall ex.rending 2 
cm into the room . Behind this wall is a dish of food shown by t he circled X. You are a hungr y mo,uise. 
You enter the room at the door. You can smell the food bu t have a problem. You can only m.o,ve FOR -
WARD and cnn only turn LEFT. 

Draw your path to the food. Use a ruler to make straight lines and the end of your ruler to maik.e 
LEFT turns. 

If you succeed in reaching the food, try sending a message to your friend(?). HUNGRY CAT, who 
also has the problem of only going FORWARD and making LEFT turns. If your directions are cor· 
rect, HUNGRY CAT can finish the food. If your direct.ions are not correct, HUNGRY CAT willli not 
find the food-but might find you! 

p 

Dear Hungry Cat, 

FORWARD ____ cm 
LEFT 
FORWARD ____ cm 
LEFT 

END 
Your friend, 

Well-Fed Mouse 

69 

.__ _________________________________ _ ___ ..JI 

£ND·• 
[Ed. note: This problem sheet has been reduced for reprinting in The Computing Teacher. ln Logo in 

the Classroom, all student pages (problem, practice and challenger sheets) are easy-to-read, full pages 
designed for duplication and use by elementary students . Logo in the Classroom is available from JCCE fo·r 
$11.00.J 
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THE LOGO CENTER 

Joan Newman and Andrew Berner, Contributors 

Joan Newman, a participant in a recent Logo 
workshop, became excited at the possibilities for us· 
ing Logo. Joan's comments serve as an introduction 
to this month's column. 

My interest has been in those things which can 
be done with Logo besides turtle graphics .... I 
was able to put together a rough program to 
stimulate the writing of poetry, which upper 
elementa ry students could probably develop a 
good deal further given the equipment. Logo soft· 
ware and a little encouragement. 

All in all, it seems to me that Logo is the ul· 
timate general literacy program .... Our class ex· 
plored uses of Logo which could give students an 
idea of how most computer programs work in 
areas such as word processing, the design of 
target and. word games. geometric design and 
graphics, interactive programming, robotics 
(remote manipulation of an object to make it do 
things) , some simulations and even how a 
umouse' ' could be programmed to work. The 
most compelling use of Logo, I think, still is in 
teaching users to think logically, organize and 
control processes and write concise, effective pro· 
cedures. Terrific! 
Joan Newman, a former teacher, now serves as a 

Program Administrator for Learning Resources in 
the Office of the Superintendent of Public ln· 
struction in the state of Washingt on . We wish to 
present Joan's "rough program" here-it 's called 
POEMPRINT. Our other offerings this month are 
PIGLATI N, by Andrew Berner. University of 
Dallas , and MADLIBS. All these projects cont inue 
\'tith a theme we began last month-non-graphic 
Logo applications. Next month. our focus will be on 
Logo and numbers. And now, Joa.n Newman's 
POEMPRINT (written in Apple Logo). 

POEM PRINT 
The superprocedure here is called POEMPRINT. 

First it calls upon a subprocedure POETIC.WORDS 
which creates and stores lists of adjectives, nouns, 
etc. These words will be used by a later subpro· 
cedure to generate the random lines of poetry. Next . 
POEMPRINT presents some instructions and then 
calls the subprocedure POE M. This procedure, 
POEM, does a lot of work. It presents a line of ran-

dom poetry and then asks the user to type in an im-
proved version of tha t line. The list of words that 
the user types in is stored as a variable :EDITED· 
LINEl. The subprocedure POEM does the process 
of presenting a random line and then storing the 
user's edited line three times. When POEM has 
finished its job of collecting three edited lines of 
poetry, control goes back to the superprocedure. 
POEMPRINT. This procedure continues by clear-
ing off the screen and then prints the three edited 
lines of poetry. 

TO POEMPRINT 
POETIC.WORDS lsubprocedure that creates list.< 

<Jf adjectives. article:<, nouns, 
prepositions, verbs and adverbs) 

PRINT [ WELCOME TO POEMPRINT ] 
PRINT [ I 
PRINT [ YOU WILL BE SHOWN 3 LINES OF 

"POETRY '' GENERATED RANDOMLY BY 
THE COMPUTER ONE AT A TIM E. I 

PRINT l } 
PRINT [ YOU WILL HAVE A CHANCE TO 

EDIT EACH LINE. ) 
PRINT [) 
PRINT [ AT THE ENO YOUR "POEM" WILL 

BE PRINTED OUT FOR YOU. ) 
PRINT [ ] 

POEM 1 

CL.EA RT EXT 
PRINT :EDITEOUNE1 
PRINT :EDITEOLINE2 
PRINT :EOITEDLINE3 
PRINT [ J 

(subprocC?dure that generate:; 
lines and collects and stores 
the 3 editl!d lines of poetry} 

PRINT [ ] 
PRINT [ SO, HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR 

POEM? } 
PRINT [) 
PRINT [) 
PRINT [ TYPE IN THE WORD POEMPRINT 

IF YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAIN. ) 
END 

The first subprocedure is POETIC.WORDS. It 
stores lists of words which will be used later by the 
POEM subprocedure. The words are stored in lists 
which are associa ted with names tha t tell the type of 
word: "ARTICLE, "ADJECTIVE, ·'NOUN, etc. 
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TO POETIC.WORDS 
MAKE "ADJECTIVE [ BOWING SWAYING 

SHINING GREEN SIGHING LEAFY TALL 
BENDING DANCING FLOWING DELICATE ) 

MAKE "ARTICLE [ THE A EACH THOSE 
THESE AN THAT THIS ) 

(Note to English purists: we know we have included 
demonstrative pronouns!) 

MAKE "N OUN { TREE LEAF BRANCH EARTH 
WIND SKY AIR BARK BIRD DOVE WINGS 
EYES CLOUDS J 

MAKE "PREPOSITION [ OVER UNDER 
AROUND THROUGH ) 

MAKE "V ERB { MOVES IS { WOULD BE 
LIVES FLY GROWS RISES ) 

MAKE "ADVERB [ GENTLY SLOWLY 
GRACEFULLY QUICKLY OUIETL Y ) 

END 
Next is the workhorse subprocedure. POEM. Th-is 

procedure generates the line of random poetry by 
printing a sentence which follows a "formula." The 
formula is Article Adjective Noun Verb Adverb Pre· 
position Adjective Noun. A line of poetry is gen· 
erated by picking at random from the list named 
"AR TICLE , by picking at random from the list 
named "ADJECTIVE, by picking at random frorn 
the list named "NOUN, etc. (The PlCKRANDOM 
procedure is given below.) After POEM presents a 
line of poem, it asks the user to improve the line. A 
direction is given: "TYPE IN YOUR EDITED 
SENTENCE AND PRESS RETURN. , . ," The 
POEM procedur e then creates a variable with 
names like "EDITEDLINEl. "EDITEDLINE2, 
"EDITEDLINE3 and stores whatever the user 
types in as the value of the variable. This is ac-
complished by the line MAKE WORD "EDITED · 
LINE :COUNTER READLIST. POEM is a recur· 
sive procedure. It is called three times before it 
stops. Thus, it generates 3 lines of poetry and col-
lects 3 edited lines from the user. 

TO POEM :COUNTER 
IF :COUNTER> 3 [ STOP ] 
PRINT [ SENTENCE PICKRANDOM :ARTICLE 

PICKRANDOM :ADJECTIVE PICKRANDOM 
:NOUN PICKRANDOM :VERB PICKRANDOM 
:ADVERB PICKRANDOM :PREPOSITION 
PICKRANDOM :ADJECTIVE PICKRANDOM 
:NOUN ) 

PRINT [ ] 
PRINT [ ] 
PAINT [ HOW WOULD YOU EDIT THIS LINE 

TO MAKE IT SOUND LIKE A LINE OF 
POETRY? ) 

PRINT [ ) 
PRINT [ TYPE IN YOUR EDITED U/IIJE AND 

PRESS RETURN WHEN YOU ARE 
FINISHED. J 

MAKE WORD "EDITEDLINE :COUNTER 
READLIST 

CLEARTEXT 
PRINT [ ) 
PRINT [ ) 
POEM :COUNTER + 1 

END 
The line MAKE WORD "EDITEDLINE :COUN· 

TER READLIST deserves some further comment. 
The Logo primitive WORD takes 2 inputSI and h>Dm:lis 
them tog-ether and outputs the result. For exaimple,, 
the result of WORD "EDITEDLINE 17 would he 
EDITEDLINE17. The result of WORD ... EDI.TED ·· 
LINE 1 is EDITED.LJNEl. In the POEM subp:ro-
cedure. the input :COUNTER begins with . 1, the,lil, 
becomes 2, then 3 and finally 4. The pU!rpose of the 
line in question 

MAKE WORD "EDITEDLINE :COUNTER READILIST 
is to store 3 edited lines of poetry. The device of us· 
ing the phrase WORD "EDITEDLINE ::COUNT-
ER allows 3 different variables to be aultomaitieaJ.ly 
created. The 3 variables are: EDI'F 'EDILINEl., 
EDITEDLINE2 and EDITEDLINE3. This devke , 
was used in last month ·s column. 

Finally. here is t he PICKRANDOM sub· 
procedure. which has a list of words as its input. 

TO PICKRANDOM :WORDLIST 
MAKE "NUMBER RANDOM COUNT ~WORDUST 
OUTPUT PICK :NUMBER+ 1 :WORDllST 

END 
How could this project be developed. further'? A 

vru·iable that controls how many lines the final poem 
will have could be added. As the procedures Me writ ~ 
ten now, they always produce 3·line poems .. Or h .O\\~ 
about a fancier version of the POETIC.WORDS 
subprocedure? How about one which presents a 
poetry topic and then prompts the user t.o give lO 
nouns related to the topic, 10 verbs related! to , the, 
topic, 10 adverbs related to the topic. IOI ad~eceilves 
related to the topic, 10 particip l.es re~ated to, the 
topic . Or how about different sentence formu las to, 
be the basis of the poetic lines? Or ma y be a tol!lt.in.e 
that asks if the user wants a printed c.op,y of th .e 
poem? These modifications might lead tm a prett ,y 
nice instructional tool. 

A Return to Piglntin 
If you are among those who bemoan the loss of Piglatin in the lives of our children. then you wm d!eli~litt 

in this program by Dr. Andrew Berner of the University of Dallas. Dr. Berner is a teacher of mathenmt.11cs, 
who has spent considerable time working with children on Logo. His Piglatin program utilizes Logo 's !list; 
processing capabilities. It 's not a program for beginners, but one that your students ·will enjo ,y after t.hey 
have gained some experience in list processing. 
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Before rushing to the computer. it would be well to work through an off-computer activi ty with your 
students. It is an activity that will familiarize them with Piglatin (or a t least with th.is modified version of 
Piglatin). and encourage them to think about the steps involved in changing from English. to Pigla tin. 

Divide your class into groups of three or four students . Give each group a set of 3x5 cards with a differen t 
word on each card. Be sure that the words represent various parts of speech. Also provide a separate set of 
cards with "way" and "ay'' written on them. Instruct t he students to arrange some of the cards into a 
sentence such as this one: 

I love to eat pink and blue flowers. 
Give the students the rules for converting the sentence to Piglatin. They should examine the words in the 
sentence one at a time. If the word being examined begins with a vowel (A E I O U) the students should add 
"way" to the word. Otherwise they should cut the first letter from the front. of the word and attach it to the 
end. Then they should add "ay" to the word. The sentence above would then re.ad: 

Iway ovelay otay eatway inkpay andway luebay lowersfay 
Now let's look at Dr. Bemer's Logo program that will convert an English sentence to this version of 

Piglatin. 

TO PIGI.ATIN 
MAKE "SEN READLINE 
PRINT LATIN :SEN 

END 

TO LATIN :SEN 
IF : SEN = l I ou·r PUT l l ELSE 
OUTPUT FPUT PIG FIRST :SEN U\TIN BillFIRST :SEN 

END 

TO PIG :W 
IF CHECKFIRST :W [A E I O U] ou·rPUT ~.;roRO :W "WAY ELSE OUTPUT 
WORD WORD 13illF'IRST :W FIRST :·r-1 "AY 

ENIJ 

TO Oil:X:KFIRS'f :W :L 
IE' : L = l ] OUTPUT "FALSE STOP 
IF FIRST :W = FIRST :L OOTPU'f "'!'RUE STOP 
OUTPUT OIECKFIRST :W BrJI'FIRS'l' :L 

E..'-1D 

PIG LATIN is a procedure that waits for the user to type in a sentence (MAKE "SE N READLINE) and 
then prints whatever the procedure LATIN outputs (PRINT LATI N :SEN). LATIN is a recursive pro-
cedure that examines each of the words in the given sentence. It then outputs the sentence that results 
from th e action of the procedure PIG on each word (OUTPUT FPUT PIG FIRST :SEN LATIN BUT-
FIRST :SEN). FPUT is a function that attaches an item (PIG FIRST :SEN) to a list (LATI N BUTFIRST 
:SEN). 

PIG is a procedure that checks a word to see if it begins with a vowel.Hit is a vowel, PIG outputs the 
word with "way" attached to the end UF CHECKFIRST :W IA E IOU] OUTPUT WORD :W "\-VAY). If 
the word is not a vowel, PIG outputs the word without the first lette r and then adds the first let ter plus 
' 'AY" to the end of the word (ELSE OUTPUT WORD WORD BUTFIRST :W FIRS1 ' :W "AY). 

CHECKFIRST is a recursive procedure that checks if a word begins with a letter on the list and is called 
with :L, which is the list of vowels. If t he first letter of the word is not a vowel, the CHECKFIRST pro· 
cedure stops (IF :L = [ ] OUTPUT ' 'PLEASE STOP , where Lis the list of vowels). CHECKFIRST also 
s tops when the first letter of the word being examined is found to be the same as the vowel being examined 
in the list (IF FIRST :W=FIRST :L OUTPUT "TRUE STOP). Otherwis e the procedure continues chec-k-
ing the first letter of the word against the next vowel in the list (OUTPUT CHECK FIRST :W BUTFIRST 
:L}. 

You may be famHiar with another form of Piglatin where t he consonant s preceding the first vowel in the 
word are all put at the end of the word and then "ay ·· added. If so, you might encoura ge your studen ts to 
modify Dr. Berner 's program accordingly. Or, bette r yet. you migh t challenge them to design their own 
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language and then write a program that translates English into their language. If they choose to do the lat-
ter and it works, please share the program with us. 

MADLIBS 
Mad Libs are one of the few times studen ts find a 

reason to converse using word s like "noun. " " pa st 
tense verb. " "adverb ," etc. The examples used in 
th is project come from "Popeye Ma d Libs, " pub-
lished by Price/Stern /Sloan Publi shers Inc .. 410 
North_ La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048. 

Thi s is a pr oject that can start simp ly. 'l'he first 

TO MADLIB1 
CLEAATEXT 
ERASE NAMES 
INSTRUCTIONS 
CLEAATEXT 
COLLECT 
PAESENT.MADLIB :WOADLIST 

END 
TO INSTRUCTIONS 

PAINT [ YOUR FRIEND AND I ARE GOING ] 
PAINT [ TO PLAY MADU BS WITH YOU. I ) 
PRINT [ WILL ASK YOU TO TYPE IN SOME } 
PAINT [ WORDS. YOUR FRIEND WILL TELL ] 
PRINT ( WHAT KIND OF WORDS ] 
PRINT [ WE WANT. ] 
PRINT I I 
PAINT [ PRESS A KEY TO GO ON ] 
MAKE "JUNK RC 

END 
TO COLLECT 

CLEA RT EXT 
MAKE " WORDLIST ( ] 
PAINT ( HOW MANY WORDS ARE THERE 

GOING TO BE? ] 
MAKE " NUMBER FIRST REQUEST 
COLLECT.WORDS 1 :NUMBER 
PRINT [ ] 
PRINT [ PRESS A KEY TO SEE YOUR 

MADLIB. ] 
PRINT [ IF THE CURSOR BLINKS AND YOU 
PRINT [ WANT TO READ MORE, PRESS ] 
PRINT [ A KEY TO GO ON. ) 
MAKE ';JUNK RC 

END 
TO COLLECT.WORDS :COUNT :NUMBER 

IF :COUNT> :NUMB ER PAINT [ THAT'S ALL 
WE N EEO ] STOP 

PRINT1 SENTENCE [ TYPE IN WOAD # ] 
:COUNT 

MAKE "WORDLIST LPUT' REQUEST 
WORDLIST 

PRINT [ ] 
COLLECT.WORDS :COUNT+ 1 :NUMBER 

END 

The last two procedures present the Mad Lib. 
SELECT takes a word from the word list that was 
collected earlier and makes it available to be substi-

version will use the computer as a helper in the pro· 
ccss. The superprocedure that runs the show is 
MADLIBl. It has three jobs: to present instruc· 
tions; collect the words that the player types in; and 
present the Mad Lib using the words suppl ied by 
the pla yer. Here are th e 6 procedures for the first 
version of MADLIBS: 

Comment 

:WORDLIST will be a.ll the words that will be 
substituted in the Mad Lib. 

This procedure runs enough copies of itself to collect 
all the words the player is going to sup ply. Notice 
how the va riabl es :COUNT and :NUM BER control 
this. 

tuted into the Mad Lib sent,ence. The presentation 
has been broken into 3 parts to make the reading 
easier. 

I I 
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TO SELECT :N :WORDLIST 
IF :N = 1 OUTPUT FIRST :WOROLIST 
OUTPUT SELECT :N-1 BUTFIRST :WORDUST 

END 
TO PAESENT.MADLIB :WORDLIST 

CLEARTEXT 
PRINT [ POPEYE'S ENTRANCE ] 
PAINT [ ] PRINT [ ] 
PRINT ( SENTENCE [ SEVERAL YEARS AGO, 

CASTOR OYL WANTED TO SAIL TO ] 
SELECT 1 :WORDLIST [ TO GAMBLE AT 
THE ] SELECT 2 :WORDLIST { CASINO. ] 
[ HE BOUGHT AN OCEAN-GOING ] SELECT 
3 :WORDLIST ", [ THEN HIRED POPEYE, 
A/AN J SELECT 4 :WORDLIST [ SAILOR , ] 
[ TO BE THE SHIP'S ] SELECT 5 
:WORDLIST ". ) 

PRINT [ ) PRINT [ ] MAKE "JUNK RC 
PRINT ( SENTENCE [ OLIVE OYL, WHO WAS] 

CASTOR OYL'S J SELECT 6 :WORDLIST " , 
[ STOWED AWAY IN THE SHIP'S J SELECT 
7 :WORDLIST ", [ COOKING ] SELECT 8 
:WORDLIST [ AND WASHING ] SELECT 9 
:WORDLIST ''. ) 

PRINT [ l MAKE "JUNK RC 
PRINT ( SENTENCE [ ALTHOUGH OLIVE 

LATER BECAME POPEYE'S BEST ] SELECT 
10 :WORDLIST "-FRIEND, [ SHE ) SELECT 
11 :WORDLIST [ HIM AT FIRST. SHE 
REALIZED THAT SHE TAUL Y J SELECT 12 
:WORDLIST ( POPEYE WHEN HE SAVED 
HER FROM BRUTUS, AN EVIL ] SELECT 
13 :WORDLIST ". ) 

END 

After we worked with this a number of times, we 
found ourselves wishing that the program had 
several Mad Libs to choose from. That's one possi-
ble extension. 

Typing the Mad Lib into the procedure PRE-
SE NT.MADLIB was no fun either. Wouldn't it be 
nice if the computer could help this process? Could 
you write a set of procedures that would simplify 
the process of creating a computerized Mad Lib pro-
gram? It would be desirable to have a procedure 
that asked you to type in the Mad Lib. If the com-

TO GET 
PAINT [ TYPE IN YOUR MAD LIB. WHEN j 
PRINT ( YOU COME TO A PLACE WHERE ) 
PRINT [ A WORD IS GOING TO BE ) 
PAINT [ SUBSTITUTED, TYPE IN A ) 
PRINT [ NUME.RAL SIGN (#) AND A WORD ] 
PRINT [ rHAT TELLS WHAT KIND OF ) 
PRINT [ WORD IS NEEDED. ] 
PAINT [ J 
PRINT [ FOR EXAMPLE, YOU WILL BE ) 
PRINT [ TYPING IN SENTENCES THAT ) 
PRINT { CONTAIN THINGS LIKE .. . ] 
PRINT [ J. W. WHIMPY IS FAT AND ffADJ 
PRINT ( AND HIS WHOLE LIFE IS ] 
PRINT [ DEVOTED TO #'ING'VERB J 
PRINT [ HAMBURGERS. ] 

Each of these PRINT statements must be entered 
as though it were a single line. Don't press <RE-
TURN> until you reach the final close parenthesis! 

puter could take what you typed in and ask you for 
the correct number of words and even tell you what 
kind of word, that would be belpful. The final step 
would be for the computer to present the Mad Lib 
without requiring that it be typed into a procedure 
like PRESENTJvtADLIB. 

For readers wishing to get started on this project. 
we present two procedures that may be helpful. 
Type in these procedures and then run the GET pro-
cedure. 
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MAKE "MADLIB REQUEST 
MAKE "BUFFER [ J 
MAKE ''WORDLIST { J 
MAKE ''NEW LIB [ ] 

END 
TO REORGANIZE :TEXT 

IF :TEXT= [ ] OUTPUT LPUT :BUFFER 
:NEWLIB 

TEST FIRST FIRST :TEXT == "n 
IFTRUE MAKE "WORDLI ST LPUT FIRST :TEXT 

:WORDLIST MAKE "NEWLIB LPUT :BUFFER 
:NEWLIB MAKE " BUFFER [ ] 

IFFALSE MAKE "BUFFER SENTENCE 
:BUFFER FIRST :TEXT 

REORGANIZE BUTFIRST :TEXT 
END 

Now type REORGANIZE :MADLIB ai:nd press 
<RETURN>. Does this suggest some possibili-
ties? 

Next type in PRINT :WORDLIST andi press 
<RE'rURN>. Hmm! Good luck on this project. 
Write us if you need some more help. 

/Tim Riordan , 3375 University, Eugene, OR 97405. 
Kathleen 1',fartin, Dept. of Education, Univ. of 
Dallas. Dallas, TX 75061./ 

Optical Illusions-
A Challenge in Problem Solving 

by 
Donna Bearden 

One of the reasons I like using Logo is that it real-
ly does promote clearer thinki ng and sharpen prob-
lem-solving skills. It's not just promotional hype. 
Because the computer can only reflect what the user 
is thinking, s/he can see those though t processes pie· 
torially represented. People can work out the bugs 
in their thinking and de-velop problem-solv ing abili-
ty. 

I've seen it happen. In fact, one of the rewards of 
working with children and Logo is being able to wit-
ness those "Aha!" moments when something clicks 
in the thinking process. I ·ve felt it happen in my own 
bead-and these moments become more frequent as 
I explore and learn more about Logo. 

Recently I was thumbing through an educa t ional 
products catalog and "the impossible triangle" hap· 
pened to catch my eye. 

Figure 1. 
"Hmm, that's just an equilateral triangle with a 

few extra lines surrounding it, " I thought, inno-
cently enough. And the challenge had been issued. 

An optical illusion will either drive you crazy or 
sharpen your problem-solving skills. Just when you 
think you have it figured out, it shifts right before 
your eyes. 

I tackled the triangle. I tried it on the screen. I 
tried it with pencil and pnper. What I kne .w had to 

be right wasn't right. It was only after ruany :frus·· 
trating attempts that I saw the pattern. rt is indeed 
an equilateral triangle with three identical "legs " at-
tached to it . Define the leg and attach it at the t:hree 
corners. Aha! 

Figure 2: 

Once I saw the pattern, the rest became easy. Not 
that the solution happened in the next five minutes, 
but I knew I was on the right track. 

TO OP.TRI 
TRI 
REPEAT 3 LEG FD 30 LT 120 ) 
END 
TO TRI 
REPEAT 3 [ FD 30 LT 120 } 
END 
TO LEG 
FD 40 LT 120 FD 60 RT 120 
FD 10 RT 60 FD 70 RT 120 
FD 60 RT 120 FD 10 RT 60 
END 
When the ;' impossible triang le" was tamed, it 

seemed too small and insignificant on the; screen . at 
least in comparison to what it had put me tmol!lgh . I 
had drawn it small, using increments of 10 to ke'ep 
the math simple. I stared at the tamed triang:le> and 
thought , "All that for this? Hardly somethin ,g t,o, 
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show the neighbors!'' 
So I rotated the impossible triangle and made the 

impossible hexagon. Aha! That felt good! 

TO SWIRL.OP.TRI 
REPEAT 6 ( OP. TRI MOVE ) 
END 
TO MOVE 
PU BK 20 LT 120 FD 20 RT 60 PD 
END 

Figure 3. 

It wasn't long after that I discovered John 
Locke's book Isometric Perspective Designs and 
How to Create Them (Dover, 1981). The entire book 
is filled with optical illusions made from cubes. The 
cube is made from three parallelograms. Each paraJ· 
lelogram is made from two equHateral triangles put 
together. 

Because the equilateral triangle is used as a base. 
every design has only two angles: 60 and 120. It's a 
good place to start if you want to tackle some op· 
tical illusions. In fact, it's fun to simply study the 
designs and figure out the repeating pa t terns. 
Every turtle turn will be R'l' or L'r 60 or 120. With 
luck, you'll be right 50 percent of the time. (Don 't 
laugh-op tical illusions shift on you.) 

1 studied Locke's book for several hours to pick 
out my next challenge. Here it is: 

Figure 4. 

It appeared to me that it was a hexagon with six 
crooked, but identical. legs surrounding it. So I de-
fined the leg and rotated it on the screen. I refuse to 
show you the MESS. 

After several attempts of try,in.g to figure out 
where to position. the turtle to rotate the , legs, oo,;:~ 
rectly. I realized that three of th.e legs were as l had 
defined them, the other three were not . So, I defined 
TRIPLET! and TRIPLET2. And figured out how 
to rotate the triplets and the .n put them . togetheli: 

TRIPLE'fl TR.IPE..ET2 
Figure 5. 

Procedures-Optical He ·xag,on. 
TO OPTICAL.HEXAGON 
TRIPLET1 
TRIPLET2 
END 
TO TRIPLET1 
s 
REPEAT 2 [ PU FD 20 PD S ) 
END 
TO S 
SIDE 
LT 60 DIA 
RT 60 FD 10 LT 60 
VEE 
VEE2 
VEE3 
SIDE2 
END 
TO SIDE 
REPEAT 2 [ FD 10 RT 60 FD' 30 Rli 1201 J 
END 
TO DIA 
REPEAT 2 [ FD 10 RT 60 FD 10 Rli 120] 
END 
TO VEE 
FD 10 RT 120 FD 20 LT 120 FD 20 R:T 1,20 
FD '10 RT 60 FD 30 RT 120 FD 30, 
END 
TO VEE2 
RT 60 FD 10 RT 120 FD 20 RT 1,80 
FD 10 RT 60 FD 20 RT 60 FD 30 RT 1W 
FD 10 RT 60 FD 20 LT 60 FD W RT 1'201 

END 
TO VEE3 
RT 60 FD 20 RT 60 
FD 20 RT 60 FD 30 RT 120 FD 10 Rli 60 
FD 20 LT 60 FD 10 RT 60 FD 10 
END 
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TO SIDE2 
RT 120 FD 20 LT 60 FD 10 RT 120 
FD 30 AT 60 FD 10 
END 
TO TRIPLET2 
S2 
REPEAT 2 [ PU BK 30 LT 60 BK 30 LT 60 PD ] 
END 
TO S2 
L 
L2 
L3 
BK 10 AT 120 FD 20 LT 120 
DIA 
END 
TO L 
FD 10 LT 60 FD 20 RT 60 FD 20 LT 60 
FD 10 LT 120 FD 30 LT 60 FD 30 
END 
TO L2 
LT 60 FD 30 RT 120 FD 20 RT 120 FD 10 
RT 60 FD 10 RT 60 FD 10 RT 120 FD 20 
LT 120 FD 10 LT 60 FD 30 LT 120 FD 40 
END 
TO L3 
BK 40 RT 60 FD 10 LT 60 FD 30 RT 60 
FD 10 LT 60 FD 10 
END 

What a feeling of accomplishment! 
The process I went through to solve the optical ii· 

lusions re-emphas ized the importance of looking for 
patterns in problem solving-a very important con-
cept that spills over into every facet of life. And 
that's what Logo is all about. END• 

/Donna Bearden is the author of l, 2, 3 My Com· 
puter and Me (Reston); ATARI Logo in the Class-
room: A Teacher 's Manual (Atari, Inc.); and A Bit of 
Logo Magic (Reston). She is co-author of The 
Turtle's Sourcebook (Reston). She and Kathlee11 
Martin ("The Logo Center'~ have formed a Logo 
computer curriculum development and training firm 
and are working on a series of booklets on mathe-
matical activities on and off the computer. Donna 
Bearden, 1908 Sandy Lane , Irving, TX 75060./ 
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A Vocabula 1ry-B1ulld jng Gwssw ,or,d Game 
Dlctuona1ry L!lse Duriing Pilay En'.c.ouraged! 
somanre aind rw ,o-Playe;r OiP'Hons 
Nine PJayJ.rng !Levels '{6 iin TiRS-80 1•611<) 
Aec,omme'lllded fo r •Grades £-12 
Suita !b>le for Sdm d l and IHome ll!Jse ('Subrout ines 
def ,eat most attemp ts to use naughty words!) 

TRS-80 32K SCREEN FORMAT : 

• Pl.ayers try to form words a•cross and down in the 
grids . 

• Tl'iley earn use on.Jy letters irn Hue Letter Pool below 
t he grrids. Tlil,e computer r.andom:Jy gen.erates a new 
1pool and grh:il:s al t he st art oif ,eaclh new game. 

• Af ,ter the 1play,er .sea,ect:s letters , the computer asks 
f or St.art!:ng LocaHo n ,& l[Hr,ect ion (Across/Down). If 
the move fs legal, the leUer:s 1ransfeJ to the playing 
g1id. 

,. l~o:n-i.•11,o·rdls ,gen:era\(e pernalties tha t lower scores . 
• 'HUgher fin al s,cor,e wi ns. If p.layi.ng a,lone, player 

lries tto ibeat the target scor ,e for play~ng level. 

'riRS-80/H l 1'GK 
'f !RS-SOJU ! 32K 
A,pp1e JI /Il e 32[{ 
'rl ·99/4A lftK 
Commodore 64 

Sl9.95 Cassette 
$24 .. 95 Cassette 
S.24.:95 Diskette 
5 1'9.'95 Cassette 
'$'24.'95 Cassette 

f'or FRJEE fos 1trndi011 Boo!klet, 
or to O:J1de1·. ~vrH,e lo: · 

Roiling"'>Yood Publkations 
P.O. Box 3M . San Pahlo., <CA 948.06 1.i15) 724-6033 

' 
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Equipping Our Schools with 
Hardware/Software: How to Be a Reasonable 

Recipient of Donated Equipment 
by 

Shirley McCandless 

Education is forming a new par tnership with busi-
ness and government acro ss the nation to prepare 
our citizens for the "techno logy revolution." One 
way of fostering the relationship betwe en business 
and education is to allow a busin ess a tax deduction 
for donating equipm ent to an educationa l insti t u-
tion. 

A bill, which pr ovides a 40 percent tax credit to a 
business who donates computer hardwa re and soft· 
ware/c our seware to educational inst itutions, re· 
cently passed in the Louisiana Legi slature . The 
bill 's author, State Senator Ned Randolph, stated 
that the bill requires that the donor provide staff 
development /orientation on the equipment within 
two weeks after its installation. 

The bill also requires that the dona ted software / 
coursew ar e be compatible with existing hardwar e, 
and that the staff development /orientation be done 
at the site of the educational institution at no cost to 
the instit ution. 

The receipi of donated equipmen t requires that 
the educatio nal inst itution have criteria for the kind 
of hardware or software it will accept. Educators 
must examine free hardware just as carefully as if 
they were purchasin g it and must consid er the fol· 
lowing questions: 

1. What are the applications of the computer? 
(What do I want to do with a computer?) 

2. What are th e objectives and goals of a com· 
puter education program? 

3. Have other schools purchased this hardw are? 
4. What are the reliability statistics on the com· 

puter hardware and periph era l devices? 
5. Whal documentation exists for the operating 

system? Languages ? 
6. How does thls hardware compare to its com· 

petitor s for the uses I have in mind'? 
7. Can the vendor relate th e technical specifica-

tions of the hardware to the user·s needs? 
8. What software exist s for the hardware? 
9. What kind of repair sup port is provided? 

a. ls there a trouble-shooting manual? 
b. Is the re a "hot line " telephone service? 

c. Will the vendor make rep airs on site? 
d. Where is the closesl walk-in service center? 
e. Wher e is the "mail-in" service center? 
f. How long will services take? 

10. What is the warranty period? 
These are only a few of the questions tha t educ ator s 
must a11swer before they accept donated hardwar e. 

Accepting donated software /courseware should be 
done with the same ca re devoted to selecting other 
educa tional material s and for many of the same rea-
sons. The following qu est ions should be answered: 

1. Does the sof twar e meet lhe iden tified goals 
and objectives? 

2. Does the software take advantage of the capa-
bili ties of the computer (not ju st an electronic 
page-turner)? 

3. Does the software fulfill its purpo se? 
a. For initial tenching materi als? 
b. Testing? 
c. Record-keeping? 
d. Review and practi ce? 

4. Does the , softw nre call for periph era ls? 
5. Does the software provid e useful feedback to 

the user ? 
6. Does the soflware make allowances for human 

factors? l s it "user-frie ndly"? 
7. Ha s software been reviewed by cont ent ex-

perts to assess the accuracy of content? 
8. Is there a written validation rep ort? 
9. Are reviews and evaluations of courseware 

available from organizntions. journal s. and 
signed by othe r educators? 

10. Is a list of sites available where it is being used 
in an educationa l setting ? 

11. Is the free software/cours ewar e compatible 
with existing hardware? ENoa 

/For a copy of the Act, contact Shirley McCandless, 
Administrative Officer, Compute r Education, State 
of Louisiana Dept . of Education. P.O. Box 44064, 
Baton R ouge, LA 70804./ 
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Dumping the Turtle 
by 

James H. Muller 

Having a printer as part of your Logo system of· 
fers innumerable opportunities to enhance the learn· 
ing process plus add to a child's confidence at the 
computer. 

For example , I observed eight· and nin e•year-old 
children who enjoyed the challenge of translating 
t he two-dimensional compu ter screen into three-di· 
mensional objects. Obviously they didn 't t hink 
about it in those terms. To them, it began with the 
seemingly simple task of duplicating the pat tern of 
a soccer ball on the screen. This involved developing 
five hexagons connected by a pentagon. 

The gaps between the hexagons were a bit puzzling 
until the pattern was dumped to the printer. Actual· 
ly, twelve of these patterns were dumped to th e 
printer, cut out and glued togeth er into a soccer ball. 

Naturally, once the ball was put together. they de· 
cided that it was no longer a soccer ball. Stuffed 
with candy, it became a class pinata. 

This exercise with elementary school children got 
some junior high school students t hinking abou t 
three-dimensional object s. Were there Logo pro· 
cedures that could simplify the designing of poly· 
hedrons? 

We have all learned to "never say never ' ' when 
working with Logo. While working with some pro· 
cedures from the YPLA Software Exchange. the 
junior high group found the way to explore a third 
d.imeµsion on the screen. We named the procedure 
POLYS . 

POLYS is a single-keys t roke procedure that 
allows tile user to define and interconnect a set of 
points on the screen. Since some shapes can become 
too crowded, an ERASE command allows the user 
to eliminate unwanted lines. 

One of the more fascinating aspects of th.is simple 
procedure is watching shapes evolve as points ar e 
placed on the screen. Stars come out in pentagon s. 
Diamond s, flowers and a variety of other shapes 
show themselves as more and more points are de· 
fined. You can th en extend them off into apparent 
infinit y by defining another point off in the distance. 

However , the fun reall y begins when the graphics 
are dumped to the printer. Using tracing paper, the 
st udents pick out the different planes of the figure 
and drop what would be hidden lines. The results are 
polyhedrons of different complexities. 

A11other enjoyable exe.rcise has been to define 
three -dimensional shapes using the POL YS pro· 
cedure, and then ''flatten· ' them into a series of 
interconnected planes. Dumped to the printer, the.se 
figures can be folded into the three-dimensional ob· 
jects. 

Folding paper to make different figures is an en· 
joyable activity for all ages. The figures don't have 
to be geometric shapes. They can be boats, hats, 
houses or almos t any repetitive design created on or 
off the computer. 

* • 
To dump graphics and text from the. computer, 

you first need a printer which will print graphic 
characters. Not all do. so this is a first con-
sideration. Most dot matrix printers will print 
graphic .s characters , but you need to be able to talk 
to them in the right language. In some cases, this 
can mean t alking to them in machine language. 
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Virtually all versions of Logo and Tur tle Graphics 
allow you to print graphics and text. Versions of TI 
Logo and Color Logo are the only ones we're awar e 
of that don't allow you to dump graphics . Logo ver-
sions for the Apple , Atari , Commodore 64 and IB M 
PC off er printout command s or ut ility routines. 
Delta Drawing and CyberLogo also allow the print· 
ing of pictures. 

Because of the variety of options available for the 
Apple II versions of Logo, let's first consider the 
Apple Silentype Thermal Printer: 

TO PRINTPIC 
.PRINTER 1 
.DEPOSIT 65536 -

12524 0 
.DEPOSIT 65536 -

12528 7 
DE POSIT 65536 

12529 255 
PRINT CHAR 17 
.PRINTER 0 
END 

TO DUMP :SLOT 
.PRINTER :SLOT 
.DEPOSIT 53007 128 
.DEPOSIT 53012 0 
PRINT CHAR 17 
. DEPOSIT 53012 255 
.DEPOSIT 53007 0 
.PRINTER 0 
END 
'r hose using other graphics printer s with an Apple 

computer will req·uire an app ropriate interface card. 
Some have graphics software on board the interface 
card. Some others require you to crash out of Logo 
and then print the graphics. Still others have some 
limited graphics dumping capability on board th e 
interface card. But dumping the graphics causes the 
language to crash. The language and the graphics 
dumping programs fight for the same memory space , 
and since Logo got there first, it usually wins and 
calls it quits. 

The Grappler+ interface card is among those of· 
fering graphics dumping features. Earlier versions 
of the Grappler were designed for different printers. 
Now. however, the Grappler+ has a dip swit ch 
which allows you to set it to meet the requirements 
of a particular printer. These are list ed in the Grap· 
pier 's documentation. 

.Most computer manufacturers offering Logo soft-
ware also offer dot matrix printers. Most often these 
are other brand name printers carrying the major 
manufacturer 's name. For example, the Apple dot 
matrix prin ter is a lookalike of the C.Itoh Prowri ter . 
It will operate at the settings listed in the Grap · 
pier+ manual for t he NEC 8023 and C.Itoh Model 
8510. 

Remember also to check the switches in the 
prin ter itself. Factories set these to print text. But 
t he interface card and/or the printing of graphics 

may require different set tings. Unfortunatel y, some 
instruction manuals describe thes e setting s in what 
appears to be another language . I t pays to have 
your dealer check this out for you. 

Once you have set t he switches on t he Grappler+ 
Board, and on the printer if required , a simple pro-
cedure will print graphics. 

APPLE LOGO: MIT LOGO: 
TO DUMP :CMD 
.PRINTER 1 
(TYPE CHAR 9 :CMD 

CHAR 13) 
.PRINTER 0 
END 

TO DUMP :GMO 
OUTDEV 1 
(PRINT1 CHAR 9 

:CMO CHAR 13) 
OUTDEV 0 

END 

To print the pictures, enter DUMP followed by 
one of the foUowing letter codes; for exam_ple, DUMP 
"GE. 

"G 
"GE 
"GED 
"GEDR 

Regular print. 
Enhanced or double-strike pictures. 
Enhanced, double-sized pictur es. 
Enhanced, doubl e-sized picture s 
rotated 90 degre es. This command is re· 
quired when printing double-sized 
graphics on the Epson and Microline 
printers. This is also a good way to 
solve the distortions inherent in the Ep· 
son printers . 

Epson prin ters that use an Epson Interface card 
generally require you to crash out of Logo, load a 
graphics printing program , and t hen prin t t he 
graphics. When you have a picture to print out. place 
the graphics program disk in drive 1. Then enter 
.PRINTER 6 (Apple Logo) or OUTDEV 6 using 
MIT Logo. The screen will then promp t you through 
the steps to print the graphics. 

Another printer interface card for the Apple I I 
compute r is the PKASO card. To utilize the gr aph-
ics capabilities of this card with Apple Logo or MIT 
Logo, define the procedure PRTP IC: 

APPLE LOGO: MIT LOGO: 
TO PRTPIC :GMO 
.DEPOSIT 47299 6 
.DEPOSIT 47365 5 
.PRINTER 1 
(TYPE CHAR 9 :CMD) 

.PRINTER 0 
END 

To print graphics, enter: 

TO PRTPIC :CMD 
.DEPOSIT 47299 6 
.DEPOSIT 47365 5 
OUTDEV 1 
(PRINT1 CHAR 9 

:CMD) 
OUTDEV 0 
END 

DUMP "H 
DUMP "2H 
DUMP "lOH 

Regular size prints 
Large-size prints 
Large-size prints rotated 90 de· 
grees 

DUMP "12H Extra-large prints rotated 90 de· 
grees . 

For convenience, these graphics dumping pro· 
cedures can be incorporated into the START-UP file 
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by using the auto loo.ding feature described in the 
Apple Logo manual. 

"But what if I don't have the procedure in 
memory? How can I dump a pictw·e I like? '' 

This happens quite a bit. And it is a problem easi-
ly solved. Once the procedure is st opped, simpl y 
enter on one line: 

APPLE LOGO: 
.PRINTER 1 (TYPE CHAR 9 "G CHAR 13) 

MIT LOGO: 
OUTDEV 1 (PRINT1 CHAR 9 "G CHAR 13) 

Once the picture is printed, enter .PRINTER 0 or 
OUTDEV Oto get out of the printer mode o.nd back 
to the screen. 

These procedures work with the Grappler+ inter-
face card, and can be modified for other interface 
cards which have graphics printing capabilities on 
the interface card. 

"But what if I don't have a Grappler or other 
interface with graphics printing software?" 

The choice here is to do it the hard way. First you 
save the picture as a high resolution graphics binary 
file. Then you can use whatever graphics printing 
routines are available for your printer. Her e are the 
steps required for Apple Logo: 

1. Develop the Turtle Graphics procedures and 
save these to disk. Run the procedures so that 
the picture is on the screen. 

2. Put an initialized disk into the drive vou will 
use to save the picture. • 

3. Enter .PRINTER 6 to crash out of Logo. 
4. When the flashing cursor appears, enter 

BSAVE (name of picture). A8192.L8192. You 
can save this picture to either disk drive by add-
ing ",D2" to the BSA VE command if that's 
where your initialized disk is located. 

5. To load the picture, boot the DOS 3.3 System 
Master. Enter HG Rand then BLOAD (name of 
picture). You can then follow the instructions 
provided for dumplng high resolution graphics to 
the printer. This is also an excellent way to send 
pictures home to the family with an Apple com-
puter but withou t Apple Logo. 

There is nothing hard and fast about these pro-
cedures. There are many other variations which may 
suit individual needs. How you do it is not impor-
tant. What is important is to make effective use of 
the printer as another tool to make Logo come alive 
for all ages-including the teacher! 

{James H. Muller, Young Peoples· Logo Associa-
tion, 1208 Hillsdale Dr., Richardson, TX 75081./ 

1984 ACM Computer Science 
Conference 

FebntQ.ry 14-J6, 1984 
Philadelphia , PA 

The Twelfth Annual ACM ComRuter Science 
Conference wiU continue ACWs emphasis on 
abstracts of current research along with invited 
papers. panels and refereed papers. Central 
t.hemes are "Factory of the Future. '1 " Coping 
with Small Computers ·· and "Social and 
Etl!ical Implications of Gomputers ... 

For further informat;ion and registration 
forms , contact Dr. Frank Friedman, ACM 
Computer Science Conf ereace ChB.!rman, Com-
puter and Information , Science Department, 
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA {9122, 
215/7 87 · 1912. 

The Technical Symposium on Computer Sci-
ence Education of the ACM Special Interest 
Group on Computer Science Education 
(SI GCSE) will be held on Feoruacy l6 1and 17 in 
conjun .ction with the conference. For furt her 
information, contact Dr. Richard B. A.usting, 
Department of Computer Science, University 
of Maryland. College .Park, M D 20742, 
301£454-2004. 

ac!Vf!rt isemenr 

ORGANIZE YOUR 
COMPUTER ACTIVITIES 

"!M~ 
COMPUTER DIRECTIONS FOR SCHOOLS pub lishes manuals to assist 
staffs in th e planning, organizallon and implementat ion of var ious 
computer-related activ ities at thoir schools . The manu a:s were wrillen 
pri maril y w ith the elementary school in mind; howe ver. many of the 
ideas can be easily adapte d at tile Junior high level. The materia l is 
presented in an easy-to-read lormat, w ith helpful attachments to 
facilitate effect ive school computer manag ement . 
c.,,~ro""'• rt'ttdl,..~1 .,dd •oo!iul:IJt ultt t.,. St11s,p.n,o a""d "•"d'•"9 . 1-1 boots S2~. 
l·S ooo•• SJ oo: &-•:iov.t 10-. 

SCHOOL PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED. INOIVIOIJALS PLEASE rncLOSE PAYl,IENT IN FlJlL. 
MAKE CHECKS PAVASLE TO· 

COMPUTER DIR. ECTIONS FOR SCHOOLS 
P.O. BOX 1136 H 
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNI.A 94550 
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COMPUTERS IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 
Robert Shostak • Lester S. Golub 

/Editor's Note: Whil e English teachers fortunate enough to have access to microcomputers to use with their 
stude nts agonize over the dearth of good software. some of their colleagues are creating effective "pro-
grams'' of their own with help from an unexpected .<wurce-the simple word processor. 

These teachers, who have already discovered the benefits of using the word processor for composing and 
editin g, are now finding exciting new applications for what many of us believed wa,,; a single-purpose piece 
of software. bz the article whic h follo ws, Karen Piper describes how she has capitalized on some of the word 
processor's basic capabilities and developed ''programs" to generate structured writing exercises and en· 
courage creative writing. I have a feeling that after reading about Karen ·s efforts, many of you will not only 
want to try writing similar exer cises but will also discover other useful applications. Why not share them 
with other TC1' read ers?/ 

The Electronic Writing Machine: 
Using Word Processors with Students 

by 
Karen L. Piper 

Tempting st udents to become writers is not easy 
because learning to write well requires practice and 
hard work. You can make the writing act easier for 
your st udents, however, by the instructional use of 
word processors. Writ ing instruction using word 
processor s will still require practice. but the me-
chanical process of writing can be eased. Students of 
all ages can benefit from the use of a tool that makes 
writing less cumbersome and more motivating . 

The word processo r allows students to write and 
revise with ease. Several aspects of writing with 
word processors contribute to this effect: 

• Writing with word processors allows students 
to make insertion s and deletions quickly and 
easily. 

• Students can move words, phra ses, sentences or 
paragraph s without messy erasures and scrib-
bling. 

• Draf ts can be printed out. allowing stude nts to 
edit clean copies and revi se on the scree n at a 
later time. 

• Students don't experi ence "write r's cramp. " 

Using the Electronic Writing Tool 
Many instructional uses exist for word processin g 

programs. Students can use the word processor to 
complete creat ive writing assignme nts. Students do 
such wTiting more fluently as they develop writing 
techrriques. I recentl y explored the use of word pro· 

cessing programs to deliver sente nce combining in-
st ruction and encourage creativ e writing through 
story expansion. This technique allows students to 
practice manipulating written language structures 
in an effort to expand certain areas of writing abili-
ty. 

With t he guidance of Dr. .Michael Angelotti. 
Texas Tech University. I completed an eight-week 
research study with fifth graders in Abernathy, 
Texas. l used a word processor to develop sentence-
combining exercises for student completion and ex-
pan sion. I wrote ·'clusters" of kernel sentences, 
which lhe students manipulated into one "writeout" 
per cluster -a sentence that combin es all of the 
thoughts present in t he cluster. To do so. the stu-
dents delete redundant information; add conjunc-
tions and commas; combine independent and depend-
ent clauses; embed prepo sitional phrases, adjec tives 
and adverbs; and make decisions concerning word 
order and choice. 

For exam ple: stud ents are to combine the fol-
lowing cluster: 

1. The coach was strong. 
2. The coach was smart. 
3. The coach encouraged her play ers. 

To do so. students might embed and combine to 
create the sentence "writeout": 

The stron g, smart coach encouraged her players. 
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Once the combination is complete, stud ents check 
the sentence to make sure the original meanings are 
present. In many cases, there is more than one cor-
rect writ eout , and students are encouraged to try 
various approaches and manipulate the language to 
find the "writeout'" that reads best to them . 

Each exercise consists of approximately five clus-
ters. A specific the me or stor y line runs through 
each exercise. As students complete the exercise, 
they expa nd the resulting writeouts into a story of 
their own. 

The results of using microcomputer-delivered in-
struction in sente nce combining and story expan-
sion with fifth graders indicate that: 

1. Fifth graders enjoy completi ng microcomputer· 
delivered sentence combining exercises . 

2. Students eagerly expand the writeouts into 
their own stori es. 

3. Students who worked with sentence-combining 
exercises developed positive atti tud es toward 
writing with the computer and toward 
sentence-combining activities. 

4. Students who par ticip ated in the study im-
proved in th eir writing ability , as measur ed by 
factors of writing maturity. 

5. Students in t he experimental study were highly 
motivated to write using the word proc essor . 

Stu dent Comments 
St udent comments concerning the sentence-

combining acti viti es of the microcomputer reveal 
specific points that are useful to teachers who wish 
to use the microcomputer as a writing too l. Some of 
t hese comments include: 

"I liked that my hand did not get tired ." 
"It was easy to correct my mistakes." 
" I liked writing on the computer because it was 

easier to erase and move things ." 
"It I the words on the scree n) looks neater than my 

handwriting and I can find my mistakes better.' ' 
From the stu dent comments and t he overall 

results of the study. we conclude that the micro -
computer can be used as an effective too l for struc-
tured writi ng instruction. For tho se of you who wish 
to try it in your own classroom. I offer a few tips: 

1. Choose a word processing program that stu· 
den ts can quickly and easily use. 

2. Provide instruction in the use of the word pro· 
cessing program chosen. 

3. Provide typing instruction or keyboard fa-
miliarity prior to using the word processor as a 
writing tool. 

4. Train student assistants to help stu den ts get 
started with the word processor. 

5. Prepare your text files carefully and well in ad· 
vance. Know the objectives of your exercises 
and structure them accordingly. 

6. Make sure you have a printer that will work 
with your microcomputer and word processing 
program. 

7. And fmally. be prepared to make arra ngements 
for students who won't want to stop. or who 
will ask to come in early or stay late. 

Given app ropria te instruction and practice 
through ac tivi ties such as sentence combining, stu · 
dents can become bett er , more motivated writers. 

END• 

{Karen L. Piper, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 
4560, Lubbock , TX 79409./ 

/Dr. Robert Shostak, Flon"da International Uni· 
uersity , Sch ool of Education, Tamiami Campus, 
Miami, FL 33199. Dr. Lester Golub, Dean, Sch ool of 
Education, B aruch College, City University of New 
York, 17 Lexington Aue. , New York, NY 10010./ 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
Regan Carey 

LEARNING WITH LOGO 
By Dan \-Vatt 

1221 A venue of the America s , New 
York. NY 10020. 

1983. 365 pages. $19.95. Educalor 
discount: 1·4: 20 %: 5+: 25%. 

ISBN # 0-07-068570-3 
.Reviewed by .Jim McCauley. Santa 

Clara County Office of Education. 
100 Sky port Dr .. K237. Santa Clara. 
CA 95115. 

Teachers around the world have en· 
joyecl and learned much from Dan 
Watt"s many magazine article s on th e 
educational uses of Logo. At long 
last. his first book on the subject is 
available. 

It was worth the wait. 
The book is very large. fairly cxpen· 

sive and absolutely indispensable. 
About, two-thirds of the book is in-
tended for direct use by students and 
teachers on a day-to·day basis. The 
balance is resource material. includ-
ing instructions for using the book 
with Logo dialects other than 'l'cr· 
rapin Logo. creation of special proce· 
<lures disks lo supplement the text 
and a reference list of Logo com· 
mands. 

While there have been severa l 
books on Logo aimed at learner s 
IAbelson·s Logo primers. Thorn· 
burg·s Discovering Apple Logo and 
Ross· Introducing Logo). few publi-
cations have directly addressed the 
needs of classroom teachers. By 
means of clever formatting. Watt suc· 
ceeds in speaking to both audiences 
in one book. The bulk of the book is 
student-centered, beginning with a 
solid introduction to programming 
through turtle graphics and continu-
ing with several large projects and 
their variations. which form t.he cen· 
terpieces of chapters 3 and 8 through 
13. Some examples: an interactive 
lurtle graphics game of "target prac· 
tice .. : a drawing program for young 
children that "remembers·· what it has 
drawn; and a list-processing program 
called POET that writes free verse. 

Other sections of the book help st u· 
dents develop some specific compUL· 
ing skills. Chapter 4 is perhap s the 

strongest introduction to Logo's edit· 
or and workspace mana gement writ· 
ten to date. 

Cartoonist Paul Trap has provided 
charming illustrations that comple· 
ment. the book's cheery, open st.yle. 
Special cartoon symbols help to draw 
attention i.o themes r epeated 
throughout the book: Pitfall s. Power· 
ful Ideas. Explorations and Helper·s 
Hint s. 

These .. Helper·s Hints" are specifi-
cally des igned to help teachers and 
parents who are new lo Logo. Many 
of these deal with the mechanic s of 
Logo, but several are intended to en· 
courage a style of relationship be· 
tween teacher and learner that pro· 
mutes learner i.ndependence and a 
sorl of "educational democracy.·· A 
good example is on page 158, where 
the author asks teachers t.o uvoid cre-
ating an environment in which "stu· 
dent.s arc usually expected to know 
the ·correct' answer before thev 
speak:· Instead, he asks teachers t~> 
"establish an expectation of free dis-
cussion of the ways peopl e are Lhink· 
ing about what the computer is do· 
ing." and he conclude s: 

"If you are a teacher or a parent. 
the best way to foster this kind of 
atmosphere is to expose bugs in 
your own thinking. More than any-
thing else, this \<t;U help the learn· 
ers you 're working with develop the 
confidence to risk explaining th eir 
thinking in public." 

The philosophical base of the book 
is built entirely on this sort of rela· 
tionship. Students who are using this 
book will expect nothing less from 
th eir teachers. This is welcome and 
refreshing news for those who seek to 
create a cooperative learning environ· 
ment in their classrooms. Most such 
teachers would agree that Lo claim 
sole authority and expertise is Lo 
place oneself in an uncomfortable po· 
sition. Learning With Logo is a solid 
guide to a computer-education sty le 
which places the student in the center 
of classroom concerns. 

The only things missing from thl? 
book are a bibliography and a separ· 

ate index lo the Helper's Hints, 
which could be particularly useful to 
teachers. Many of the Hints make 
good reading on their own outside the 
context of the book, and an index 
might also simplify lesson planning 
for teachers who are forced to use 
Logo under less than ideal condition s 
lone computer for thirty children. for 
exa mple ). 

The publisher has thoughtfully pro· 
duc ed the book in spiral-bound form. 
makin g il easy to use while at the 
corn put.er. 

Ot.her edilion s specific lo other dia-
lects of Logo are promised in the fu· 
Lure. but the present book is usable 
for /\pple Logo and Tl Logo. ITerra-
pin ·s Commodore 64 Logo is syntacLi· 
cally identical to Lheir Apple version. 
so the book may be usecl immediately 
with i,hat product.) 

l recommend Learning With Lopu 
without , hesitation or reservation. 

Distributors: 
UK: lvlcGraw-Hill Book Co. (UKJ Ltd. 
Slwppe11lw11gers Rd.. l•1aidenhead. 
Berlishire SL<i 2QL. 
Canada: 1\IJcGraw·Hill Ryerson Ltd. 
330 Progress Ave .. Scarborough. On-
tario MJP 2Z5. 
Australia: McGraw-Hill Book Co .. 
Australia Ptv. Ltd.. 4 Barkoo St., 
Ros eville East, N.S. W. 2026. 

THE RULE OF 360 
By Kathleen Martin and 

Donna Bearden 
Mart.in-Bearden, Inc., 1908 Sandy 

Lane , Irving, TX 75060 
I 988, 49 pages, $7 .95. 

Accompanying Disk $4.95 
tlt~viewed by Nickie Polson, 2978 

Martin Rd .. Campbell River. B.C .. 
Canada V9W 1M3. 

The Rule of 360 provides opportuni-
ties to use Logo as a tool in a math 
classroom. It is a source book of ideas, 
acLivit.ie.s and worksheets-the kind 
of book you can read today and use in 
your classroom tomorrow. Kathleen 
Martin and Donna Bearden have de-
signed materials which allow chHdren 



w exp lore import-an t mathematical 
ideas starting from concrel e activ i-
ties. 'l'hey have specifi cally ta rg eted 
ages ten t,o twelve, but these lin1its 
may be exte nded . 

The title re flects the type of ideas 
explored in th e activit ies. A variety of 
polygons and their angle s are investi-
gated, firs t using mir rors and pro -
tractors and then using t.urLle 
graphi cs. St.udent s are cha llenged t,o 
write Logo pro gram s which will ex-
tend t.heir under sta nding of those 
ideas. 

The Ru le of 360 has five section s 
building from this cen t ral theme . 
First is an invest igation of polygo ns 
to dis cover that. their central or exte· 
rior angles always add up to 360. 
Then relatio nships bet.ween geomet· 
ric shapes ore examined using tan-
gram s and t heir compu ter cousi ns. 
Pa tte rn recognition is exercise d by 
looking at u card trick, t hen at circu· 
Jar number lines and multi plica tion 
t.ables. .'.\lore manipul ation of poly· 
gons occurs in the fourth sectio n. 
with a look at tes selat.ions. Finally. re-
peatjng pattern s which form optical 
illusions are shown . 

Most of the diagrams used as illus-
trations and for worksh eets are pro · 
duced using turtle graphics. The ap· 
pendix has listings in Apple Logo of 
aU the programs used. They are also 
avail able on disk for Atari. Commo-
dor e, TI an d 2 Apple version s, MIT 
and Apple Logo . Worksh eet mast er s 
which suppor t the activities are also 
found in the appe ndi x. 
To use this book to best advantage . 
bot h students and th e teacher should 
ha, ·e some experience wit h Logo. It is 
necessa ry to be ab le to writ e and ed it. 
simp le procedure s and lo be familiar 
with angles and distance s as see n by 
t he turtle . With such exp erience. bot h 
teac her an d st udent s can have fun 
with t.hese acti vit ies while cle.veloping 
and absorbi ng som e importa nt ideas. 
The material is des igne d lo be inte r· 
est ing while develop ing· pr oblem -solv-
ing skills, exercising skill s in Logo 
programm ing and buildin g a voca bu· 
lary of geometric ter ms. It is us eful 
for indiv iduals. small groups or for a 
whole class. 

TURTLE'S SOURCEBOOK 
Second Edition 
By Donna Bearde n, Kat hleen Martin 

and Jam es Muller 
neston Pu blishing Co., Inc., 11480 

Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA 22090 
1983, 226 pages, $21.95 
ISBN N0-8359-7890-7 

The Computing Tencher 

Reviewed by Rick Bills tein, Dept . of 
Mathematical Sciences. Univer sitv 
of Montana. Misso ula. MT 59812. 

The Tu rtle's Sourcebooh is a collec-
tion of activiti es and works heets that 
the au thors have compiled over a 
period of tim e. Sugg es tions for 
tea ching the material are als o in-
cluded. It should be note d that many 
activities hav e been deve loped for off· 
comp uter use and can be used with 
group s in a classro om situation. The 
au t hors state that all activities hav e 
been class room teste d . 

The book is written for four ver-
sion s of Logo: TI 99/-t, TI 99/4A, Ap-
ple Logo and MIT Logo (Krell and 
Terr apin for the Apple). Each time a 
new topic is introduced, the dif-
ferences for the listed vers ions are 
given. For exa mple. to erase an error 
t he foUowing are listed: 

TI 99/-1 Hold the SHIFT key 
down and pres s T 

TI 99/-tA Hol d the FUNCTION 

Apple 
MI'r 

key down and pre ss 3 
Use the left arrow kev 
Press the ESC key · 

Althoug h this may be a distr acti ng 
forma t for many new Logo us ers, it 
was better than I though t it would 
be. Alt hough no t as clear as havi ng a 
book written for the par t icular ver-
sion of Logo being used, it is work-
able. 

Many reproducib le "cue cards'' are 
included . Cue cards nre she,ets with 
large printing that can be hun g up in 
th e room to cue users for particular 
commands. For example , there is a 
cue card for t he basic turtle com· 
mnnds and anothe r one for pen com· 
mands. Wh en the comma nds ar e dif· 
ferent for t he various Logo ver sions, 
a separate cue card is provid ed for 
each ver sion. However, in an attem pt 
to inclu de cue cards for all versi ons. 
some mistake s were made. For ex -
ample, all t he pen commands listed 
for th e MIT version (p. 37) will no t 
work. PENE RASE, which is an Ap· 
pie Logo primitive. is liste d and it will 
not work with M lT Logo. Also, PCO 
v,ill give an error mess age unless a 
sp ace is placed bet ween PC and 0. 

The Turtle's Sourc ebook has many 
interes ting ideas for te aching Logo . I 
For example, the re is an activit y • 
where stude nts mak e turtles out of 
walnu ts and perform motion activ i· 
ties with them. In another activity, 
t he clock is used to teach tur tle turn-
ing. Big Trak TM is also discussed as a 
way of introducing Logo. I particu -
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larly like the Turtle Baseball activity 
(pp . 65-6 6) for introducing initial tur -
tle movements. Familmr items in the 
class room such as geoboards and tan-
gram s are explored in a Logo sett ing. 
Another interesting acti vity called 
the RuJe of 360 lays the groundw ork 
for the Total 'I'ur tle Trip Th eorem . 

Recursion is introduced, and it is 
pointed ou t that recursio n is not loop-
ing and that it is much more power ful 
than looping. Yet all the exam ples 
that are introduced involve ta il re-
cursion which can give the impres -
s ion that recursion can be tho ught of 
as looping. Some exampl es of em-
bedded (non-toil ) recur sion sh ould be 
included . 

There are a few errors sc.ittered 
throughout the book, but they do not 
usua lly detr act from the tex t. For ex-
ample: the END statem ents are miss· 
ing on many of t he procedur es on pp . 
154-155 and 183. The orien tati on of 
some of the figures (pp. 119-121) are 
horiz ontal when they should be ver· 
t.ical. One item which might cau se dif-
ficul ty later is the way that a WAIT 
proced ure is defined for M IT Logo. 
Th e authors introduce a prQcedure 
called WAIT that essen tial ly has no 
purpose excep t to cause program exe-
cution to pause. The procedur e th ey 
define (p. 152) is given below: 

TO WAIT :T 
REPEAT :T{AEPEAT 4 (RT 90]1 
END 

T his procedur e causes the tu r tle to 
spin in circles the designated number 
of times . T his has t he di sadv an tage 
that if used outsi de of t he OR A W 
mode, it causes Logo to ente r the 
ORA W mode in ord er to perform l he 
paus e. This can cause problem s in 
certain situatio ns when work is being 
performe d iu the NOD RAW mode. A 
'-N AIT procedur e which avoids thi s 
pr oblem is given below. 

TO WAIT :T 
IF :T = 0 STOP 
WAIT :T-1 
END 

List processing is also included as a 
topic for exploration. Because list 
pr ocess ing skills take pr act ice to de-
velop, many of th e activities can be 
hard to follow if t he reader is not 
familiar with some list processing . As 
Apple Logo and MIT Logo handle 
lis ts differentl y. many procedures 
will not work for both versio ns; for 
example, the CIRCLE procedlll'.e (p. 
184) .,,,;n work for Appl e Logo but not 
for MIT Logo. lt is implied that t.he 
procedur e will work for bot h versi ons. 
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The Computing Teacher 

The text contains an excellent 
Bibliograph y and Resource Guide for 
Logo materials and articles. A Logo 
bibliography will be changing rapidly 
in the next year, but this is an excel-
lent start. 

ln summary, I find the Turtle' s 
Sourcebooh a valuable resource for 
any person learnin g Logo or for te ach-
ers lookh1g for ideas on how to teach 
Logo concepts. l expect the authors 
to be cont-inually upgrading and ex-
panding the Sourcebooh. It is a great 
idea. 

1,2,3 MY COMPUTER AND ME: 
A LOGO FUNBOOK FOR KIDS 
Bv Donna Bearden 
R~ston Publishing Co .. Inc .. 11,180 

Sunse t Hills Rd., Roston. VA 22090 
1983, 99 pages, $10.95 
ISBN #0·8359-7890-7 
Reviewed by Rick Billste in. Dept. of 

Mathematical Sciences, University 
of Montana. Missoula, MT 59812 

1,2,3 My Computer and Me is a 
workbook for elementary st uden ts. It 
is essentially a "kid 's version" of the 
Turtle 's sdurce baoh. Many of the 
activiti es and pages are taken dir ect-
ly from the Sourcebooh. This book, 
like the Sourcebook , is written for 
four versions of Logo: ·ri 99/4, TI 
99/4A, Apple Logo and M IT Logo 
(Terrapin or Krell for the Apple). This 
four-vers ion format can be confusing 
for many beginning users who are not 
even aware that var ious versio ns ex-
ist. The artwork is light and attrac-
tive and many of the sheets are ac-
tual workshee ts for stude nts to write 
on. 

The book start -s with an introduc-
tion to the basic t ur tle mov ements 
and proc eeds through procedure s in-
volving variables. Recursion and col-
or are. introduced in later chapters. 
All recursion examples ar e Lail re-
cur sion, and littl e discussion of re-
cursion is included. A teacher would 
need a good und erstan ding of re· 
cursion or some misleading ideas 
might be formed. Chapter 6 pr esents 
students with some project ideas and 
allows them some originality in de-
signing some of t he projects. Th e on-
ly new commands introduced in th is 
chapter are SETX and SETY (App le} 
and SX and SY (Tl). Teachers plan-
ning to use this text with a class 
should have a copy of the Sourc ebook 
as a resource. 

Many of the comments concerning 
the content of the book have already 
been made in the Sourcebook review 
and will not 'be repeate d her e. This is 
one of many new Logo books coming 
out for classroom use. It is worth 
your time to examine it to see if it 
meets your needs. 

Dis tributors: 
UJ(: Prentice Hall Intemat iona/, 66 
Wood Lane End. .Hemet Hemstead. 
Herts H.P2 4RG. 
Canada: Pren tice Hall of Canada. 
1870 Birchmorit Rd., Sca.rborough. 
Ont. Ml P 217. 
Australia.: Prentice Hall of Au.stralia 
Pty. Ltd., 7 Grouesnor Place, Brook-
uale, NS. W 2100. 

PUBLISHER'S REPLY: 
Thank you for giving us t he oppor -

tunity t o reply t o Rick Billstein's 
review of the Turtle's Sourcebook and 
1,2,3 1"1.y Computer and 1\lfe . We ap· 
pr edate the favorable comments and 
would like to re.spond to Dr. 
Billstein's cri ticisms . (We introduced 
a preliminary versio n of t.he Turtle ·s 
Sourcebook months befor e the final 
version went to press, and incor· 
porated many users ' suggestions into 
the final version.) 

The MIT pen comm and cue card lp. 
37) does not include PENERASE. as 
stated bv Dr. Billstein, but PCO 
should be typed PC 0. As for the 
discussion of recursion in Chapter 6 
and t.he tail vs. non-tail recursion ex-
amples. Chapter 7 includes more 
about recursion and introd uces condi· 
tionals as well as a discu ssion of re· 
cursion versus iteration. Th e Towers 
of Hanoi proe,rram is includ ed in Ap· 
pendix C for further exploration of 
the recursive process. Regarding the 
WAIT procedure on p. 152, Donna 
Bearden comm ent s that. this proce-
dur e is merely one suggested met hod 
to handle a pause in pro gram execu-
tion, and tha t she much prefers Dr. 
Bills te in's WAIT procedure . Finally, 
Dr. Billstein caught ano ther typo in 
the CIRCLE procedure on p. 184. The 
MI T vers ion of this procedure should 
not include brackets. ENDa 

{Regan Carey, ICCE, Uniu. of 
Oregon, 1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 
97403./ 
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ganizing a Computer Tuto r Program, Lab vs. 
Classroom Computer Usage, Organizin g a 
Computer Club. Organizing a Computer 
Awareness Day. Only S6.95 plus applicable 
CA tax. Shipping: l-2 books. 52; 3-5 books , 
53. Order today from COM PUTER DIREC-
TION FOR SCHOOLS, P.O. Box l l 36(C). 
Livermore, Ct\ 94550. 

LOGO UTILIT IES/APPLE. Logo-machinl-' 
code gives EASIEST lwo-drive use, five-w.1y 
text on graphics, sound s, animation. Terrapin 
or Krell Logo needed. S l 4.95 for disk: SRG. 
43 l Washington r\ve .. Bethlehem. PA ·18017. 

FREE Catalog of Educational Soi1ware. Wh y 
pay more ior your favorit e educational soit-
ware? Get a 20% discount from CHAMBERED 
NAUTILUS, 16 RIVERGLADE CT., SACRA-
MENTO. CA 95831. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Rates: S2.50 per line. ,'vUnimum 5 
lines. Based on 40 characters or fewer 
per line, including spaces and punc-
tuation. 
Discount: Applies to multiple inser-
tions without copy change which ap-
pear in consecutive issues only: 
2-4 insertions: 52.25/line per insenion 
5-9 insertions: 52.00/line per insertion 
Cla.ssified advertising is not subjecl 
to 15% agency or 2% prepayment 
discounts. 
Tvpe ad clearly. Use no abbreviations , 
ind icate number of times the ad 
should run. Enclose payment with 
cop y. Include name, addres-s and 
phone number. Mail to Classified Ad-
venising, The Computing Teacher. 
University oi Oregon. 1 i87 Agate St., 
Eugene, OR 97403. 
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NEW! MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS 
HAS t\ NEW 1983-84 CATALOG. 

Our popular rnath and distinguished English 
,\chievemenl Series havt.' been made ,wail-
able for more systems. We have NEW pro-
grams to offer such as French and Spanish 
Achievement. a NEW decimals series. vddi-
tions to our algebra and fractions serie_.,, 
more science progr,1ms, and NEW this year, 
soitware ior computer ~cience teacher s. 
30-day evaluation period. Send ior our FREE 
CATALOG OF K-1:? SOFTWARE FOR THE 
APPLE, TRS-80. PET, COMMODORE 64. 
ATARI ,\ND IBM PC. MICROCOMPUTER 
WORKSHOPS, 22S Westchester Ave., Port 
Chester. NY 10573, 9 14/937-5440. 

TRS-80 COLOR Computer-educational pro-
gram-preschool through grade 12 including 
language arts, reading. elementary and 
higher math, fore ign l,1nguage. Send for free 
catalog. Computer tsl,1nd, Depl. T, 2:?7 
l-lampton Green, Staten Island, NY 10312. 

COMPUTER PARTS KIT-Contains circuits 
from each generation. disks, ma_llnetic la_pl.'. 
core plane . developer fluid and more. Use 
ior display. lecture and group activities. Bro-
chure available . $87.50 (US funds) plus ship-
ping. Educationa l Computer Shoppe, Rt. 3. 
Box 601 , Cambridge. MN 55008. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ,\NO ESL soitware ior 
Apple and other micros. Wide selection . Free 
catalog. Preview of software by school re-
quest. LINGO FUN, INC.. P.O. Box 486, 
Westerville. OH 43081. 

The SCHOOL MICROCOMPUTING BUL-
LETIN is published monthly Sept.-June. One 
year 528; two y(:ars $50; additional copies / 
same address $12 each/year. Easy-t(,-re,1cl. 
will save educators lim e, energy and $. For 
subscription s call 6 16/372- 1045 or write 
5MB, Learning Publications, Inc. P.O. Box 
1326, Holmes Beach, Fl 33509. Submit 
manuscripts up to 1000 words. For style 
guide/author rates, send stamped self-.:id· 
dressed envelope to Dr. Lee M. Joiner, 303 
Bay Dr. N .. Bradenton Beach. FL 33510. 

KEEP YOUR CARDREADER WORKING ALL 
YEAR with QuickScore. For Apple equ ipped 
with Chatsworth OMR or Mo untain 1100A, 
there's useiul, reli able test scoring software. 
Single package price : $300. Includes disk-
ette, operator' s manual. sample cards. and 
shipping. Write or call : PICA Foundation , 
Box 363:49. Charlotte. NC 28236: (7041 
334-6444. 

SPECIAL BOOKS BY TEACHERS, hands.on , 
easy-to-understand format. A BYTE OF Tl-iE 
APPLE-BEGINNER'S GUIDE $7. LET'S GET 
WITH THE PROGRAM S8, with SO1.UTlON 
DISKS 13. Apple soitware at great prices: For-
mat II $118, Delta Drawing $43, Bank Street 
Writer S45, Koala Pad S 118. Genrude' s-Puz-
z.les S36. Flip File $22-S2 shipping per item. 
SLM. 3027 Tomahawk Dr., Lawrence , KS 
66044, 
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Sia-.., or O,...,..,.bip. M"""gnnot ud c;...,..1au..n 
IR.qaim:I by 39 U.S.C. 36851 
I. Title o( Publication: Th~ Comput»t,- T-=h~r. 

a. Publication No. 027S9175 
2. Date of filing: &'!'«'znl,,,r 28. 1963. 
3. f'requeocy of issue: Monlhly exc.pt June ""d July: 

combined December/January ~e,. 
n, No. of is$Ue$ publi.1h~ annually: 9 
b. Annual !Mm'berslup dul'S: 521.50 in U.S .. S2!, 

ei..whc.-... 
•· Compltte mailing add.rou of known offi~ or pub-

lication fnor pnnt,rs): ICCE, University ol Onl'(ln, 
J18i Apite St .. Eu~ne, OR 97403-1923. 

5. Comple~ mailing addteM of the he,idquarters or gen• 
eral buoiness offices of \ho publishers tnot prinr<r,): 
ICCE, University of Oregon, 1787 Agate St .. Eugen•. on 91403.1923_ 

6. f'ull name~ and completo mailing addre•••• of th~ 
publisher, l!dilor, a.nd manal!'ng editor. Publisher. 
none. Editor-in-chief, Dove Moursund. :M4noa:ini: 
editor, Dick Rickett, . 

i. Known bondholders, mortpirts. ~nd oth<,r •tturit)' 
holders owrjng or holding one .,..rcent or rnorr or tot.Ill 
arn01.1nt or bonds. mortgagu or other s«:urities: 
None. 

8. ~:xtent and Noturc, of Cin:ulatioi, 

A. Total no. copies ,~,, 
pr._.$ ,-..,11.1; 

B. PD.id Circulation 
1. Sales through 

dealers and car• 
ril!rs. street ven· 
dors and counter 
.,.1 •• 

2. Meil subscription, 
C. Total Paid Citculo· 

tion (1um of8B/ and 
8B21 

D. Free distribution by 
mail. catritt or oth~r 
means. s.ample.s. com· 
pliment.ir~·. and 
other frc-c cop ies 

E. Total Distribut ion 
(sum of C and DJ 

~·. Copies not distr i, 
buted 
1. omce use. lelt 

over. unaccount.t•d. 
spoiled alto ., print• 
ing 

2.. Returns from r.ews 
•[!t'nts 

G. Tota! (sum of E. Fl, 
and 2-shcold equal 
net p,ess n'" shown 
in Al 

Average No. 
Copies Each 
I •sue During 
!>receding 12 

:llonths 

16.833 

0 
12.SIS 

13.560 

3.273 

0 

16.833 

Actual No, 
Copies of, 

Sil'lgle hsuo 
Publi sh~d 
Nt!.art>51. to 
Filing Date 

17,500 

0 
13,326 

13,32S 

1,164 

3.00~ 

() 

l7,500 

9. I cerlify I.hat the sutement• made by m~ obov• aro 
<correct and complete. 

JoeSnydrr 
Trea,urer, I CC£ 

PROGRAM/v\l NG THE PET 
For elementary children and teachers. Learn 
BASIC in a non-lechn ical. activity oriented 
way. Adaptable to other computers. Send 
$5.SO to Barbara Feddern, 57 Nei l Drive, 
Smithtown, NY l l 767. 

Even though Purser'> Magazine is out ofh~i-
ness. I still have a few boxes of magazines 
left. Anv American School overseas wanting 
free copies can send me up to five po,5tage-
free (oenalty) mailing labels and return .-:I-
dress.' Rober! Purser. Box 466, fl Dorado, C-\ 
95623. 
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TRS-80 COLOR PROGR;V.,\S, tully docu-
mented. Mak<> easy Hi-Res !,tr,1phin. ~a..,t• to 
tape print 10 printer. u~e 5awd pictuU.>!> in 
your other pro8rams. wilh bu ilt-in lowerca st• 
letter s ,md over 25 rnmmanch , .111 in SCOL· 
OR PAtNTING -S24 .95. MATH 3 game sel-
$2-1.95. SPELLING program--Sl4.95: input 
you r own words or usl· option.ii gr acll•d word 
h~ts, e ight ,wailJble S5.95 e;ich. For e:,,.trn 
spelling fun , i(el WORD SHAKER . .:i ~cram. 
bled word g.1me-S I 2.<l5. All thes e program, 
.ire de ~igned to keep children·, intere$l. 1 C,K 
E"tended B,,~ic rl'quired. Speci.i l le,irn,ng 
pack,1ge includes all the abuw ,u,ct ,111 dght 
word lfst t,~pe$ 100 for ju st S7<J.95! HURRY! 
Offer l,1sts two months only. St'nd chec k or 
mont•y order to: COLORFUN, P.O. Bo, 
1175, Monro<.>, NY 10950. 

VVlwn you re,,d a super article about your ic1· 
vorite subject. enter it in lo ,\,\AGAZIN[ CAT· 
ALOG ior the App ie II.:. , lie. l3 tt•r when 
you· \le iorgotten wht·re the .irt1cle was. have 
the computrr search and tel1 you. Creatl' 
vour ~ubject catego ries. Opt ion of print1ng ,111 
or part of file content~. Can ,ilso ch,ln !:(1.' d,11,1 
alre,1dy entt.>red. Send Sl 2 IO; R,\llt-1 SOFT-
\..V,\RE. Box 41. Wilsall. ,'v\T 59086. 

COMPUTER EDUCATIO~ POSITIO N 
Applications .ire invitt.>d for tenurab le iaculty 
po ~ition in co mputer educ,1t1011. Ranl: ·\~,:. 
or A~soc. Profes~or. S,11.iry: 520.!168 10 
S.28.684. Requires Ph.D. by tall 1984 in wm-
put er ,citc>nct· computN education or m.ith 
educ,11100 . .ilong with good h.'.ich ing reier-
t>nCl!~. relev,rnt re~r,m:h back~round. and in· 
tt-re st in curriculum dt!velopnwnl rpl,1ted 10 
computl·rs. Closing date: J,111. 15. 1911-1. Ap· 
plir,H1ons 1ec1°1ved ,1fll.'r that datl' will bl• con, 
sic!Necl if po~it,on i< ,1ill open. Send \'it.i JIHI 
thrt:l' reiert•nces to Computer Education 
Search Committee. Dept. of Mathematical 
Scil.'nce~. S,m Diego Stc1te Univ .. San Diego, 
CA 92182. ,\A /EO emplo yer; \\e do not db-
cr iminate ;igainst tht• handicapped. 
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IS YOUR GRADEBOOK FAILING YOU? 
Doe~ ii iMlantl y calculate tlw pres1,nt ,1vN-
.:ige and letter grade ior each <tudent. (13 5, 
,1,erage ior each te ~t. print resu lts? Woll 1t ei-
fortle ssly m.iinta ln studenl nil·ords. Wl'ii,:ht 
tests ,Kcordin!( lo important:(• , kt•ep ,\ run-
ning 101,11 o i point~ ior 1?,1ch sludenl. ~how in-
completcs? Cr,H/t>hoc,I-doc~ thi~ ,ind morc-
~o you do le~~- ,\vail,1ble (or PET, Comm. 64. 
r\ppl(' & TRS-80 av.1,lab1t., on disk onl y. 
S29.'!5 incluch:s po~t.i~e if prep,1id (~chool 
P.O. ,1dd $1) . Order today without ri~k on 
30-d,1y appro v,11 from K-12 MicroMedia . 
Dept. GB. 172 llro,1dw.i y. Woodcl iff lak t:. NI 
0ib 75. 

O NLY $4.95 
Do ilpJ)le hi•res graphics tlw 1=AST DRAW 
way . :-Jo acce~sorie ~. Turtlt•-type input. ,\cl· 
just aspecl r,,i io1 TypP it vour~elf-jus t -IH 
line s . Endo st' this ad ior spcri,11 offor, Check 
or M.O. 10: MICRO CRAFTS. Bo, C,70. Glen-
dall', C.-\ 91209. 

Te.ic:hers, are p.ircnt~ ,1~kin~ you whid, com-
puter lht.>y shou'd bu ) ior tlwir kids? Robe.>rt 
Purser has prepart><I tl buyer·, guoclt• to pt·r· 
son al computer~ ior p,1tent~ whic:h c:o~ts only 
SI. ,\t that pnce. the v cannot );O ,won!-\ an d 
they might l.'ven 1h,H1k you ior recnrnrnend-
in~ it. Rohert Purser. Box 4(,(,. El Dor ;ulo , Ct\ 
956:?3. 

SCOPE 
Scholarly Communic-,1tion: 

Online Publishing and Education 
,\ bimonthly new~l,...ttw covt'ring .ill ,1spect, 
of the computer revolution in ,K.idenw: data 
ba~t·~. networh, course\\,lfl'. h.irdwart•. 
publication~. mectin~ ~. For .1 ~ample i~su11• 

wrill! to SCOPE. Box C. Qul'ens Collt>t.:t·. 
Flushini.. :-.1\' 11367. 

ENDa 

lC<.:E Organization Mcmbets , 
A lttske A11:8od1t.ion I or Com~u.U'.rs 11'1 Eduution: 

tAACE l 
Alhena Ass odalion for Edu~ .tJona\ 1 l[)ftita' Sys:tt-m~-
Arizonft Computtr Usen in £duc.at-i'on 
AM:&odat.if>ta (or the Developmf .fft: of, Cnm~wt'.tr--B'.11&."'°'! 

I nsl ·ructionat Sy•t<"m• IADCI St 
Comput.f'r Educ.,ition Group or! \ ' i.-:,tod~ · 
Com puter Educa1ion Gro up of, Qu••n•l,u,d. 
Compuler Educ•Uon Soclell 1' of. J:<tJarod, 
Compu t.rr £dueato,~ of ldah '.4 
Comp\llC!.U, . Ltarnirrt11. Us~N',, l!d)c,e,41.tot-.. i\\Ns,0¢fa ,~l!.,m 

CCl.\JESI 
Computer-Using f;duu.tors tC,dllotnvu\ 
Compul ,•r ·U• ing i :duca tor• al British CoVumb!o, 

(CUEBCt 
Computor·U •i ng Educator• ol K,ntud t~, CCUE°'li,YI 
DIDACOM 
Educational Computing · Co1» o~tl11.n11 of Oruo 
Educatiooa) Compudng Au odat-f:o.n ut \\Jed" .-r.n. 

AustrAlla 
Educ.aliona.l Computi ng Oru,1111ti:ation vi On tario , 

CECOOI 
Educational '°'tiaocomputtr \ l•~"" Gr.oup <>( 0,n (ro V 

N•w York cF .. MUGCl'...-\1 
Educator • lnt •ttfl Group of 1.t,, , S'1tn IJitgo · Com.po/tu 

Sodety 
Florida A$sociation or Sd•ttu • Tcad><r. IFA S'.fl 
l llinoi• A••oc:iatlon for Eduulfon ·aV O""' S~,;tems 

CILAEDSl 
Indiana Compl)lc.r EducotOh · 
~lanitob, _t Association for E.Wlu.c•tlorial t)arf;&" S'41~cm t. 

tMAN·AEDSJ . 
:\Uc.hjgan AssoclAtion for C-,101f1U1tt t" U~ tsi in L...-ttrning; 

tMACULl 
!\linntsota .... Usociotion for Edu 'a1t.fon&'\1 0.-t.a S~i,.t~n:i:ti 
:\lont.ao.n CoundJ for Comp1.u:e-n, ;_a, J,!dQ('J.l_t.ic:ur 
National lnstitulf lor Mi,:,:ow,np .u1.er · ffMed : 

~arning CNIMIIU 
Ntw Homp sh ir--t A,;sod .• _liob for C",()ffl,tl'uti.er 0h.1<'.ntfo11, 

S1a1e ... ide tNll,\CESI 
New York Sto t t Auociotion to,· E,h,,...,.t,ional lil•l"' 

S, •t.H•m fil 11,~,; South Wa les Co mpu1 .. , EduoA1-fu11 Group 
~orth\, c.St Council for Co.mp'(t,ter · Ed:ueati:o.a1 ~Or1~1i:t1·n, 

\\"as hington 41.nd i':orthttn , Jd 1ahot 
Okl,.bomo Educftlional Corn1rnt<W u •• ,,. l"<og,ram 

COECUl'I 
Pl!'.nnJ;yl\•a,.ala Ltarning Rr .ii OUt(.,t: S' A .. .t0d a:tion tPLJtA \I 
Quebec ,w ociation o( Computet" · Uw:c,11 i.n.i B.du:cnt.fon 
SoskatchewRn Ato8ociatiot1 Cot C'omp,ut~rs in 

Edurntion 
Tht Sdencf' Tta cbr-rs· -~ S!.nda.t fo:n fl··~· Ont ·a·r.in 
Socirty or Dala Educato r, cSOJ;\ 
Sodr ty lot !llicrncomputing In: Lif ,; & ~:dumHoo 

!SM ILE ) 
Texa s Comp ut.tr Edu .cation Au O(fo.~or, 
Tb• Utah Council for Compul 'tl'11 in, f'.d\,codun: 
Wyom ing Educntlonol Con111,utin11 Couou.dl 
Young Peop te•!i LOGO A&6'oda.t i.on 4\tl .,l l..A11 

To f,nd ovt mer.: obout the "Floppi,, Cope/' i,,ovi"ve . been , I.coking 
for. mo il the coupon to Doto Commend, P.O. Sox 548. K.onl<okee. 
ll 60901 

_________ State _____ Z,p ____ CT 



Ti:.t\t}J!Jl;a 
FR11:1'J1) lY~ -r D D1 
No,., Y,'ltl'l t~ exc"..1'.g ~- :-er .... - s~ 
to teach BAStC P'OJ-'Gr.1.- -~ a.'l:i b- !1 
computer awareness .,"(.;i l'itedie. a,,a 
1un1or hlg'l sctioof studef!t.s NOT a 
manual from a co,"Tlouter co:npa,71, lfiis 
teXlbook was SOi:C!a!Jy designed ·or 
dassroom use 
• Easy to teach. 
• Compatible wrth all major micro sys-

tems currently used in schools. 
• A prar.tical hands-on approach to pro-

gramming. 
• Stresses computer literacy. 
• A complete Teacher's Guide gives you 

the flexibility to plan short units or a full 
semester course. Blackline worksheets 
and the supplemental diskette (which 
includes. programs and answers to 
exercises) lighten your workload . 

. Mf ~J.Etm.Bf }J~ For grades 9-12 we 
otter .. Computer Programming in the 
Basic language .. 

For more information: cau Toll Free 
+·tH.LCJ .. @:21,J .fJ §J:8 
In NJ 1-800•932-0117 

•Allyn @OD@]Bacon 
Dept. 25 / 7 Wells Avenue/ Newton. MA 02159 r------------, 
I Yf [E~ I'd like to know more! I I Please send more I 

' information on I 
I O Beginning Computer Programming: I I BASIC (grades 5·9) 

I D Computer Programming in the BASIC I 
Language (grades 9· 12) I 

I Name-- ------ --- , 
I Sc11001 __ _ __ _____ _ ____ __ __ __ -_ _____ _ __ 1 
: ~I Address I 
I State- - --ZIP ---- --- 1 

~0~--- - - ---- - -- 1 L------------· 
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